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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the distribution and the biogeochemical behaviour of ^Ra and 
228 Ra (half-lifes 1600 and 5.75 years, respectively) in the Atlantic sector of the Southern 

Ocean. Both are important tracers in oceanographic issues on time-scales from months 

to years. 2 2 6 ~ a  with a deep-sea source has been suggested as a tracer for ocean 

mixing processes. 2 2 8 ~ a  gets enriched in shallow water regions and represents a 

suitable tracer for advection of shelfwater into the Open ocean. In the context of iron as 

a growth-limiting factor for primary productivity in the Southern Gcean, 2 2 8 ~ a  is used in 

this study to investigate the role of iron input from coastal regions into the Atlantic 

sector. For a better understanding of the biogeochemical behaviour of radium in 

circumpolar waters, the distribution of 2 2 6 ~ a  was compared with Si concentrations. 

During six cruises, 2 2 6 ~ a  and ^Ra have been measured in high resolution in surface 

waters of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), the Weddell Gyre, on the 

continental shelves and on a vertical transect across the ACC at 20Â E. R a  and 2 2 8 ~ a  

samples with high activities were analyzed by Y-spectrometry. Determination of the 

Open ocean ''@'Ra activities was done by the 228~h-ingrowth method via U-spectrometry. 

^Ra activities approximately double from north to south across the ACC. Highest 

activities (up to 18 dpm1IOOkg) are found in the southeastern Corner of the Weddell 

Gyre where upwelling of Circumpolar Deep Water occurs. A correlation between R a  

and Si yields best results for surface water samples south of the Polar Front (PF) and 

for intermediate water masses. The correlation does not hold north of the PF. where 
226 Ra depletion continues when Si is already exhausted. Acantharians, SrSG4-building 

microzooplankton, are proposed as an important carrier phase in the marine 

biogeochemistry of radium. 
228 Ra activities have been determined for the first time On both sides of the Antarctic 

Peninsula and on the Argentinean shelf. On the continental shelves in the Weddell Sea 

and along the Antarctic Peninsula, 2 2 8 ~ a  activities range from 0.2 to 2 dpm1100kg. 

Highest values have been determined on the Argentinean Shelf (3.7 dpm1100kg). 

Associated residence times for water masses on the Antarctic and Argentinean shelves 

vary between 2 and 10 months. In the Open ACC, 2 2 8 ~ a  activities have a mean of 

0.1 dpm/IOOkg but are below the detection limit within the Weddell Gyre, On two N-S- 

transects, extremely high 2 2 8 ~ a  signals of 4.3 dpm1IOOkg occur and coincide with the 

approxirnate position of the PF. They are suggested to originate from a temporary 

merging or a close proximity of the Subantarctic and the Polar Front at 40" W, 

Increased activities in the Argentine Basin and south of Africa could be related to the 

Brazil and the Agulhas Current, respectively. Satellite altimetry enabled the correlation 

of 2 2 8 ~ a  signals with cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies spawned from the Agulhas 

Retroflection Area. The subtropical intrusions containing 2 2 8 ~ a  enriched water could be 

traced as far as 45" S. 

Vertical 2 2 8 ~ h 1 2 3 0 ~ h  AR have been determined in the upper 1000 m along 20' E. It could 

be shown that the 2 2 8 ~ h 1 2 3 0 ~ h  AR can be used as a qualitative indicator of R a  
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activities. The depth profiles showed that ^ ~ a  enrichment is limitated to a shallow 

surface layer north of the PF. 

The distribution of 228Ra was Set in context to the distribution of tracers for iron input via 

terrigenous input (AI and the isotopic composition of neodymium) and deep upwelling 

iZ7/ \c )  that had been determined in associated studies. Input of shelfwater seems to 

occur rather sporadically in restricted areas associated with the PF and the Southern 

ACC Boundary as elevated '"Ra are not a regular feature of the frontal Jets in the 

ACC. 

A compilation of world-wide data from produced waters released during oil and gas 

exploitation reveals extremely high activities of 2 2 6 ~ a  and 2 2 8 ~ a  in these effluents. 

Several large hydrocarbon fields in operation are located in the influence of the 

Falkland or the Brazil Current On the continental shelf or slope of South America. It 

must be assumed that these discharges are subject to the Same transport processes 

as ~a released from shelf sediments and may complicate the distinguishment of the 

two sources 
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KURZFASSUNG 

Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die Verteilung sowie das geochemische Verhalten 

von "'Ra und ^Ra (Halbwertszeiten 1600 bzw. 5.75 Jahre) im Atlantischen Sektor 

des SÃ¼dozeans Beides sind wichtige Isotope fÃ¼ die Untersuchung von 

ozeanographischen Prozessen, die auf Zeitskalen von Monaten und Jahren ablaufen. 

Aufgrund seiner Freisetzung aus Tiefseesedimenten wurde 2 2 6 ~ a  als Tracer fÃ¼ 

groÃŸskalig ozeanische Zirkulation vorgeschlagen. '''Ra hingegen reichert sich in 

Flachwassergebieten an und kann als Tracer fÃ¼ Advektion von Schelfwasser in den 

offenen Ozean benutzt werden. Im Zusammenhang mit Eisen a ls  

wachstumslimitierendem Faktor fÃ¼ die PrimÃ¤rproduktio des SÃ¼dozean soll im 

Rahmen dieser Arbeit die Rolle von EiseneintrÃ¤ge aus kÃ¼stennahe Gebieten in den 

Atlantischen Sektor nÃ¤he untersucht werden. Ein Vergleich von " ' ~ a  mit Si- 

Konzentrationen soll zu einem besseren VerstÃ¤ndni der Biogeochemie von Radium in 

zirkumpolaren GewÃ¤sser fÃ¼hren 

Die Verteilung von ^Ra und "'Ra wurde in hoher AuflÃ¶sun auf sechs Expeditionen 

im OberflÃ¤chenwasse des Antarktischen Zirkumpolarstroms (ACC), des 

Weddellwirbels, auf den kontinentalen Schelfen sowie auf einem Vertikalschnitt durch 

den ACC gemessen. Die Bestimmung von " ' ~ a  sowie 2 2 8 ~ a  in Proben mit 

ausreichend hoher AktivitÃ¤ erfolgte mittels y-Spektrometrie. Alle Ã¼brige 2 2 8 ~ a - ~ r o b e n  

wurden Ã¼be die 228~h-~achwachsmethode analysiert. 

Die 226~a-~kt iv i tÃ¤te  verdoppeln sich von Nord nach SÃ¼ Ã¼be den ACC. Die hÃ¶chste 

AktivitÃ¤te (bis 18 dpm1IOOkg) wurden im sÃ¼dÃ¶stlich Weddellwirbel gemessen, wo 

Zirkumpolares Tiefenwasser bis an die OberflÃ¤ch aufsteigt. Die Korrelation von R a  

zu Si ist am ausgeprÃ¤gteste fÃ¼ OberflÃ¤chenprobe sÃ¼dlic der Polarfront (PF) sowie 

fÃ¼ intermediÃ¤r Wasserproben. NÃ¶rdlic der PF, wo die Si-Konzentrationen nahe null 

sind, ist keine Korrelation mehr gegeben. Den SrS04-bildenden Acantharien konnte 

eine wichtige Rolle fÃ¼ die Biogeochemie des Radiums zukommen. 

2 2 8 ~ a  wurde zum ersten Mal auf den Kontinentalschelfen der Antarktischen Halbinsel 

sowie auf dem argentinischen Schelf gemessen, Die AktivitÃ¤te auf den Schelfen des 

Weddellmeeres reichen von 0.2 bis 2 dpm1100kg. Auf dem argentinischen Schelf 

wurden AktivitÃ¤te bis 3.7 dpm1IOOkg gemessen. Die Residenzzeiten der zugehÃ¶rige 

Wassermassen variieren zwischen 2 und 10 Monaten. Die mittleren AktivitÃ¤te im 

offenen ACC liegen bei 0.1 dpmIIOOkg. Proben im zentralen Weddellwirbel lagen 

unterhalb der Nachweisgrenze. Jedoch konnten im Bereich der PF auf zwei 

Transekten stark erhÃ¶ht 228~a-~k t i v i tÃ¤ te  gemessen werden (4.3 dpmI100kg). Ein 

temporÃ¤re Verschmelzen der Subantarktischen mit der Polarfront bei etwa 40' W wird 

als Ursache fÃ¼ diese erhÃ¶hte Signale an der PF angenommen. ErhÃ¶ht AktivitÃ¤te im 

Argentinischen Becken sowie sÃ¼dlic von Afrika konnten auf den EinfluÃ des Brasilien- 

bzw. des Agulhas-Stroms zurÃ¼ckgefÃ¼h werden. Mit Hilfe von Satellitenaltimetrie lieÃ 

sich ein Zusammenhang zwischen 2 2 8 ~ a - ~ k t i v i t Ã ¤  und zyklonischen bzw. 

antizyklonischen Wirbeln herstellen, welche ihren Ursprung im Gebiet der Agulhas- 



Retroflektion haben. Der EinfluÃ subtropischen Wassers mit erhÃ¶hte 2 2 8 ~ a - ~ e r t e n  

konnte bis 45' S nachgewiesen werden. 

22m~h/230~h-~ktivi tÃ¤tsverhÃ¤ltnis (AR) wurden in den oberen I000 m entlatig eines 

Tiefenprofils bei 20Â E bestimmt. Es konnte gezeigt werden, daÂ das 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h - ~ ~  als 

qualitativer Anzeiger fÃ¼ 2 2 8 ~ a - ~ k t i v i t Ã ¤ t e  verwendet werden kann. Anhand der 

Tiefenprofile wurde deutlich, daÂ erhÃ¶ht 2 2 m ~ a - ~ e r t e  nur in einer flachen Schicht im 

OberflÃ¤chenwasse nÃ¶rdlic der PF auftreten. 

Die Verteilung von *"Ra wurde im Zusammenhang mit Informationen Ã¼be weitere 

natÃ¼rlich Eiseneintragswege untersucht, welche mittefs der Tracer AI und Neodym- 

Isotopie (fÃ¼ terrigenen Eintrag) sowie '"AC (fÃ¼ Aufstieg von Tiefenwasser) im 

Rahmen anderer Arbeiten gewonnen wurden. Da nur sporadisch erhÃ¶ht 2 2 8 ~ a - ~ e r t e  

an den ozeanographischen Fronten nachzuweisen waren, muÃ davon ausgegangen 

werden, daÂ der Eintrag von Schelfwasser keine kontinuierliche Eisenquelle fÃ¼ den 

SÃ¼datlanti darstellt und nur in beschrÃ¤nkte Gebieten entlang der PF oder der 

SÃ¼dliche ACC-Grenze von Bedeutung ist. 

Eine Zusammenstellung von weltweit erhobenen Daten Ã¼be ProduktionswÃ¤sser die 

bei der 01- und GasfÃ¶rderun anfallen, zeigt, daÂ diese AbwÃ¤sse zum Teil extrem 

hohe ^Ra und ^Ra AktivitÃ¤te aufweisen. Entlang des sÃ¼damerikanische Schelfs 

sowie des Kontinentalhangs werden an mehreren Stellen groÃŸ Mengen 

Kohlenwasserstoffe gefÃ¶rdert Diese Gebiete befinden sich im EinfluÃŸbereic des 

Falkland- und des Brasilienstroms. Eine Verdriftung der kÃ¼nstlic freigesetzten ''*Ra- 

AktivitÃ¤te ist daher wahrscheinlich und kÃ¶nnt die Unterscheidung von natÃ¼rlic 

freigesetztem R a  erschweren. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many issues in marine research rely on tracer studies that allow a more detailed study 

of the many aspects of such general topics like ocean circulation, mixing or  

biogeochemical cycles. While mixing of two water masses might prove difficult to be  

Seen from 0-S-properties alone, the admixture of a trace element or compound can be 

readily discernible, provided that it is characteristic for a certain water mass. 

Not least because of its uniqueness compared to other oceans, e.g. the formation of 

bottom water, the linkage between the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Ocean by the 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) or the upwelling of nutrient rich Circumpolar Deep 

Water, the Southern Ocean has been deemed increasingly important by the scientific 

community. Antarctica and the Southern Ocean are considered to play a key-role in the 

modern climate. Any precise reconstruction of the palaeoclimatic conditions as well as 

reliable predictions of future trends both involve a close investigation of the processes 

and interactions that govern the climate system, and with it the Southern Ocean, today. 

In this respect, tracer studies contribute valuable information. 

The naturally occurring decay chains "VU, ""U and 232 Th provide a number of 

radionuclides with half-lives in the order of days to thousands of years that are of 

particular use in marine issues (Appendix A 6). Their distribution, apart from radioactive 

decay, is mainly governed by the reactivity of the respective elements: e.g. uranium, 

radium or actinium tend to stay in solution while thorium or protactinium are quickly 

scavenged by particles and transported to the seafloor. Disequilibria between parent 

and daughter nuclides are the consequence of this partitioning. For water mass 

studies, preferentially soluble radionuclides come into application. Their supply to the 

water column is mostly by diffusion from sediments through decay from a particie- 

reactive parent while their distribution in the water column is governed by their 

respective half-lives. The naturally occurring radium isotopes "'Ra, ""a, ^Ra and 

"%a have been used extensively for mixing and advection studies On different 

timescales in various regions (Broecker and Peng 1982). 

For ocean-wide and mesoscale processes, ^Ra and "@'Ra (half-lives 1600 and 

5.75 years, respectively) are particularly suitable tracers. Both are released to the 

water column from the sediment through decay of thorium isotopes, but in 

consequence of a difference in parent nuclide distribution and half-life, ^Ra is 

liberated rather from deep-sea sediments while ^%a accumuiates to higher activities 

in shallow water regions. ^ ~ a  is used as a deep sea tracer for mixing processes (e.9. 

Ku and Luo 1994) or as a tracer in studies of particle cycling, notably barite (Legeleux 

and Reyss 1996). "%a has been proven to be an excellent tracer Tor advection of 

shelfwater into the Open ocean (e.9. Moore 1969b, Kaufman et al. 1973, Moore et al. 

1980). 

Within the Southern Ocean, the data base for both radionuclides is rather scanty and 

has for the most part been ascertained during the world-wide Geochemical Ocean 

Sections Study (GEOSECS) program between 1976 and 1979. At that time, extremely 
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low '''Ra activities in the Open ocean could partly not be determined with the available 

analytical techniques and many of the samples taken south of the Polar Front were 

below the detection limit. Despite the Progress made in the development of 

measurement techniques and the successful application of radium isotopes in other 

oceans, only few studies in southern polar waters have made use of either R a  or 

^ ~ a  as a tracer. One of the reasons might be the comparatively little information 

about the geochemistry and, especially in the case of " ' ~ a ,  distribution of these 

radionuclides. 

1.1 The iron hypothesis 

In recent years, the recognition that primary production in the Open South Atlantic might 

be CO-limited by the availability of iron has attracted the interest of biologists and 

climatologists alike. The growth of phytoplankton in the world's oceans is directly linked 

to the availability of light and the macronutrients N, P and Si in the euphotic Zone. But 

despite its replete nutrients, the Antarctic waters sustain only moderate primary 

production (Fig. I ) ,  a phenomenon that has for a Iong time been known as the 

"Antarctic Paradox". 

Chlorophyll a Concentration (mg / m3) 

Fig. 1: Averaged distribution of chlorophyll a in the Atlantic sector of the Southern 
Ocean in 1998 as Seen from SeaWiFS. The extremely high concentrations close to the 
Antarctic continent in the Weddell Sea are probably artefacts caused by cloud Cover. 
ice and light conditions. 
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The idea that iron might represent an essential micronutrient, today often referred to as  

the "iron-hypothesis", was first published by Gran (1931), based on observations in 

coastal waters off Norway (p. 41): " ... indicating that the conditions for a rich growth are 

satisfied only by a rnixture of waters of different origin, The Atlantic water certainly 

confains enough of nitrates and phosphates, while the coasfal (or polar) water may 

bring eifher living cells or sorne stirnulating stuff corning from land and lacking in 

oceanic water. (...) These considerafions gave rne the idea that the rich productivity of 

the coastal waters rnight be explained by iron-containing hurnus-cornpounds drained 

out from land. (...) If the productivity of the coastal waters is dependent on any factor of 

a chernical nature acting as a rninirnurn facfor, it rnust be an element which in its 

circulation does not follow the nitrates and phosphates accumulating in solution in the 

deep sea and reaching the surface again by vertical circulation of any kind. If such 

rninirnum stuffs exist, they rnust irreversibly go out of circulation in the sea, so that they 

can only be renewed frorn land." 

Since then, many investigators have tested this concept in the so-called High Nutrient 

Low Chioropyll (HNLC) regions, i.e. areas with a sharp contrast in the availability of 

macronutrients and primary production. Apart from the ice-free Southern Ocean, major 

Open ocean HNLC regimes have been described in both the subarctic and the 

equatorial eastern Pacific. In recent years, the Southern Ocean has been the focus of 

many of these investigations as it is believed to have the greatest potential in affecting 

atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Sarmiento et al. 1991, Orr et al. in press). 

In the contemporary Southern Ocean, iron has a direct influence on the occurrence of 

intensive plankton blooms along the Polar Front (de Baar et al. 1995), where spring 

blooms lead to biomass production an order of magnitude higher than in the waters of 

the southern ACC. In situ fertilization experiments have been conducted south of 

Tasmania (SOIREE; Abraham et al. 2000, Boyd et al. 2000) and south of Africa 

(EISENEX; Smetacek et al. 2001) along the respective locations of the Polar Front and 

confirmed the relationship between iron and primary productivity. 

While research programs continue to test the strength of the iron hypothesis, the 

industrial community hopes to fulfill a part of their Kyoto promises by carbon credits. 

Ocean fertilization is considered to be one possible way of mitigating man's influence 

on the climate System, and hitherto purely scientific experiments are being discussed in 

relation to their applicability. Patents for ocean fertilization have already been issued 

(e.g. Howard and O'Brien 1999, Markels 2000) and studies are carried out to model 

large-scale fertilization (Ormerod and Angel 1998). With this as a backdrop, even 

small-scale scientific experiments should be Seen in a different light as they have 

added a new aspect to climate research and discussion and are about to become a 

political driving force. 
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1.2  Transport mechanisms for iron into the Atlantic sector of the Southern 

Ocean 

In view of the many interactions of iron with phytoplankton and its feed-back 

mechanisms on the climate system, it seems crucial to know more about its natural 

possible transport paths into the Open ocean. Only then can assumptions about e.g. 

the drop in COy during the last glacial, caused by increased dust-derived iron input be 

validated (Martin 1990, Sarmiento et al. 1991). 

Yet little is known about how the micronutrient iron reaches the productive regions of 

the Southern Ocean today. Four main transport mechanisms have been proposed for 

the Atlantic sector (de Baar et al. 1995, LÃ¶sche et al. 1997; de Baar and de Jong 

2001, Hegner et al. in prep.): upwelling of deep water, input by ice-rafted debris 

released from melting icebergs, aeolian input of continental detritus from the Antarctic 

Peninsula and southern South America and shelfwater inputs from their respective 

shelf areas (Fig. 2). The Argentinean and Antarctic continental shelf areas represent 

important sources where iron is set free into the overlying water column during 

diagenetic processes in the shelf sediments (Westerlund and ohman 1991). However, 

the relative or regional importance of the respective input mechanisms is still a matter 

of debate. The need for a better understanding of processes supplying bio-available 

iron to the euphotic Zone was clearly recognized during a round table session at the 

Southern Ocean JGOFS (Joint Global Ocean Flux Studies) Symposium held in Brest, 

8-1 2Ih July 2000. 

Fig. 2: Schematic view through the Drake Passage towards the east along the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current, iliustrating the main transport routes and mechanisms for iron into 
the productive regions of the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean: (1) upwelling of 
deep water; (2) input of shelfwater; (3) aeolian input; (4) input from ice-rafted debris 
released by melting icebergs. HNLC: High Nutrient Low Chlorophyll. 
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The iron transport paths can be investigated by means of different geochemical tracers: 

aluminium and the isotopic composition of neodymium reveal information about 

terrigenous input - either by dust or by ice-rafted debris (Duce and Tindale 1991, 

Grousset et al. 1992, Hegner et al. in prep.), '''AC has been suggested as a tracer for 

upwelling of deep water (Geiberi 2001) and 2 2 ' ~ a  will be applied in the present study to 

investigate the role of shelfwater advection. 

1.3 Objectives 

Aim of this study is to provide an improved understanding of the sources, distribution 

and behaviour of the naturally occurring radionuclides ^Ra (half-life 1600 years) and 

2 2 8 ~ a  (half-life 5.75 years) in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. 

As 226Ra is the most abundant of the radium isotopes in Open ocean waters, it is best 

suited to study the biogeochemistry of radium in the marine environment, i.e. its 

behaviour as a biointermediate element. Based on the similarities of vertical ^Ra and 

Si water profiles, radium has offen been suggested to take part in the marine Si cycle 

(e.g. Ku et al. 1970, Ku and Lin 1976). 

The questions adressed in this study with respect to R a  are: 

What is the relationship between R a  and Si in circumpolar waters? 

Which are the processes that control the behaviour of R a  as a bio-intermediate 

element in the water column? 

In the context of iron as a growth-limiting factor for phytoplankton in the Open South 

Atlantic, the suitability and strength of "'Ra is tested here as a tracer for advection of 

shelfwater. To this end, the following questions need to be settled: 

How can "%a be measured at extremely low activities and what techniques of 

sample collection and processing are required? 

What is the distribution of R a  in shallow water regions, i.e. its potential source 

regions, and in the Open ocean? 

With the objective to answer the main question: 

Which are the main transport mechanisms for shelfwater to reach the Open ocean? 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the biogeochemistry of radium in the 

Southern Ocean, a high resolution sampling is performed. As far as sampling strategy 

is concerned, the main focus is put on "'Ra and its potential to identify shelfwater 

masses in the Open South Atlantic. It was tried to coordinate the sample collection for 
228 Ra and geochemical tracers for other iron transport paths in order to get a good 

comparability of the different processes at work. 

Effort is also put on the identification of anthropogenic radium sources that could 

complicate especially the use of 2 2 ~ a  as a natural tracer for shelfwater advection. 
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The present work has been funded by DFG-project Ru 71211-3. The investigations are 

thematically associated with and have been carried out within the framework of 

CARUSO (Carbon Uptake in the Southern Ocean), a European Community-funded 

project investigating the processes that are "regulafing the phofosynthetic CO; fixation 

of large diatoms and carbon exporf info deeper Anfarcfic waters". 



Hydrography of the sampling area 

2 HYDROGRAPHY OF THE SAMPLING AREA 

The relationship between the sampling locations and the hydrographic regime of the 

Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean is the base for the data interpretation in the 

chapters to follow. The general circulation, special oceanographic features and water 

mass properties of the sampling area will be presented. Special emphasis is put on the 

hydrographic situation in the Argentine Basin and south of Africa. Both regions are 

strongly influenced by the western boundary currents of the subtropical Atlantic and 

Indian Ocean gyres. It will be shown that physical structures, iron concentration and 

productivity in the ocean can be related to each other and what hydrographical features 

exist for the eastward transport of the above-mentioned trace elements. 

2.1 General features of the Southern Ocean 

Strictly speaking, the Southern Ocean is not an ocean by itself but comprises the 

southern extensions, i.e. the areas south of approximately 40" S of the Pacific, the 

Indian and the Atlantic Ocean. Commonly, its northern limit is set at the Subtropical 

Front line (see chapter 2.2.1) where the permanent thermocline reaches the surface 

(Tomczak and Godfrey 1994). The Southern Ocean is dominated by the Antarctic 

Circumpolar Current (ACC), a strong zonal easterly water flow that is mainly driven by 

the prevailing Westerlies between 40142' and 70172's (Iriondo 2000). The ACC links 

the three major oceans and isolates the continent Antarctica from subtropical influence, 

keeping it at freezing temperatures throughout the year. Close to the Antarctic 

continent, prevailing Easterlies drive the narrow Coastal Current (CC) in the opposite 

direction. 

One of the prevalent characteristics of the ACC are oceanic fronts (Fig. 3) - areas that 

in a conventional view have simply been regarded as boundaries between water 

masses that lead to a zonation of the Southern Ocean. Today it is accepted that the 

nature of these fronts is highly dynamic, involving steep meridional density gradients 

that lead to high geostrophic velocities. While speeds within in the ACC are rather 

sluggish, they can exceed 50 cmls (Strass and Langreder 2000) within restricted bands 

along the fronts, the so-called frontal Jets. The fronts are also known for the frequent 

formation of meanders and eddies (Veth et al. 1997) which contribute to the meridional 

exchange of energy and nutrients. The frontal characteristics and the eastward flow of 

the ACC can be tracked over the whole water column down to the seafloor. Hence, 

islands and bottom topography have an impact on its eastward flow and are 

responsible for deviations of the current, convergence of the fronts and areas of 

intensive meandering. 
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Fig. 3: Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. Currents, oceanographic fronts and 
extent of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (shaded area) after Peterson and Stramma 
(1991) and Orsi et al. (1995), iceberg trajectories after Tchernia and Jeannin (1984) 
and Drinkwater et al. (1999). STF: Subtropical Front; SAF: Subantarctic Front; PF: 
Polar Front; SACCF: Southern ACC Front; SACCBdy: Southern ACC Boundary. 

2.2 Circulation within the South Atlantic 

The circulation in the South Atlantic from north to south is broadly as follows (Fig. 3): 

The South Atlantic Subtropical Gyre Covers the region from equatorial to subtropical 

latitudes and is delineated at its southwestern end by the Brazil Current and the South 

Atlantic Current. In the region south of Africa, the Agulhas Current is responsible for a 

leakage of Indian Ocean water masses to the Atlantic Ocean. As part of the Indian 

Ocean Subtropical Gyre, it is one of the major Western boundary currents of the 

southern hemisphere and enters the Atlantic south of Africa. The source waters of the 

Agulhas Current are believed to be derived from east of Madagascar and from the 

Mozambique Channel between Madagaskar and Africa (van Leeuwen et al. 2000). A 

recirculation in a Southwest Indian Ocean subgyre has equally been suggested 

(Lutjeharms 1996). The Agulhas Current follows tightly the narrow continental shelf and 

can be found as close as 30 km of the shelf break (Park et al. 2001). It turns eastwards 

between 20 and 15O E and flows back into the Indian Ocean along about 40's as the 

Agulhas Return Current (Fig. 3). This so-called Agulhas Retroflection Area is 

characterized by extreme mesoscale variability (Lutjeharms 1996). 
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South of the subtropical gyres lies the broad band of the ACC that encircles the 

Antarctic continent. Between the ACC and the Antarctic coastline in the Weddell Sea, a 

cyclonic gyre stretches along a SW-NE-trending axis from the Antarctic Peninsula to 

30Â E (SchrÃ¶de and Fahrbach 1999), Park et al. (2001) shift its eastern termination to 

at least 53' E in the Enderby Basin. At 50" W, the clockwise circulation of the Weddell 

Gyre joins with waters entering the South Atlantic through the Drake Passage at the 

Weddell-Scotia-Confluence (WSC; Gordon 1967). The Southern ACC Boundary forms 

the northern boundary of this Weddell Gyre. At 25' E, the boundary of the Weddell 

Gyre and the Southern ACC Front converge and form a Zone of mesoscale variability 

(Orsi et al. 1993). Both warm and cold core eddies are shed and move mainly 

southwestwards (Gouretski and Danilov 1993, SchrÃ¶de and Fahrbach 1999). 

Icebergs that calve from East Antarctica drift westwards in a narrow band close to the 

coast, driven by the wind and the CC. 

They enter the ACC over the South Scotia Ridge along the WSC. Some icebergs have 

also been observed to move northward in a more narrow loop at approximately 40Â W 

(Tchernia and Jeannin 1984, Drinkwater et al. 1999). Sediment-laden icebergs have 

been suggested as a possible carrier of iron into the productive regions of the ACC. but 

were dismissed as a major pathway (LÃ¶sche et al. 1997, Smetacek et al. 1997). 

2.2.1 Frontal systems in the South Atlantic 

Taking the Greenwich Meridian as a reference line, four deep-reaching fronts can be 

depicted of which three are located within the ACC (Whitworth and Nowlin 1987). 

Although most of the fronts might be identified by sea surface temperatures alone 

(Lutjeharms and Valentine 1984), seasonality and air-sea interaction can disguise their 

true location and extent. Temperature inversions adjacent to mean thermal gradient are 

a dominant feature of the oceanic fronts, giving sea surface temperature curves often a 

z-shaped appearance when plotted against latitude (Lutjeharms and Valentine 1984). A 

more robust positioning of the fronts can be based on subsurface observations 

including temperature, salinity, and oxygen concentrations. The following paragraphs 

give a general description of the fronts and their hydrographic properties are 

summarized in Table 1, based on the definitions given by Orsi et al. (1995). 

Subtropical Front 

The Subtropical Front (STF) separates the subtropical from the circumpolar regime 

further south and delineates the northernmost extent of Subantarctic Surface Water 

(SASW) that is getting subducted underneath the Subtropical Surface Water (STSW; 

Fig. 6). The landmass of South America interrupts the circumpolar flow of the STF, 

underlining the fact that this front is not Part of the ACC proper. As the temperature 

distribution is more affected by seasonality, the salinity field proves to be more reliable 

for the detection of the STF (Deacon 1982). 
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South of South Africa, the STF is part of a wider, highly variable Zone that is known for 

intensive eddy shedding, probably caused by interference with the Agulhas Return 

Current and influenced by bottom topography (Lutjeharms 1985, Lutjeharms 1999). 

Subantarctic Front 

The Subantarctic Front (SAF) is characterized by the northward sinking of the Antarctic 

Intermediate Water (AAIW) which involves the development of a salinity minimum at 

subsurface levels (Fig. 6). Intensive eddy shedding has been reported for the SAF 

(Lutjeharms 1985, Ansorge 1999, Park et al. 2001). Waters south of the SAF have 

been associated with a maximum in chlorophyll a (Allanson et al. 1981). 

Table 1: Parameters used for the identification of the oceanic fronts, compiled after 
Orsi et al. (1995). 

Subtropical Front 12OC > T > 1 O0C 100 

35.0 > S > 34.6 100 

Subantarctic Front S < 34.20 < 300 southward 
9 > 4-5-C 400 northward 

0 2  > 7 mlll < 200 southward 
Polar Front 9 < 2OC along the 0-minimum < 200 southward 

9-minimum > 200 northward 

9 > 2.2"C along the 9-maximum > 800 northward 

Southern ACC Front 9 > 1 . 8 T  along the 9-maximum > 500 northward 

0 < O0C along the 9-minimum < 150 southward 

S > 34.73 along the S-maximum > 800 northward 
0 2  < 4.2 mlll along the 02-minimum > 500 southward 

Southern ACC Boundary 9 > 1.5'C 200 northward 

S > 34.5 200 northward 

Polar Front 

At the Polar Front (PF), Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) gets subducted underneath 

the SASW and spreads northwards (Naveira Garabato et al. 2001). It is the 

temperature field of the AASW that defines the position of the PF. The dominant 

features of the PF are the steep rise of the isotherms and the streng meandering of the 

Jet stream with associated eddy generation (Veth et al. 1997, Ansorge and Lutjeharms 

1999, Strass et al. 1999). Increased phytoplankton biomass has been repeatedly 

reported for the PF (Allanson et al. 1981, Lutjeharms et al. 1985, Bathmann et al, 2000, 

Strass et al. subm.), a relationship between physical phenomena, increased dissolved 

iron concentrations and the distribution of chlorophyll a has been described by de Baar 

et al. (1 995), Bathmann et al. (1997), Smetacek et al. (1 997) and Strass et al. (subm.). 

The PF has also been identified as an important foraging ground for higher trophic 

levels of the Antarctic food-chain (van Franeker 1999). 
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Southern ACC Front 

The third distinctive front within the ACC as evidenced by the density field is the 

Southern ACC Front (SACCF). In contrast to the SAF and PF, it does not separate 

different surface water masses as the AASW stretches southward from the PF all the 

way to the continental Zone. The location of the SACCF is determined by the 

southward extent of the 1.8Â°C-isother of the upwelling Upper Circumpolar Deep 

Water (UCDW). Topographie features influence the path of the SACCF. 

Southern ACC Boundary (Weddell Front) 

Orsi et al. (1995) define the poleward limit of the ACC with the southern edge of the 

shoaling UCDW. This location coincides with a change in geostrophic shear between 

the circumpolar and the subpolar regime, giving the boundary a frontal feature, In the 

Scotia Sea, the SACCF and the Southern ACC Boundary are found close to each 

other. At 25O E, both fronts converge again due to the wedge-shaped.structure of the 

South Indian Ridge (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Tynan (1998) has pointed out the ecological 

importance of the Southern ACC Boundary as a foraging ground for whales. 

Frontal systems south of Africa 

South of Africa, the retroflection of the Agulhas Current creates a fifth front, the 

Agulhas Front (AF; Lutjeharms et al. 1981). It separates the incoming warm and saline 

subtropical Indian waters from the colder and fresher Atlantic waters (Lutjeharms and 

Valentine 1984; Gordon et al. 1987) and can often be depicted from sea surface 

temperatures. Occasionally, the southern edge of the Agulhas Return Current 

coincides with the STF further south, inducing a strong increase of the mean 

temperature and the frontal intensity. In general, the AF and the STF are clearly 

separated by about one degree of latitude with the AF showing the steepest thermal 

gradient of all the fronts present between Africa and Antarctica. 

Strong eddy activity, generated by bottom topography is reported Tor the Agulhas 

Retroflection Area (Cheney et al. 1983, Lutjeharms and van Ballegoyen 1984). 

Occlusion of the retroflecting loop regularly generates Agulhas rings that move 

northwestwards into the Atlantic. Perturbations in the flow of the Agulhas Current lead 

to the spawning of both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies (Lutjeharms 1996, Boebel et 

al. 2001). 

Frontal systems in the Drake Passage and the Scotia Sea 

The Drake Passage and the Scotia Sea represent a crucial region for the flow of the 

ACC with respect to the objectives of this work and will therefore be described in more 

detail. 

The Drake Passage separates South America from the Antarctic Peninsula, the 

northernmost extension of West-Antarctica. The eastern side of South America is 

bordered by the broad Argentinean shelf with water depths of approximately 200 m. 

The shelf areas that surround the Antarctic Peninsula have less extension and 
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generally greater water depths. Water depths within the Drake Passage exceed 

3000 m in most places. Further east, the North Scotia Ridge, the islands of South 

Georgia, the South Sandwich Arc and the South Scotia Ridge form a U-shaped barrier 

of reduced water depths enclosing the Scotia Sea (Fig. 4). 

The hydrography and the location of the oceanic fronts between South America and 

Antarctica are clearly controlled by the topography. When passing through the narrow 

gap of the Drake Passage, the ACC is squeezed and, by consequence, accelerates 

considerably. It then encounters the obstacle of the South Scotia RidgeISouth 

Sandwich Are and gets deflected to the north to perform a sharp loop east of South 

America with strong meandering between the Falklands and South Georgia (Peterson 

and Stramma 1991). The SAF and PF pass between both island groups and are found 

close to each other between 38' and 40Â W. At times, they merge to form a single, 

powerful Jet with surface velocities exceeding 80cmIs (Peterson and Whitworth 1989). 

The detrainment of subpolar water is known as being associated with the Falkland 

Current which forms a confluence Zone with the opposing flowing Brazil Current (Fig. 3; 

Peterson 1992). The confluence of subtropical and subantarctic waters causes 

turbulent mixing and the generation of eddies (Fig. 5; Peterson and Stramma 1991). 

Fig. 4: Location of the oceanic fronts in the Scotia Sea (after Orsi et al. 1993, Arhan et 
al. 1999). Shaded areas indicate regions shallower than 1000 m. The 500 m (dashed) 
and 200 m (dotted) isobaths are given as well. 
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At the Drake Passage itself, three deep-reaching fronts (SAF, PF and SACCF) can be 

depicted from vertical sections within the ACC. In contrast to the region south of Africa, 

the fronts lie adjacent to each other and especially the SACCF and the Southern ACC 

Boundary can be found as close as 50 km apart (Fig. 4; Orsi et al. 1995). The UCDW is 

reported to extend regionally over the continental slope up to a depth of 1500 m 

(Sievers and Nowlin 1988). The Bransfield Strait, an island-bordered Passage on the 

Pacific side of the Antarctic Peninsula, is the source area of cold subsurface waters, 

the so-called continental slope water (Orsi et al. 1993). On the Atlantic side of the 

Peninsula, cold waters from the cyclonic Weddell Gyre join the relatively warmer 

waters passing through the Drake Passage in the Weddell-Scotia-Confluence (Gordon 

1967). The admixture of fresher water, which results from ice melting on the continental 

shelves or downstream of the Antarctic Peninsula is traceable as far as 40" E (Orsi et 

al. 1993). 

Interaction of the ACC and its deep-reaching oceanic fronts with the slope sediments of 

South America and the subantarctic islands bordering the Scotia Sea as well as the 

proximity of the Southern ACC Boundary to the Antarctic Peninsula provide favourable 

conditions for an eastward advection of iron and " * ~ a  with the ACC into the Open 

South Atlantic. 

Fig. 5: SeaWiFS image taken on 5.2.1999 offshore of the coast of Argentina. It shows 
the turbulent region of the confluence of the BrazilIFalkland Currents. The long, narrow 
band of high productivity stretching parallel to the coast marks the convergence Zone 
between the two currents. Eddy formation is visible east of it. 
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2.2.2 Water masses of the Atlantic sector of fhe Southern Ocean 

The meridional circulation in the South Atlantic is strongly affected by the formation of 

downwelling bottom water that must be replaced in other places by waters rising to 

subsurface levels. Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) will be presented first because the 

main water masses in the circumpolar and subpolar regimes are modifications of this 

water mass. Averaged water mass properties in this section are taken from Orsi et al. 

(1993, 1995). An overview of water mass circulation on a N-S-transect across the 

Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean is given in Fig. 6. 

Subtropical Gyre ACC Weddell Gyre CC 
Â¥ W 4 4 W 

4 0 3  50's 
I I 

6O0S 

STF SAF PF SACCF 

Fig. 6: Schematic representation of oceanic fronts and water masses on a N-S-section 
in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (modified after Gordon 1967). ACC: 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current; CC: Coastal Current; STF: Subtropical Front; SAF: 
Subantarctic Front; SACCF: Southern ACC Front; STSW: Subtropical Surface Water; 
SASW: Subantarctic Surface Water; AASW: Antarctic Surface Water; AAIW: Antarctic 
Intermediate Water; U/L CDW: UpperJLower Circumpolar Deep Water; NADW' North 
Atlantic Deep Water; WDW: Warm Deep Water; WSDW: Weddell Sea Deep Water; 
WSBW: Weddell Sea Bottom Water; AABW: Antarctic Bottom Water. 
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Circumpolar Deep Water 

The main water body of the ACC is build up from Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW). It 

originates from the west Indian Ocean and southeast Pacific (Callahan 1972, Warren 

1981). In the Atlantic, further input Comes from North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), a 

water body sandwiched between the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) below and the 

AAIW above. This relatively warm, saline, oxygen-rich and nutrient-poor water enters 

the ACC from the north and rises from below 2000 m depth at the STF to less than 

200 m at the Southern ACC Boundary. The injection of NADW leads to a further 

distinction between UCDW and Lower CDW (LCDW; Gordon et al, 1977). UCDW is 

characterized by an oxygen minimum (02 = 4-5 ml/I) resulting from remineralisation of 

organic material. Accordingiy, the water is rich in nutrients. LCDW has lower nutrient 

levels and a distinctive salinity maximum (S > 34.7), inherited from the admixture of 

NADW. This water can mix with shelfwaters along the Antarctic continental shelves to 

form the dense deep and bottom waters that will spread northwards again (Foster and 

Carmack 1976). Hence, the CDW is subject to permanent alteration during its 

southward rise. The region of the rising of CDW to subsurface levels has often been 

described as Antarctic Divergence, a term alluding to the upwelling induced by Ekman 

pumping. Part of the rising CDW is deflected northwards and stays at the surface as 

AASW. 

Surface and subsurface waters 

STSW is found north of the STF. SASW Covers the area between the STF and the PF. 

AASW stretches from the continental shelf of Antarctica northward to the PF with 

relatively uniform properties. It is low in salinity (S 34.4) due to ice melting in summer 

and precipitation but extremely cold, reaching freezing temperatures in winter (-1 .goC). 

Owing to its low temperature, AASW is denser than SASW and sinks to greater depths 

in the subantarctic Zone, contributing to the formation of AAIW. The high oxygen 

content of the AAIW is an imprint of the equilibration between AASW and the 

atmosphere. The signature of the AAIW is modified by mixing processes with the 

underlying CDW. South of the PF, cores of Winter Water (WW) persist throughout the 

austral summer at subsurface levels below the mixed layer as a remnant of sea ice 

formation during winter. 

Bottom water formation 

Major bottom water formation occurs in the waters around Antarctica, thereby 

contributing to the global thermohaline circulation in the world's oceans. In winter time, 

the surface water is cooled down to freezing temperatures of -1 .gÂ° and gets enriched 

in salt by ice formation. Intensive mixing and heat loss in both coastal and Open ocean 

polynyas create bodies of dense water that sink to form AABW or, in the Weddell Sea, 

Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW). AABW will ultimately circulate northwards into the 

three major ocean basins. 
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Water rnasses within the Weddell Gyre 

Warm Deep Water (WDW) is the main intermediate water mass of the Weddell Gyre. 

The WDW is derived mainly from LCDVV, which enters the Weddell Gyre at its eastern 

limb in the Enderby Basin. At the submarine elevation of Maud Rise (64O S i 0' E), the 

inflow splits into a northward and a southwestward facing branch that feed the eastern 

and the Western (also called central) gyre, respectively (Orsi et al. 1993). Modifications 

due to loss of heat to the atmosphere and ice melting or precipitation lead to the 

formation of cold, but fresher AASW that constitutes the upper 200 m of the water 

column. During sea ice formation in the cold season, saline waters sink down the 

continental slopes to form Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW). Undercooled, but 

relatively fresh Ice Shelf Water (ISW) forms underneath the Filchner-Ronne and Larsen 

Shelf Ice (Weppernig et al. 1996). Mixing with the less dense WDW alters the 

properiies and creates WSDW. It is this water mass that forms the major source of 

AABW. All water masses within the Weddell Gyre are less saline as well as colder than 

their common source CDW. 
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3 RADIUM IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

The analysis of radium as well as the subsequent Interpretation of the results obtained 

are related to its chemical properties and its behaviour and distribution in sea water. 

The physical and (geo-) chemical properties of radium as a radioactive element will be 

presented. It will be shown that the distribution of an unstable nuclide in sea water is 

dependent On the half-lives and geochemical behaviour of the mother-daughter pair 
232 

e .g .  Th - ̂ ~ a )  it belongs to. ""h is introduced as the grand-daughter of " ' ~ a  that 

is sometimes used as an indicator of the ' " ~ a  activity. The distribution of ~a and 
228 Ra in the marine environment is laid out and existing data of ''%a and ^ ~ h  in the 

Southern Ocean are compiled 

3.1 Physical and chemical properties 

Radium (from latin radius, "ray") was discovered in 1898 by Marie and Pierre Curie. 

They separated the highly radioactive substance from the uranium ore pitchblende and 

precipitated it as Ba(Ra)S04. Succeeding steps of fractional crystallization led to a high 

degree of radium enrichment. In 191 1, Marie Curie and Andre Debierne achieved the 

preparation of pure radium by means of electrolytic separation from RaC12 with a 

mercury cathode. 

Radium belongs to the alkaline earth group and has an atomic mass of 226.0254 

(physical determination; IUPAC 1999) and a chemical valence of +2. The ionization 

potential of 5.28 eV is the lowest of the alkaline earths. The density of radium is 

5.5 g/cm3, melting and boiling point lie at 700Â and 1140' C, respectively (Lide 1995). 

Due to its high electropositive character, radium tends to form strong ionic bonds and 

oxidizes immediately when exposed to air. Further compounds are known with 

halogens, carbon, nitrogen, sulfur selenium and tellurium. Ra(0H); is a strong base. 

Ra(N03)~ is soluble in water and RaCOg in acids while RaS04 is virtually insoluble. 

Under oxidizing conditions in sea water, the stable dissolved valence of radium is Ra2+ 

(Gmelin 1997). 

Because of their position underneath each other in the periodic table, the chemical 

properties of radium resemble those of barium (atomic numbers 88 and 56, 

respectively). As will be shown in chapters 3.2 and 4.3.4, these similarities are used for 

the investigation of marine processes as well as for the analysis of radium. The 

concentration of radium in natural waters is normally below the threshold for a direct 

precipitation of RaS04, but in the presence of sufficient ~ a " ,  ca2+ or s?', radium will 

be coprecipitated with these ions (Gmelin 1997). Barium in contrast may precipitate in 

the water column and barite particles are ubiquitous in sea water (Bishop 1988; See 

chapter 6.1). Both barium and radium are classified as ,,biointermediatec' elements, 

indicating that they participate in the biological cycle (Chow and Goldberg 1960, 

Dehairs et al. 1980, Bishop 1988, Moore and Dymond 1991), but are only partially 

depleted in surface waters. For barium, depletion can reach as much as 70% 

compared to deeper waters (Broecker and Peng 1982). Approximately the Same value 
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holds for 2 2 6 ~ a  in the Pacific Ocean while the Atlantic Ocean yields a surface to deep 

water ratio of 0.5 (Broecker et al, 1967). 

Four isotopes of radium occur naturally (see Appendix A 6): 

Isotope decays with half-life b~ 

2 2 8 ~ a  half-life 5.75 years ÃŸ-deca 

2 2 6 ~ a  half-life 1600 years a-decay 

2 2 4 ~ a  half-life 3.7 days a-decay 

2 2 3 ~ a  half-life 11.4 days a-decay 

While the current knowledge about the general behaviour of radium in the marine 

environment is largely derived from ^Ra, all Tour naturally occurring radium isotopes 

find specific applications according to their half-lives in the study of processes on local, 

regional or global scales (Elsinger et al. 1982, Elsinger and Moore 1983, Bollinger and 

Moore 1984, Levy and Moore 1985, Rama et al. 1987, Moore and Astwood 1990, 

Moore and Todd 1993, Moore and Arnold 1996, Torgensen et al. 1996, Moore 1997, 

Hancock et al. 2000, Moore 2000; for ^Ra and ^Ra see below). The focus in this 

study is to provide a better understanding of the distribution and biogeochemistry of 

2 2 8 ~ a  and ^Ra in the Southern Ocean. In the special context of iron transport 

mechanisms, 2 2 8 ~ a  seems to be a promising tracer to study shelfwater advection into 

the Open South Atlantic. 

3.2 Geochemical behaviour of radium 

The nuclides of the naturally occurring decay chains (see Appendix A 6) can be 

grouped into rather adsorption-prone and more soluble elements. The former ones are 

removed rapidly out of the water column by sinking particles, a process referred to as 

'scavenging", and accumulate in sea sediments while the latter ones will tend to stay in 

solution. The different hydrochemical behaviour of a given mother-daughter pair of 

radionuclides in combination with the vast range of half-lives make the natural decay 

chains a powerful tool in ocean geochemistry. 

Both R a  and R a  belong to the rather soluble nuclides but have a strongly particle 

reactive progenitor ( ~ h  and 2 3 0 ~ h ,  respectively). Generally speaking, thorium 

isotopes get enriched in sediments while radium tends to stay in solution or, if 

produced through decay in the sediment, escapes back into the water column. The 

specific distribution of both 2 2 8 ~ a  and ^Ra in the water column depends on their 

respective half-lives as well as the distribution of their parent nuclides in the sediments. 

The total amount of radium in the world's oceans is estimated to be 92.5 t (Brown et al. 

1989), of which the overwhelming majority consists of 2 2 6 ~ a .  Concentrations of 

naturally occurring radionuclides are normally reported in disintegrations per minute 

(dpm), normalized to volume or mass. In older publications, ^Ra concentrations are 
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often given in mol or g (^Ra). The conversion into dpm is done according to the 

following equations. 

d ~ m  1 4  q -= 0.463X10- - 
1 0  Okq k g  

Note that these specific equations only hold for 2 2 6 ~ a .  The general formula of the 

relationship between activity and concentration of a radionuclide is given in 

Appendix A 5. 

After its discovery in 1898, only ten years had to pass before radium attracted the 

attention of marine scientists. The first investigations on the marine behaviour of 

radium were based on ^Ra. It was found that deep sea sediments had higher ^Ra 

activities than nearshore sediments (Joly 1908). Evans et al. (1938) brought evidence 

for an increase of ^Ra with depth in water profiles from the Pacific. The development 

of analytical methods for '̂Th proved the source of 2 2 6 ~ a  to be in deep sea sediments 

caused by the removal of '̂Th out of the water column by adsorptive processes and 

subsequent decay to ^Ra. Supportive evidence for this source came from calculations 

on the riverine input of 2 2 6 ~ a  into the oceans that could, in the case of the Atlantic, 

account for only approximately 1 % of the standing stock in near surface waters (Key et 

al. 1985). The migration of ^Ra from sediments into the overlying water column is 

directly related to the "'Th content at the sediment-water interface which in turn is a 

function of the sediment accumulation rate (Francois et al. 1990). Low fluxes have 

been observed in areas with high accumulation rates (Cochran 1980a). The depth of 

bioturbation is a further controlling factor for the ^Ra flux. Between 60-70% of the 
226 Ra produced from the excess' 2 3 0 ~ h  in the sediment escape into the Pore water 

(Cochran and Krishnaswami 1980). Cochran (1980a) reports a relationship between 

the ^Ra activity in the topmost part of the sediment and its flux into the overlying water 

column. Geographie variations in the flux are matched by different activities in near- 

bottom waters. 

Koczy (1958) suggested ^Ra as a tracer to study ocean circulation. It seemed ideal 

due to a half-life in the order of the overturning rate of the world's oceans. Intensive 

,,ExcessC' refers to the activity of a radionuclide that exceeds the activity which would be 
expected from the radioactive equilibrium between a parent nuclide and one of its shorter-lived 
descendants. In this example: the ""U content in the sediment maintains a certain '̂Th activity 
Anything measured that goes beyond this is called excess 2 3 0 ~ h ,  The excess activity is 
adsorbed on the particles. Diffusion into the Pore water is easier for ^ ~ a  produced from 
adsorbed '̂Th than from " O T ~  bound in the crystal lattice. 
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efforts to map the distribution of this isotope on a global scale were made during the 

GEOSECS (Geochemical Ocean Sections) program, a global survey performed 

between 1972 and 1978 for the investigation of the three-dimensional distribution of 

various oceanic tracers (Bainbridge 1971). Fig. 7 shows that, except for the Southern 

Ocean, ^Ra surface activities are about the Same in all oceans. The profiles increase 

constantly with depth with the strengest increase in the Pacific. In fact, the 2 2 6 ~ a  

content of bottom water progressively increases from the North Atlantic through the 

Indian Ocean to the northeast Pacific. Here, a fourfold enrichment compared to Atlantic 

values was reported (Broecker et al. 1967, Chung and Craig 1973, Ostlund et al. 

1987). Yet it is unclear whether the higher values are the result of the ageing of the 

2 2 6 ~ a  (dpmll OOkg) 

5 15 25 35 

Fig. 7: Water column profiles of 2 2 6 ~ a  
for the Atlantic (squares: Broecker et 
al. 1976), Indian (triangles: Chung 
1987), Pacific (stars: Ku et al. 1980; 
Open circles: Tsunogai and Harada 
1980) and Southern Ocean (closed 
circles: Ku and Lin 1976). 

water masses along the conveyor-belt 

within the oceans or due to a regionally 

higher ~a flux from the sediment (Ku 

and Lu0 1994). 

To correct for the biogenic cycling 

component in the distribution of R a ,  

Ba had been suggested as a useful 

stable analogue because of their nearly 

identical chemistr ies (Chow and 

Goldberg 1960, Chan et al. 1976). 

Various works (Chung 1974, Chan et al. 

1976, Chung 1980, Cochran 1980b) 

have shown that except for the northeast 

Pacific region, 2 2 6 ~ a  and Ba correlate 

fairiy well in the upper and intermediate 

water columns, best results are reported 

for circumpolar waters. However, this is 

not what would be expected from an 

unstable and a stable isotope with 

different, source functions: While riverine 

input is negligible for ~ a ,  it constitutes 

a major source for Ba. Hence, the 

apparent linearity shows that vertical 

mixing must be fast compared to the 

decay rate of 2 2 6 ~ a  and that the cyclic 

component more or less obliterates the 

influx from bottom sediments. 

However, problems remained as to the 

variability of the 2 2 6 ~ a / ~ a  ratio during 

biogenic cycling On the one hand and the 

d is t inc t ive  regional  d i f ferences 
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concerning the strength of sedimentary R a  source on the other. As a tracer for ocean 

circulation, ^Ra got replaced by e.g. tritium (Dreisigacker and Roether 1978; Ostlund 

1982), chlorofluorocarbons (Gammon et al. 1982, Fogelquist 1985, Wallace et al. 

1994), ^C (Stuiver and Ostlund 1980) or ' ~ e  (Jenkins and Clarke 1976, Schlosser et 

al. 1995), but GEOSECS set the stage for a concise understanding of the distribution of 

^Ra in the ocean. Recently, a re-examination of the Indian GEOSECS data attested 

^Ra a quasi-conservative behaviour over much of the deep ocean, implying its 

restricted use as a tracer for large-scale ocean mixing in the deep sea (Ku and Luo 

1994). 

Based on the above observations, radium is grouped as a bio-intermediate element 

that is partially depleted in surface waters (Broecker and Peng 1982). Whiie the 

particulate uptake of ^Ra in surface water is apparent from vertical profiles, the 

(chemical) nature of the particles involved is not quite clear. ^Ra data from this study 

will be examined in view of possible carrier phases in the southern circumpolar waters 

(see chapter 6.1). 

For the deep East Atlantic, the regeneration of 2 2 6 ~ a  and Ba from calcareous shells has 

been suggested (Rhein et al. 1987) and disproved (Rhein and Schlitzer 1988). Szabo 

(1967) excluded carbonate particles as a ^Ra carrier because their 2 2 6 ~ a / C a  ratio 

does not match the respective difference in concentration between the deep ocean and 

surface waters. A comparison with vertical nutrient profiles has yielded close 

similarities between ^Ra and Si (Szabo 1967). Hence, siliceous tests have been 

suggested as an effective carrier of radium into deeper water layers (Ku et al. 1970). 

Indeed, certain diatoms like Chaefoceras and Rhizosolenia are reported to concentrate 

^Ra (Shannon and Cherry 1971). Acantharians, a SrS04-building group of organisms, 

are also ascribed a crucial role in the chemistry of both Ba and radium (Bernstein et al. 

1998). 

For R a  and Si, Ku and Lin (1976) give a correlation of: 

2 2 6 ~ a  (dpmll OOkg) = 13 + 0.073 X Si (pmlkg) 

which comprises all depths of circumpolar stations in the Atlantic and Pacific south of 

the Polar Front. A comparable correlation for the Weddell Sea subsurface waters is 

given by Chung and Applequist (1980): 

The originally published value for the slope of 0.0007 is most likely a misprint. 

Departures from a linear relationship between ^Ra and Si have been reported by 

Chung (1980) and Ku et al. (1980) and results from this study indicate that these 

relationships do not hold for surface waters (see chapter 6.1). 
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3.3 Origin of "%a in sea  water 
228 Ra is a transient decay product of the ^Th decay chain with a half-life of 5.75 years. 

in older publications, a value of 6.7 years is reported - called Mesothorium 1 then - 
(Curie et al. 1931) that was later revised (Gmelin 1997). 

In general, the repartitioning of ^Th and 2 2 8 ~ a  in the ocean follows the systematics of 

the T h  - R a  pair: the parent nuclide is mostly confined to the oceans' sediments 

while ^Ra diffuses into the water column. ^Th is a non-radiogenic isotope, hence is 

not produced in the water column but reaches the ocean with continental detritus, 

either through fluvial or aeolian input. Its distribution is therefore determined primarily 

by biogenic admixtures, just like in the case of e.g. AI. Data from Walter et al. (1997) 

show no dependence of the 2 3 2 ~ h  content in the sediment with the depth of the 

overlying water column. In contrast to 2 2 6 ~ a  with a clear deep sea source, the 

distribution of '""Th in combination with the half-life of ""'Ra leads to elevated activities 

of 2 2 8 ~ a  in shallow waters like shelf regions, reflecting the interaction of the sediment 

with the overlying water mass (Moore 1969a, Moore 1969b, Li et al. 1980). ^Ra 

activities are highest in estuaries (Elsinger and Moore 1984), in water masses overlying 

fine-grained sediment and in regions with restricted water exchange (Moore 1987). In 

consequence, a water mass that has been in contact with such a "'Ra source shows a 

decreasing signal of ^Ra with increasing distance from the source due to radioactive 

decay and mixing (Fig. 8; Moore 1969b, Kaufman et al. 1973, Moore et al. 1980, Moore 

et al. 1986, Moore 1987, Rutgers van der Loeff et al. 1995). Its half-life of 5.75 years 

makes ^Ra a suitable tracer for mesoscale oceanographic topics. ^Ra decays to 
228 Th, which in turn is a particle-reactive nuclide (half-life 1.91 years). Owing to the 

solubility of ^Ra in sea water and the shorter half-life of ^Th, the latter accumulates 

through ingrowth and can reach 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 8 ~ a  activity ratios of up to 1.5 once the water 

mass has lost contact to the bottom-source of ^Ra (Fig. 15; Moore 1969b). In specific 

cases, 2 2 8 ~ h  can therefore be used as an analytically attractive analogue for 2 2 8 ~ a  (Li et 

al. 1980, Broecker and Peng 1982, Rutgers van der Loeff 1994). However, in waters 

rich in particles scavenging will lead to a depletion of "'Th relative to 2 2 8 ~ a  (see 

chapters 5.3 and 6.2). 

Techniques for the determination of ^Ra were not as early available as for R a .  

Koczy et al. (1957) reported an excess of ^Th relative to ^Th in coastal waters, 

leading to a general interest in the ^Th natural decay series. It was found that the high 
228 Th/^Th activity ratio in sea water was caused by an excess of "'Ra relative to ^Th 

(Koczy et al. 1957, Moore & Sackett 1964, Somayajulu and Goldberg 1966). First 

determinations of oceanic 2 2 8 ~ a  concentrations reported by Moore (1969a, 1969b) 

confirmed that nearshore waters show high activities of unsupported 2 2 8 ~ a .  Advection 

processes carry the 2 2 8 ~ a  signal into the Open ocean and lead to measurable 

concentrations of R a  in offshore surface waters. On a vertical scale, concentrations 

decrease at intermediate water depths below the limit of detection but show an 

increase towards the bottom. These findings pointed to diffusion from 232~h-bear ing 
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sediments as a source for ^%a instead of input by river water as it had formerly been 

suggested by Moore and Sackett (1964). 

Fig. 8: Simplified process showing the diffusion of radium from thorium-bearing 
sediments into the overlying water column. High concentrations of ^%a are found 
especially in shallow water masses overlying fine-grained sediment. 

Once its sources and geochemical properties in the water column were understood, 
228 Ra became a useful natural tracer for a wealth of oceanic applications. Its half-life of 

5.75 years makes it suitable for processes on a timescale between a few months and 

some decades. ~a has been used as a tracer for ocean circulation (Kaufman et al. 

1973, Reid et al. 1979, Moore et al. 1986, Moore 1987, Rhein et al. 1987, Rutgers van 

der Loeff et al. 1995, Turekian et al. 1996, Nozaki et al. 1998), mixing processes 

between different water bodies (Moore 1972, Sakanoue et al. 1980, Moore et al. 1986, 

Moore and Todd 1993, Moise et al. 2000) and vertical mixing in the deep ocean (Moore 

and Santschi 1986), nutrient budgets (Ku et al. 1995, Nozaki and Yamamoto 2001), 

groundwater discharge (Krest et al. 1999), gulf stream eddies (Orr 1988), sediment 

resuspension rates (Moore et al. 1996) or bioturbation rates (Hancock et al. 2000). 
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3.4 Distribution of ^Radium in  the Southern Ocean 

First measurements of ^Ra activities in the Southern Ocean were performed by Ku et 

al. (1976) in the Indian Sector. Data for the Pacific sector are provided by Chung 

(1974). A first concise ^Ra sampling of circumpolar water masses was done during 

the GEOSECS sampling program that extended into the Antarctic sectors of the world's 

oceans (Broecker et al. 1976, Ku and Lin 1976, Chung 1981, Chung 1987). In the 

Atlantic sector, a high resolution transect across the Weddell Sea was collected during 

the International Weddell Sea Oceanographic Expedition (IWSOE 73; Chung and 

Applequist 1980). Existing literature values for surface water activities are compiled in 

Fig. 9. 

3.5 Distribution of ̂ %a and " q h  i n  the Southern Ocean 

For the Southern Ocean, ^Ra values are very scarce and have never been carried out 

in high resolution. The first analysis in southern polar waters including a N-S-transect 

between Australia and Antarctica was done during a five-year global survey for 

collecting more data on the distribution of '''Ra and its daughter product ^ ~ h  in all the 

major ocean basins (Kaufman et al. 1973). It could be shown that the activities in the 

surface waters of the Southern Ocean were lower than in any other ocean. R a  was 

measured in all world oceans as part of the GEOSECS program. Sampling in the South 

Atlantic was done to 62's but concentrations south of the Polar Front were below the 

analytical detection limit of 0.1 dpm/IOOkg (Li et al. 1980). Rutgers van der Loeff (1994) 

reports the only transect for R a  through the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) in 

the Atlantic sector, showing similarly low values for the Open waters but high activities 

close to the Antarctic continent. Moore and Santschi (1986) have determined deep 

water activities for the Indian Sector of the Southern Ocean. A compilation of the 

existing literature values for '"Ra in surface waters at latitudes south of 3 5 3  is given 

in Fig. 10. The data confirm the general picture of distribution of higher 2 2 8 ~ a  

concentrations close to coastal areas and very low activities in Open waters. A transect 

of ~h across the Drake Passage (Moore; unpublished data) confirms the general 

distribution of high activities along the continents of both South America and Antarctica 

and low values in the Open waters (Fig. 10). 

For an extensive study of possible inputs of shelfwater into any part of the Southern 

Ocean, more data about the importance of the shelf areas as possible source regions 

for R a  are necessary as well as high-resolution sampling on transects across the 

ACC. Especially the frontal regions, which are expected to play a major role for the 

rapid transport of water masses have hitherto not been subject to extensive 

investigations. 
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Fig. 9: Surface water activities of ^ ~ a  in the Southern Ocean, compiled after Chung 
(1974; Open circles), Broecker et al. (1976; stars), Ku and Lin (1976; closed circles), Ku 
et al. (1 976; triangles), Chung and Applequist (1 980; squares), Chung (1981 ; 
pentagons) and Chung (1987; crosses). 
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Fig. 10: Surface water activities of ^ ~ a  and ^ ~ h  in the Southern Ocean, compiled 
after Kaufman et al. (1973; squares), Li et al. (1980; stars), Sarmiento (1988; crosses) 
and Rutgers van der Loeff (1994; circles). All values are given in dpm1IOOkg. Inlay 
Drake Passage: Unpublished data from W.S. Moore. Yellow stars are below the 
detection limit (Li et al. 1980). 
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4 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The decay modes and the distribution of radium isotopes in sea water as discussed in 

chapter 3 have a determining influence on the way of collecting and processing the 

samples. While ~a can be measured in 20 l of sea water, the Open ocean values of 

' ~ a  in the Southern Ocean are among the lowest ones worldwide (Fig. 10) and 

require about a hundred times this amount of sample volume for a precise 

determination. The ideal method for the analysis of this isotope combines large volume 

water sampling with enrichment of radium in a small sample volume and with a high 

efficiency. 

The sampling technique and the choice of the sampling locations against the 

background of the objectives of this work will be presented. Different techniques for the 

determination of the investigated isotopes are expounded in brief. The sample 

processing and the counting methods applied in this work are described in greater 

detail. Specifications of the measuring Instruments conclude chapter 4. 

4.1 Sampling strategy and techniques 

Radium sampling was performed during six expeditions to the Atlantic sector of the 

Southern Ocean in 1998, 1999 and 2000. in the following, expeditions with RV 

POLARSTERN are uniformly labelled "AMT" and one cruise with the US-research 

vessel NATHANIEL B. PALMER is given the abbreviation "NPB" (Fig. 11). 

Fig. 11: Map of the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean with the sampling tracks for 
radium during expeditions with RV POLARSTERN (labelled ANT) and the US research 
vessel NATHANIEL B. PALMER (labelled NBP) from 1998 to 2000. The shaded box 
indicates a grid survey at the Polar Front at 20' E and dots refer to deep water stations 
during expedition ANT XVIl3. 
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A common method for the concentration of radionuclides from a large volume of sea 

water was followed, using Mn02-coated cartridge filters. The adsorbing power of Mn02 

had already been observed in the context of trace element abundances in manganese 

ores (Ljunggren 1955). Radionuclides and a variety of other metals get adsorbed on 

the Mn02-coating of the cartridges. Prewound polypropylene filter cartridges (CUNO 

Micro Wind or Hytrex 11) were used with an outer diameter of 65 mm, a hole centered 

lengthwise and in variable lengths. They had been prepared before the cruises by 

Immersion overnight at 70" C in a bath of a saturated KMn04 solution. A detailed 

description of the coating technique is given in Rutgers van der Loeff and Moore 

(1999). The cartridges were sealed in plastic bags to keep them wet until they came 

into use On board the ship. 

4.1.7 Surface water sampling for 228Radium 

In order to test whether '''Ra can indeed originate from either the Argentinean shelf, 

the shelf regions along the Antarctic Peninsula or the Weddell Sea, surface water 

sampling for the analysis of ' ~ a  has been done in these possible source regions. Five 

N-S-transects have been sampled through the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) 

along different longitudes. As the oceanographic fronts with their high geostrophic 

velocities seem particularly promising for a rapid transport of shelf signals, a dense 

sampling of the region between 46O and 52" S along the 20' E meridian was performed 

during a grid survey of the Polar Front during expedition ANT XVIl3 (Fig. 11). 

All surface water samples except those of the expedition NBP 00-03 were taken 

parallel with a 20 l subsample for the quantitative determination of ^Ra. This was 

necessary for the calculation of absolute ' ~ a  activities (see chapter 4.3), but provided 

at the Same time valuable information On the distribution and geochemical behaviour of 

" R a  in southern circumpolar waters (see chapter 3.2). 

As one of the objectives of this study is the investigation of possible iron transport 

routes into the South Atlantic, samples of suspended particulate matter have been 

taken on most " ' ~ a  surface water locations for the analysis of aluminium and the 

isotopic composition of neodymium (Hegner et al. in prep.). These tracers should help 

to illuminate the role and origin of terrigenous input of iron into the area of investigation. 

R a  sampling during expedition ANT XVIl3 was done in conjunction with iron 

measurements carried out by the NIOZ (Netherlands Institute for Sea Research). The 

results for ' ~ a  will be discussed in the context of these accompanying measurements 

and will contribute to a better understanding of the dynamics and processes regulating 

the iron supply into this Part of the Southern Ocean. 

The sampling was performed with a filter system connected to the ship's sea water 

supply with a water intake depth at approximately 8 m. The pumps were active 

constantly after leaving the harbour and the pipe system was flushed thoroughly before 

taking the first sample. 
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A cartridge length of 13 cm has been chosen for surface water sampling as it has 

proven to be a good compromise between sampling efficiency and further handling of 

the samples. The water sample was run through an uncoated cartridge used as a 

prefilter (1 pm) for removing particulate matter, two Mn02-coated cartridges put in 

series to concentrate radium and a flowmeter for recording the sample volume. It was 

tried to filter at least 2000 l of sea water for a good recovery of radium. Except for 

expedition NBP 00-03, this volume could be attained or, in the case of expedition 

ANT XVIl3, was largely exceeded. After finishing the sampling, the prefilters were 

discarded and the Mn02-coated cartridges either directly sealed or first rinsed with 

deionized water, dried and then sealed. 

As most of the sampling was done on a sailing vessel, the results represent values 

integrated over as much as 120 km. 

4.1.2 Profile sampling for ̂ Radium 

During expedition ANT XVIl3, a transect of eight deep water stations down to 1000- 

1800 m was carried out at 20' E in order to get a two-dimensional picture of the 

distribution of the desired radionuclides. Sampling locations are given in Fig. 11. At 

each station, a CTD profile? was run first to determine water mass properties. The 

sampling was done with four time-programmed pumping units that were loaded with 

two MnOz-coated cartridges each. For structural reasons, the length of the cartridges 

was 25 Cm. An integrated flowmeter recorded the sample volume. 

No prefilter was used as the first sampling depth was at the bottom of the mixed layer 

and the suspended particle content of the water very low (Usbeck et al. in press). Any 

additional filter would increase the resistance of and lower the flow through the 

pumping System. Under oxic conditions in sea water, radium exists mostly in the 

dissolved form. By analyzing surface water samples with a generally higher particle 

loading than deep water samples, it could be shown that the radium activity of the 

particulate matter is less than 1% of the respective dissolved activity. '*'Ra and ^Ra 

are not expected to differ in their behaviour regarding the partitioning between the solid 

and the fluid phase, however, depending On their source region, particles could carry 

activity ratios different to the surrounding sea water with them (Legeleux and Reyss 

1996). But taking the low particle content in deeper water layers and the weak 

particulate activities into consideration, the missing prefilter would not affect the results 

in any significant way. 

A surface water sample for ' ' '~a was taken from the ship's sea water supply at every 

deep water station. Apart from station 156, the sampling was done in conjunction with 

measurements of iron depth profiling done by the NIOZ, but the depth resolution for 

radium is coarser due to the limited number of pumping units. 

Instrument for the rneasurernent of temperature, electrical conductivity, and under water 
pressure. Depth and salinity are deduced frorn these pararneters. 

35 
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4.1.3 Sarnpling for ^Radium 

For a quantitative determination of the ^Ra surface water concentration, 20 I 

subsamples were taken in conjunction with the large volume MnOz-filtering. The water 

was filtered through an uncoated 1 j-im filter cartridge to remove the particulate fraction. 

If taken during steaming of the ship, the subsample was either collected about midway 

of the 228~a-sampl ing (ANT XV/2+3) or split in three bottling times of each 6-7 l 

(ANT XVIl3): given an average sampling duration of 6 hours, the three parts of the 

subsample were taken one, three and five hours after having started the sampling. This 

procedure was adopted to level out possible local variations in the a 

concentrations. Samples from expedition ANT XVl4 and ANT XVIIl4 were taken solely 

during station time. All samples were weighed before further processing. No 

subsamples are available from expedition NBP 00-03. 

A restricted number of 20 l subsamples from intermediate and deeper water layers has 

been taken with a rosette cast at stations 156, 169, 182, 190 and 207. The samples 

were not filtered before further treatment because the particle content in these 

subsurface waters was negligible. 

4.2 Measurement techniques for 228Ra and 226Ra 

A number of different counting techniques is available for ' " ~ a  and ^Ra that will be 

briefly presented here. 

^Ra can be measured by a-spectrometry but this method presupposes an intensive 

purification procedure (Hancock and Martin 1991). Otherwise, its peak at 4.78 MeV 

might interfere with 2 3 4 ~  or ^ O T ~ ,  which decay at 4.77 and 4.68 MeV, respectively. 

Commonly, ^Ra is analyzed either by a-scintillation using the Rn-emanation 

technique (Broecker 1965, Moore et al. 1985, Mathieu et al. 1988) or by y-spectrometry 

via its short-lived grand-daughters (Reyss et al. 1995). In this work, the latter technique 

has been applied due to the problem-free handling of the samples and because y- 

counting time was not a limiting factor (See chapter 4.3.4). 

"%a is a weak ÃŸ-emitte (0.04 MeV) which makes it difficult to be detected by ÃŸ 

counting. 1t can be detected via its short-lived daughter '"%C, a ÃŸ-emitte itself with 

stronger decay energies. Complication arises from the short half-life (6,13 hours) and 

the fact that it is not possible to separate ' ' 8 ~ a  and 2 2 6 ~ a  by conventional analytical 

methods. The daughters of the latter, ÃŸ-emitter themselves, will quickly grow in and 

mask the activities from ^Ra and '"AC. Furthermore, ÃŸ-countin is not energy 

specific. Apart from "OK, the majority of ÃŸ-decay in sea water can be attributed to " " ~ h  

with an average activity of 240 dpm1IOOkg (Chen et al. 1986) and a minimum activity of 

90 dpm1100kg of sea water (Rutgers van der Loeff, pers. comm.), compared to 

<0.1 dpm1IOOkg for ' " ~ a  in the Open South Atlantic. Hence, the precise measurement 

of any other nuclide would demand a complete purification from K ,  ~h and other 

disturbing nuclides prior to the ÃŸ-counting An alternative method is the analysis of 
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"%a via its direct daughter ""h by measuring the initial 2 2 ' ~ h  content of a given 

sample via a-spectrometry. This procedure involves the uncertainty that ^Ra and 

' T h  might not be in secular equilibrium due to their different geochemical behaviours 

under marine conditions (Hancock and Martin 1991, this study). Time-controlled 

ingrowth of T h  after a complete removal of the intial "'Th content circumvents this 

problem but requires long Storage times (Moore 1972, Trier et al. 1972, Li et al. 1980, 

Moore et al. 1985). The principle of the determination of both the initial and the ingrown 

' T h  activity is based on the fact that ^Th is a well measurable a-emitter. Due to the 

higher sensitivity of a-spectrometry versus Y-spectrometry, "'Th is detectable at lower 

levels than its parent-nuclide ^Ra. An ingrowth period of severai months and repeated 

measurements are required when "'Ra is determined by delayed coincidence via 

2 2 4 ~ a ,  the short-lived daughter of 2 2 8 ~ h  (Moore and Arnold 1996). Analogous to ^ ~ a ,  
228 Ra can also be measured via its direct descendant ^Ac by y-spectrometry (Moore 

et al. 1985, Reyss et al. 1995). Both the 22'~h-ingrowth method and determination by y- 

spectrometry have been used in this study. 

Units used in this work for the presentation of radionuclide data are counts per minute 

(cpm) and disintegrations per minute (dpm). The former represents the count rate that 

is registered by the detector, the latter applies to the real activity of the measured 

sample. 

The data in this study will be presented in terms of dpm/IOOkg as it is the common unit 

used throughout the marine radium literature (e.g. GEOSECS data). The relationship 

between dpm and the SI-unit Becquerel (Bq) for radioactivity is 1 Bq = 60 dpm. 

4.3 Sample preparation and measurement 

Sampling with Mn02-coated cartridges retains '''Ra and 2 2 6 ~ a  without a fractionation of 

the isotopes but constitutes a non-quantitative method that yields results in terms of 

2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  activity ratios only. The conversion into absolute 2 2 8 ~ a  activities is done by 

means of the 20 l subsamples that provide quantitative activities for ^Ra. 

The counting techniques for '''Ra used in this work varied in accordance with the 

expected activities. While samples from continental shelf regions were measurable by 

Y-spectrometry on the cartridge ash (see chapter 4.3.1), Open ocean water samples 

had to be processed following the 228~h-ingrowth method (Moore 1972, Trier et al. 

1972, Li et al. 1980, Moore et al. 1985; See chapter 4.3.2). In this case, the 228Ra/226Ra 

activity ratio is attained in two steps: ^%a is back-calculated from the analysis of a 

time-controlled ingrowth of "'Th while the respective 2 2 6 ~ a  fraction is measured 

separately by y-spectrometry on a BaS04 precipitate. The laboratory procedure for all 

cartridge samples can be read from Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 and has been chosen as to 

assure a way of counting '''Ra with a maximum efficiency. Fig. 14 expounds how the 

2 2 ' ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  activity ratios are converted to absolute "'Ra activities by means of the 20 I 

subsamples. 
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Fig. 12 (page before previous page): Flow diagram showing the analytical procedure of 
surface water samples for the measurement of '''Ra adsorbed on Mn02-coated 
cartridges from expeditions ANT XV/3+4, ANT XVIl3, ANT XVIIl4 and NBP 00-03. The 
conversion of the results from the different radionuclide fractions (labelled 1, 3a and 3b) 
into " ' ~ a  in dpmIIOOkg of sea water is illustrated in Fig. 14. 

Fig. 13: (previous page): Flow diagram showing the analytical procedure for the 
measurement of "'Ra adsorbed on Mn02-coated cartridges from expeditions 
ANT XVl2 (surface water) and ANT XVIl3 (deep-water stations). The conversion of the 
results from the different radionuclide fractions (labelled 5a and 5b) into ^ ~ a  in 
dpm1IOOkq of sea water is shown in Fia. 14. 

228Ra C: 
228Th ingrown + = * e-jLt + 3 
(dpm/sample) (dpm/sa ple) 

T D 
$ 

(X-counting 

Fig. 14: Overview of the analytical steps to convert 2 2 8 ~ a 1 2 2 6 ~ a  activity ratios into 
absolute ^Ra activities (dpmlmass) by means of the 20 l subsamples. ^Ra can be 
determined quantitatively On these. Numbering of the radionuclide fractions according 
to Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. 
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4.3.1 Direct determination of ^Radium on cartridge ash by y-spectrometry 

If not done directly on the ship, the cartridges were rinsed with deionized water to 

remove all salt. To check for possible loss of radium, a precipitation of Ba(Ra)S04 was 

made from the washing water (see chapter 4.3.4) which yielded no measurable radium. 

It could be shown that washing the cartridge ash instead of the cartridges itself led to a 

considerable loss of activity. The cartridges were then dried and melted to be ashed in 

a muffle furnace at 430' for 6 to 8 hours (Cochran et al. 1987, Fleer and Bacon 1991, 

Buesseler et al. 1992, Baskaran et al. 1993). Subsequently, the temperature was 

increased to 620'" Tor at least 2 hours to remove all remaining organic substances. It 

should be noted that ashing polypropylene of this order produces large amounts of 

harmful gases such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and should only be performed 

in a fume hood with strong ventilation. To Reep the environmental impact as low as 

possible, the fumes leaving the furnace were sucked through a set of canisters filled 

with water and charcoal which retained most of the exhaust fumes. Still, a resinous 

hydrocarbon mass started leaking at the connecting parts after a few ashing sessions. 

The material used to set up this cleaning system, the charcoal and consumer goods 

like gloves etc. were disposed of by high-temperature incineration after the sample 

processing had been finished. 

Further processing of the samples depended on their expected "%a activities (Fig. 12 

and Fig. 13). 

Ashed samples from shelf regions were filled in plastic tubes fitting the bore-hole of a y- 

detector (fraction I ,  Fig. 14), sealed and aged for three weeks to allow the 

establishment of an equilibrium between ^Ra and its short-lived daughters '14pb and 

~ i .  Loss of radon through the seal was checked by the radon emanation technique 

after Moore et al. (1985) and found to be within the counting error of 2 2 6 ~ a .  After this 

time, the ash was counted by y-spectrometry. The results are given as the activity ratio 

2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  and, for samples where a 20 l subsample had been taken and hence a 

quantitative determination of ^Ra is available, as absolute activities of 2 2 ' ~ a  (Fig. 14). 

4.3.2 Indirect determination of ^"Radium via the ̂ Thorium-ingrowth method 

Counting experiments on the ash from samples with an expected low activity showed 

that ^Ra was not detectable by conventional y-spectrometry. The processing of these 

samples had to follow the so-called 228Th-ingrowth method (Moore 1972, Trier et al. 

1972, Li et al. 1980, Moore et al. 1985): The samples have first to be cleaned from all 

initial "'Th to obtain a pure radium fraction which is set aside to allow a new generation 

of ^ ~ h  to grow. After one year of Storage time, 2 2 ' ~ h  has grown in to 29% of the initial 

"'Ra activity. The ingrown "'Th is separated chemically in the presence of a yield 

tracer and counted by a-spectrometry. Knowing the exact time when the sample was 

set to Zero with respect to ^ ~ h ,  the amount of the ingrown ^Th is used to calculate 

back on the initial ^Ra content via the laws of radioactive decay (Fig. 15). The 

equations used for the decay-correction are as follows: 
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Calculation of the activity of the parent nuclide from the successive daughter 

nuclide, e.g. the activity of ~a from the activity of ~h after ingrowth from T2 to 

Tl (Fig. 15). 

The amount of atoms of the mother nuclide present at Tl is calculated after Faure 

(1 986): 

Al: activity of atoms of parent nuclide at time Tl 

A2: activity of atoms of daughter nuclide at time T2 

Xi: decay constant of parent nuclide 

X2: decay constant of daughter nuclide 

t: time intewal Tz-Tl 

Simple decay of a radionuclide during sample processing, e.g. the decay of ~a 

frorn T. to Tl (Fig. 15): 

Ao: activity of radionuclide at time T. 

Al: activity of radionuclide at time Tl 

?L decay constant of radionuclide 

t: time intewal Tl-T. 

The outline of the chemical methods will be restricted to the most important steps and 

to modifications from known procedures. A comprehensive and detailed instruction to 

radionuclide methodology is given in Ivanovitch and Harmon (1992) and Rutgers van 

der Loeff and Moore (1999) which is the main literature reference for this chapter if not 

quoted otherwise. The numbering of the measured radionuclide fractions in the 

following paragraphs refers to Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. 
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I: Time of separation of 228Ra and initial228Th 

228Th (ingrown) T 
time 

Fig. 15: Decay scheme of the ^ ~ a - ~ ~ ~ ~ h - s y s t e m  during sample processing following 
the ^~h-ingrowth method. The back-calculation of ^Ra after ingrowth of 2 2 8 ~ h  during 
time period TZ-Tl and the decay corrections for ^ ~ h  for the time interval (T3-l-2) and for 
228 Ra for the time interval (TI-To), are done by means of the equations given in 
chapter 4.3.2. 

Samples from expedition ANTXV/3 and ANTXVI/3 

The cartridge ash (fraction 1, Fig. 12) was first transferred with concentrated HN03 into 

teflon beakers, covered with a lid and heated overnight. The remaining Mn02 was 

reduced with H202 to obtain a clear, yellow solution. Further separation of the isotopes 

was done in several steps by ion exchange chromatography, using BioRad AGI-X8 as 

a resin. Two consecutive HN03-columns were run to ensure a complete separation of 

radium and thorium isotopes. While the former passes in the first column rinse with 

8 N HNo3 (nitrate fraction), the latter is collected in a second rinse with 9 N HC'I 

(chloride fraction). For the samples of the expedition ANT XVl2 and ANT XVIl3, the 

chloride fraction has been electroplated to determine the initial thorium content of the 

sample, using ^Th as a natural yield tracer (fraction 2, Fig. 12 and fraction 4, Fig. 13). 
234 Th determinations were done separately (Walter et al. 2001, Usbeck et al. in press). 

Being the direct daughter of '''Ra, the activity of ^Th can be used as a first indication 

of ^Ra. Differences in the resuits will be presented and discussed in chapters 5.3 and 

6.2. 

After about one to two years of ingrowth, the nitrate fraction was milked for ""h 

(fraction 3a, Fig. 12). The solution and a " O T ~  spike were rinsed into a teflon beaker 

and set aside for some hours to allow the establishment of an isotopic equilibrium 

between the sample and the spike. A further set of two HN03-columns was applied to 

perfectly separate the ingrown thorium and the yield tracer from the radium isotopes. It 

turned out that the chloride fraction could contain considerable amounts of z O ~ o .  
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causing interference with the 2 2 8 ~ h  peak in the a-spectrum because the decay activities 

of both nuclides overlap each other. 2 1 0 ~ o  and its grandmother 2 1 0 ~ b  are members of 

the U decay chain and originale in sea water from the decay of ~ a .  During the 

separation procedure with ion exchange chromatography, lead behaves similar to 

radium and both elements will end up in the nitrate fraction to be stored for the ingrowth 

of ^ ~ h .  Taking an average ingrowth time of 15 months, 2 ' 0 ~ o  with a half-life of 

138.4 days has enough time to grow in to approximately 90% of the 2 1 0 ~ b  activity. 

Although the successive nitrate columns should retain any polonium, a small fraction 

apparently slips through into the chloride fraction when rinsing thorium from the 

columns. In view of the closeness of the peaks of 2 1 0 ~ o  (5.31 MeV) and ~h (5.34 and 

5.42 MeV) in the a-spectrum and the low activities of 2 2 8 ~ h ,  even a very small amount 

of 2 ' 0 ~ o  is sufficient to produce interference problems. Therefore, a cleaning step for 

polonium had to be inserted before the electrodeposition of thorium from the ingrown 

samples. A silver planchet was left in a weak HCI solution for at least one day to make 

Sure that any traces of polonium are removed. The exact method for polonium plating 

is described by Fleer and Bacon (1984) or Friedrich (1997). As this procedure is highly 

specific for polonium (Flynn 1968, Fleer and Bacon 1984), the disappearance of the 

interference is considered proof that it was indeed 2 ' 0 ~ o .  

Unlike the ingrown ^Th activity, the plating and measurement of the initial "'̂ Th 

content of a sample occurred directly after the sample processing in a way that initial 
210 Po was retained on the columns and new 2 1 0 ~ o  did not have time to grow in. 

The nitrate fraction of the columns at the time of milking was saved to quantitatively 

precipitate radium as Ba(Ra)S04 by the addition of a pre-weighed aliquot of BaC12 and 

sulfate ions (fraction 3b, Fig. 12). Analysis of this precipitate was similar to the 20 I 

subsamples and is given in detail in chapter 4.3.4. Together with the back-calculated 

value of ^Ra it yields a 2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  activity ratio for any given sample. Absolute ^%a 

activities can be computed by means of the respective 20 l subsample (fraction 6) as 

sketched in Fig. 14. 

Samples from expedition A NT XV/2 

This sample set could not be processed for ingrown T h  as described above by using 

the cartridge ash because other analyses had been performed previously (Walter et al. 

2001), leaving an initially thorium-free radium fraction as BaS04 that had been 

converted to BaC03 following the description given by Moore et al. (1985) and stored 

for two years. The sample processing done in this work started at time t2 as indicated in 

Fig. 13. 

Separation of the ingrown ' " ~ h  had to be done other than by nitrate column chemistry. 

The carbonate precipitate could not be dissolved directly in 8N HN03 as was done with 

Mn02, but the barium had to be removed first as otherwise insoluble Ba(N03)2 would 

form. Therefore, the carbonate precipitate was washed thoroughly with Milli-Q and the 

supernatant stored. The precipitate was dissolved in 2 N HCI, "^Th added as a yield- 

tracer and the solution set aside overnight. Addition of a FeC13 solution and subsequent 
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precipitation with NH40H as Fe(OH)3 at pH 8.5 concentrated thorium in the precipitate 

and radium in the supernatant. The iron precipitate was washed several times to 

remove any remaining radium and the washing water was united with previous 

supernatants. 

For the analysis of "̂h (fraction 5a, Fig. 13), the iron precipitate got dissolved in 

concentrated HCI. A HCI-column followed to remove iron. Further processing, including 

HNOa-column chemistry, separation of polonium and electroplating was similar to the 

general procedure given above. For a complete recovery of radium, the nitrate fraction 

of the HNO3 column was saved and combined with the respective supernatants. Only 

then this fraction was re-precipitated quantitatively as Ba(Ra)S04 for the determination 

of ^ ~ a  in the sample by the addition of excess  SO^^', using a solution made from 

MgS04 (fraction 5b, Fig. 13). Again, absolute "'Ra activities are deduced from the 

combination of back-calculated 2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  activity ratlos and 20 l subsample values 

(fraction 6, Fig. 14). 

4.3.3 Determination of initial 228Thorium on vertical waterprofiles 

On the vertical water profiles along the 20' E meridian, only the initial ~h content was 

determined (fraction 4, Fig. 13). The main literature references for sample processing 

are Ivanovitch and Harmon (1 992) and Rutgers van der Loeff and Moore (1 999). 

The sample processing had to deviate from the ashing procedure described for surface 

water samples (see chapter 4.3.2) because longer cartridges were deployed in the 

pumping units that were not suitable for combustion. Instead, the cartridges were 

leached with a combination of hydroxylamine hydrochloride as a reducing agent and 

6 N HCI to desorb the radionuclides and keep them in solution (Fig. 13). The acid was 

circulated in a closed system by means of a small aquarium pump for one hour and the 

liquid transferred to a plastic beaker. The procedure was followed by a second 

extraction step and subsequent rinsing with Milli-Q. All liquid was combined in the 

beaker. To remove thorium quantitatively from the solution, a precipitation with 1 ml of 

FeC13 at pH 8.5 was done by adding NH40H solution. While all thorium isotopes get 

concentrated in the precipitate, radium isotopes will stay mostly in solution. In regard to 

the separation of radium and thorium, this step is analogous to the HN03-column 

described above and sets the remaining supernatant to Zero with respect to thorium. 

The precipitation was allowed to settle overnight before recovery by centrifugation. It 

was then washed three times with Milli-C! and the rinse combined with the remaining 

solution. A precipitation of Ba(Ra)S04 was done by adding a pre-weighed aliquot of 

BaClz and sulfate ions to concentrate radium for Storage. As a prerequisite to ensure a 

later analysis of the ingrown " ^ ~ h  in the sulfate fraction (not done during this work), 

care must be taken not to entrain part of the precipitated Fe(OH)3 into the Ba(Ra)S04 

fraction. 

The Fe(OH)3 precipitate was dissolved in 1 ml of concentrated HCI, followed by a HCI 

column to remove all iron. Thorium is collected with the eluate. The column rinse was 
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dried to a spot and re-dissolved in 8 N HN03 for further purification of thorium by a 

HN03 column. Thorium was electroplated and counted by a-spectrometry (fraction 4, 

Fig. 13). 

No yield tracer for thorium was added during sample processing because " ' ~h ,  which 

is often used, is a natural component of sea water and would necessitate overspiking 

of the sample with T h  which in turn can cause contamination problems. The artificial 

isotope '''Th, equally used as a yield tracer, increases significantly the background of 

the detectors, especially over the long counting period that is necessary for the 

measurement of low activities of "'Th. It was thus planned to use T h  (half-life 

24 days) as a natural yield tracer because its activity in sea water is well known and 

easily measured by ÃŸ-counting However, it was found that the initial ^Th activity on 

the cartridges was masked to more than 90% by T h  that had grown during transport 

and Storage of the samples from "*U which was CO-adsorbed in small amounts on the 

Mn02 cartridges. A separation of initial and ingrown 2 3 4 ~ h  was no longer possible for 

most of the samples. Results of the initial ''"h content for the vertical water profiles 

will therefore be reported as 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  activity ratlos. 

4.3.4 Determination of "Radium 

Determination of the 2 2 6 ~ a  concentration on 20 l subsamples (fraction 6, Fig. 14) 

follows closely the procedure described by Reyss et al. (1995) and Rutgers van der 

Loeff and Moore (1999), taking advantage of the low solubility product of BaS04 

(1.07*10'' mo12/12 at 25' C) that allows a gravimetric determination of the radium 

recovery when precipitated as Ba(Ra)S04. 

Pre-weighed aliquots (100 ml) of a BaC12-solution had been prepared before the 

cruises from BaC03, each containing about 0.35 g ~a ions. One aliquot was added 

under constant stirring to every 20 l water sample to precipitate radium as Ba(Ra)S04, 

making use of the natural sulfate content in sea water. After at least one hour of further 

mixing On the magnetic stirrer, the crystals were recovered by decantation and 

centrifugation, washed several times to remove any interfering ions and dried. The 

chemical yield was calculated from gravimetric determination of the recovery as 

BaSOd. About 0.55 g Ba(Ra)S04were precipitated from one aliquot of BaC12. 

Recoveries of the BaS04 carrier generally reached more than 95%. The precipitate 

was filled in appropriate tubes, sealed and set aside for about three weeks to allow the 

short-lived daughters 'I4pb and to grow into equilibrium with their parent ^ ~ a  

(see chapter 4.4.3). After establishment of a secular equilibrium, the sample was 

counted by y-spectrometry. 

The Same procedure has been applied to fraction 3b (Fig. 12) and fraction 5b (Fig. 13) 

but here, both a pre-weighed BaC12-solution and ~ 0 ~ ~ '  ions in form of H2S0.4 have been 

added to precipitate radium as Ba(Ra)S04. This method is quantitative for all radium 

isotopes, but due to the low concentrations of ^ ~ a  in the Southern Ocean, in most of 

the cases only ~a can be determined in a reasonable counting time. 
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4.3.5 Blank determination 

All calculations have been background-corrected. Sample blinds were run parallel to 

the normal sample processing and reflect the possible contamination of a sample 

during the laboratory procedure. The detectors contribute a second source of 

background count rate, as they register a certain amount of counts that do not originate 

in the sample. All detectors were run empty over several weeks and with the sample 

blinds for a precise quantification of the background. Both laboratory and detector 

background were then subtracted from the measured results, 

a-Specfrometry 

For a-spectrometry, the overall background count rate amounts to 0.005 cpm for ~h 

and 0.002 cpm for "" '~h that had been added as a yield tracer. As most of the specific 

detector backgrounds are at least one order of magnitude lower, these values can be 

taken as the laboratory backgrounds. They represent a general background of < 7% 

(maximum 20%) for ^ ~ h  and a consistently low value of 0.6 % for " ' ~ h  of the final 

result. 

yspecfrometry 

Neither of the y-detectors yielded a measurable blank activity for ^Ra or ^Ra, hence 

any background contribution must originate from the sample processing or the 
chemicals involved in the procedure. 

A major source of contamination for the BaS04 samples is the R a  present in BaC03 

that was used to make the yield tracer solution (see chapter 4.3.4). It contributes an 

activity of approximately 0.13 dpmlg of barium. The average amount of recovered 

barium in a BaS04 sample is 0.34 g which equals a blank contribution of 0.04 dpm from 

the BaC03. Total backgrounds for the 20 l subsamples are generally around 2% and 

never exceed 10% of the total ^Ra activity. Between 80 and 93% of the blanks can be 

ascribed to the BaC03-yield tracer. There is no measurable ̂ Ra contamination. 

The precipitated radium fractions of the ingrown cartridge solutions have relatively 

lower background values (consistently less than 2% of the sample activity) but seem to 

include a second source of contamination as the BaC03 does not account for more 

than 15% of the blanks. MgS04, that has been added as a supply of 8 0 4  ions to the 

solution, has been checked but was not found to carry radium. The longer laboratory 

procedure might play a role as well as imperfect cleaning of labware. As the overall 

activities in this type of samples are about one to two orders of magnitude higher than 

in the subsamples, a tiny contamination can show in the background determination but 

has nevertheless little impact on the sample activity. 

Although no measurable radium activity was found in the KMn04 utilized for the coating 

bath (see chapter 4.1.1), ashed cartridges might have been contaminated with radium 

during the coating procedure or handling in the laboratory. The ashed cartridge blanks 

give a maximum activity of 0.13 dpmlg of cartridge ash for 2 2 6 ~ a .  This equals a 
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background contribution of 1% per sample. " ' ~ a  contamination could not be 

detected by y-spectrometry 

4.3.6 Error determination 

All radioactive decay processes are subject to statistical uncertainties that find their 

way into the error associated with the measuring result. A detailed outline of the 

statistical treatment of nuclear data and numerous calculation examples are given in 

Simon (1974), Ivanovich and Harmon (1992), Tsoulfanidis (1995) or Gilmore and 

Hemingway (1996). In this chapter only the main principles will be expounded. 

The radioactive decay of an atom or, in other words, the emission of a particle, is 

described by the laws of probability. The decay follows the Poisson distribution but with 

a sufficiently high number (n > 25) of incidents, the Poisson approaches the Gaussian 

distribution, i.e. the distribution becomes symmetric around the mean. 

For measurements with a number of counts n 2 100, the standard deviation is given by 

It should be noted that the standard deviation is calculated from a single counting and 

not from the mean of a series of measurements. 

The relative standard error o,, of the measurement decreases with an increasing 

number of recorded incidents and is reported as 

For the R a  measurements of the 20 l subsamples by y-spectrometry, a count number 

of n 2 1000 could be achieved in a maximum counting time of 3-4 days. Disregarding 

the background correction, this yields an associated standard error of D,, 3.2%. For 

the low activities of ^ ~ h ,  all samples with 400 or more counts (on = 5%) before 

background subtraction were taken into account, still this did involve extremely long 

counting times of several weeks. Although variable from one cruise to another due to 

different sample volumes, the detection limit for 2 2 8 ~ h  can be drawn at approximately 

0.01 dpm/IOOkg, The counting error associated with the background determination has 

been calculated after Ivanovich and Harmon (1 992): 

S: best estimate of net count rate 

s: background-corrected count-rate of the sample (cpm) 
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b: count-rate of the background (cpm) 

Ts: measuring time of the sample (min) 

Tb: measuring time of the background (min) 

Uncertainties in association with the sample preparation, processing and efficiency 

caiculation further contribute to the overall error. For y-spectrometry, this includes the 

determination of the factor E as a calibration factor (see chapter 4.4.3), weighing 

uncertainties in connection with the preparation of the yield tracer, the determination of 

the recovery and the weight of the sample. Errors attributed to the laboratory balance 

have a negligible contribution in relation to the remaining factors and have therefore 

been omitted. Determination of the sample size has even in rough seas been accurate 

to approximately 100 g which equals 0.5% for 20 kg. For a-spectrometry, the error 

associated with the activity of the yield tracer has to be taken into account. 

The total error of the activity of a specific isotope in dpm in a given sample has been 

determined by propagation of errors. In detail, the following parameters have been 

considered for the overall error calculation (based On the 10 counting error) of the 

different radionuclide fractions. Percentages in brackets indicate the relative errors 

associated with the single factors: 

. 226 Ra 20 l subsamples (BaS04): 

- uncertainty associated with the activity of the standard (1.23%) 

- statistical error of the calibration factor (C 1 %) 

- weighing uncertainty for 20 l sea water on board the ship (0.5%) 

- statistical error of the y-counting (< 3.2%) 

- statistical error of the background measurement (7%) 

228 ~ a / : ' ~ ~ R a  activity ratios (cartridge ash): 

- uncertainty associated with the activity of the standard (0.67%) 

- statistical error of the calibration factor (^Ra: 0.5%; '''Ra: 2%) 

- statistical error of the y-counting (""a: < 1 %; 2 2 8 ~ a :  < 6%) 

- statistical error of the background measurement ( ^ ~ a :  < 20%;) 

? h  initial: 

- statistical error of the ÃŸ-countin of ^ ~ h  (< 3%) 

-total error associated with quantitative ~h determination used as a natural 

yield tracer (< 10%) 

- statistical error of the a-counting (< 4%) 

- statistical error of the background measurement (1 3%) 

^ ~ h  ingrown: 

- uncertainty associated with the activity of " O T ~  used as a yield tracer (2.1%) 

- statistical error of the a-counting ("'~h: < 6%; " ~ h :  < 5%, one value 16%) 
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- statistical error of the background measurement ("'Th: 14%; ̂ Th: 22%) 

2 2 6 ~ a  fraction from 22'~h-ingrowth method (BaS04): 

- uncertainty associated with the activity of the standard (1.23%) 

- statistical error of the calibration factor (< 1 %) 

- statistical error of the y-counting (< 3.2%) 

- statistical error of the background measurement 8%) 

22vh /230~h  activities ratios (deep water stations): 

- statistical error of the a-counting ( '̂Th: < 5Oh, one value 1 loh; ̂Th: < 4%, 

one value 7%) 

- statistical error of the background measurement (-"'Th: 14%; -'Â¥"Th 12%) 

4.3.7 Comparison of different measuring techniques 

According to their expected "'Ra activities, the samples have been prepared for and 

measured by different counting techniques. The question might thus arise, to what 

degree these results are comparable. 

The ^Ra activity of sample R 2 was determined by both direct y-counting of the 

cartridge ash and the 228~h-ingrowth method and gave values of 0.70 Â 0.04 and 

0.67 Â 0.04, respectively. 

A few of the samples processed by the 228~h-ingrowth method had 2 2 8 ~ a  activities high 

enough to be detected by y-spectrometry. Therefore, the need of measuring the ^ ~ a  

content of the cartridges (fraction 3a, Fig. 12) provides a good possibility for a 

reproducibility check of the determination of the 2 2 ' ~ a  activity as these samples yielded 
226 ~ a / ~ ~ ' R a  activity ratios. The calibration of these samples followed the same principle 

as for 2 2 6 ~ a  and is laid out in chapter 4.4.3. A plot of the results obtained by a- 

spectrometry versus the results obtained by y-spectrometry on the respective BaS04 

fractions shows a very good agreement between both techniques (Fig. 16). 

m z 3  / 1 '  . 

0 

Fig 16 Comparison of the 2 2 ' ~  a 
activity determined by the Th-ingrowth 
method vs a determination by Y- 
spectrometry on the Ba(Ra)S04 
precipitate of the same samples (I e 
fraction 3a vs 3b, Fig 12) Solid line 

o I 2 3 4 5 regression fit, dashed line 1 1 

Th-ingrowth relation 
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4.4 Spectroscopic instruments for the detection of radiation 

The principle behind the measurement of nuclear radiation is the interaction of particles 

with the material of the detector, resulting in a pulse in the Counter that is, in the case of 

a- and Y-spectrometry, proportional to the amount of energy deposited by the incoming 

particie. In the case of a-spectrometry, this particle will be a "~e-nucleus (a-particle) 

whereas in y-spectrometry photons are recorded. The general assemblage of radiation 

instruments normally consists of a detector with a high-voltage power supply, 

connected in series to a preamplifier, an amplifier, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 

a multichannel analyzer (MCA) and a Computer for data processing and graphical 

presentation. 

4.4.1 a-Spectrometer 

a-spectrometry is generally characterized by its low background levels and an energy- 

independent detector efficiency. These advantages contrast with the high requirement 

of time needed for sample preparation and purification. The detectors used in a- 

spectrometry are semiconductors. As a-particles are prone to collide with anything in 

their path, the chambers are operated under vacuum to avoid energy loss in air and to 

ensure best efficiencies. 

All measurements of ^ ~ h  were performed with an a-spectroscopic system from EG&G 

ORTEC, containing a total of 40 detection chambers. Each chamber includes a circular 

ion implanted silicon detector (EG&G ORTEC or CANBERRA) with an active area of 

450 m m  that was operated in a selected energy range of 3 to 8 MeV. The warranted 

a-resolution of the detectors is 20 keV Full line Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), 

representing the detector's ability to separate between lines of different energies. The 

applied vacuum was < 7 Pa. The silver planchets were placed on sample trays 

underneath the detector in a distance varying between 2 and 5 mm. Fig. 17 is a view 

into a detection chamber of an a-spectrometer. 

y-spectrometry is a non-destructive method to quantify radiation but, in contrast to a- 

spectrometry, has a much smaller efficiency, which furthermore varies with the energy 

of the emitted photons and the geometry of the measured sample. For small sample 

volumes, well-type detectors made from high-purity germanium have proven to be the 

best choice in terms of counting efficiency. A cylinder with a bore-hole situated at the 

centre of the crystal ensures that the sample is surrounded by germanium from nearly 

all sides. The disadvantage of a somewhat reduced energy resolution for these 

detectors (compared with coaxial detectors for example) can be neglected when 

analyzing spectra with defined, clearly separated lines of energy. 
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Fig. 17: Plscing a silver planchet 
underneath a silicon detector in a 
vacuum chamber for a-spectrometry. 

Fig. 18: Insertion of a sample in the 
borehole detector of a y-spectrometer. 
The detector is surrounded by a lead 
shield from all sides to reduce the 
background radiation. 

In order to minimize the detector leakage current (thermal noise), germanium detectors 

are cooled with liquid nitrogen. The detector itself is held under constant vacuum to be 

protected from dirt or condensation of vapour and to avoid any electrical discharges. A 

lead shield surrounding the detector reduces the influence of cosmic rays On the 

spectral background (Fig. 18). 

Table 2: Technical specifications of the AWI-detectors for y-spectrometry. 

useful hole diameter 
useful dewth of hole 57 mm 70 mm 
sensitive volume of Ge-crystal 126 cm3 1 55cm3 
measured absolute efficiency at 122 keV 76 9% 79.4% 
measured resolution at 122 keV 
measured resolution at 1332 keV 
measured peak-to-Compton-ratio 
at 662 keV 
thickness of lead shield 15 cm 10 cm 
thickness of old lead shieid thereof 2 cm 

Determinations for ~a and ^ ~ a  on cartridge ash and BaS04 have been done with 

two well-type germanium detectors from EURISYS (formerly INTERTECHNIQUE). 

Detector 2 has also been operated on board RV POLARSTERN during the expedition 
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ANT XVIl3. The technical properties of both detectors as specified by the manufacturer 

are presented in Table 2. The energy resolution of the detector System is given in 

terms of the FWHM. The peak-to-Compton-ratio indicates to what degree low-energy 

peaks will be identified by the detector in the presence of strenger high-energy peaks. 

The calibration curves for both detectors, using DL-1a uranium-thorium reference ore 

as a standard (Steger and Bowman 1980), are given in Fig. 19. 

AWI Detector 1 AWI Detector 2 

10 100 1000 

Energy (keV) 

10 100 1000 

Energy (keV) 

Fig. 19: Efficiency curves of both AWI detectors, calculated from the measurement of 
DL-1 a uranium-thorium reference ore in counting tubes, filled up to 5 mm. 

4.4.3 Preparafion of standards for y-specfrometry and spectrum analysis 

Well-type detectors cannot be calibrated with a linear efficiency calibration curve 

(Reyss et al. 1995). Commonly, standards are prepared that yield a conversion factor E 

for each measured energy line, thus allowing the direct comparison of the samples with 

the standard. E includes the y-intensity, detector efficiency and self-adsorption (Moore 

1984, Reyss et al. 1995). It relates to the counts at a given energy by: 

Table 3 gives the value of factor E for all energies used for the determination of 2 2 6 ~ a  

and '"Ra. 

Care has to be taken that dimensions, matrix and weight of the standard resemble 

those of the samples as otherwise the self-adsorption inside the sample might be 

different. For cartridge ash samples, a calibration source was made from a mixture of 

blank cartridge ash and 0.48 g of DL-1a uranium-thorium reference ore (Steger and 

Bowman 1980). DL-1a is certified for 2 2 6 ~ a  and ^Th but not for '''Ra. As it yields a 

2 3 2 ~ h / 2 2 a ~ h  activity ratio of 0.99 between 2 3 2 ~ h  and "'Th, thus indicating a high degree 
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of secular equilibrium between both thorium isotopes (Steger and Bowman 1980), it 

can be used as a calibration standard for ^ ~ a  as well. 

For the calibration of BaS04, two different types of standards were produced that 

yielded similar factors of E. For the first type, about 1 g of DL-1a was weiCjtied and 

digested with a combination of HF, HC1O4 and HN03. The solution was precipitated as 

BaS04. Both ^Ra and ^ ~ a  can be calibrated with this standard. The second type 

was prepared by weighing about 1 ml of a liquid ^ ~ a  standard (Amersham), 

composed of 0.5 N HCI with BaC12 as the carrier phase, followed by subsequent 

precipitation as Ba(Ra)S04. 

Table 3 y-emission lines and counting efficiencies (E, including Y-intensities and 
detector efficiencies) of the y-detectors at AWI Emission energies and y-intensities 
taken from Erdtmann and Soyka (1979) 

- ----- - "- --- P --- ---Pm -P--."- 
~ u c l i d  " "~easured  Emission y-~n<nsity E (%) E (%) 
-- %_~2a____!L!%gy(keV)_- (%) L!!!E!.r I detector 2 

ash: 6.01 Â 0.06 
BaSO4: 5.69 Â 0.01 

ash: 9.62 Â 0.08 
BaSOs: 9.08 Â 0.02 

ash: 3.47 Â 0.04 
BaSO4: 3.33 Â 0.01 

surn: ash: 19.1 Â 0,l 
BaS04: 18.10 Â 0.02 

ash: 2.8 Â 0.07 

ash: 1.98 Â 0.06 

ash: 1 .I4 10.04 

sum: ash: 5.93 Â 0.1 

Both 2 2 6 ~ a  and " ' ~ a  are measured using their short-lived descendants which are 

strenger y-emitters than their respective parents. 2 2 6 ~ a  is analysed using the prominent 

energy lines from the emissions of ^pb (295 and 352 keV) and ' I 4 ~ i  (609 keV). 

Equilibrium between the mother and its daughters is reached after about three weeks. 

The successive decay steps include the noble gas radon. In order to preserve a closed 

system with regard to the decay chain, the tube containing the precipitate must be 

firmly sealed to prevent any escape of radon. Moore and Dymond (1991) showed that 

BaS04 itself retains the radon very efficiently as radium is part of the crystal lattice. For 

the cartridge ash samples, radon loss was checked with the Rn-emanation technique 
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after Moore et al. (1985; See chapter 4.3.1). "%a is measured via ^AC (338, 91 1 and 

969 keV). The spectrum analysis, i.e. the background calculation and the identification 

of peak areas, was done with INTERWINNER software from EURISYS. Typical y- 

spectra are given in Appendix A 2 and A 3. 
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5 DISTRIBUTION OF AND 2 2 8 ~ ~  IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC 

The results obtained for ^Ra, ^Ra and 2 2 8 ~ h  are presented and compared to the 

existing literature values. A compilation of the latter is given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. It will 

be shown to what extent the initial 2 2 8 ~ h  activity and the 2 2 ' ~ h f 3 0 ~ h  activity ratio (AR) 

can serve as indicators of the ^%a distribution. 

Samples that are mentioned specifically in the text are annotated in the respective 

figures. A complete list of all results is tabulated in Appendices A 7 and A 8. The 

geographical presentation of the data has been performed with PanMap (Pangaea 

1997) and Ocean Data View (Schlitzer 2001). For the sake of simplicity, labelling of the 

deep water stations within the text will be restricted to the last three digits (e.g. station 

PS 53-156 will become station 156). 

5.1 Surface water activities of 226Ra 

" R a  has for the first time been sampled on a high-resolution scale in southern polar 

surface waters. The samples Cover a rangt? from 5.45 to 18.04 dpm1100kg with the 

owest values in Subantarctic Surface Water (SASW) north of the Polar Front (PF) and 

the highest value in Antarctic Surface Water (AASW). 

Fig. 20: Surface water activities of ^ ~ a  (dpmIIOOkg) in the Atlantic sector of the 
Southern Ocean. The sharp decrease from sarnple Z 30 to Z 31 is most likely due to 
analytical reasons. Approximate positions of the oceanic fronts after Orsi et al. (1995). 
STF: Subtropical Front; SAF: Subantarctic Front; PF: Polar Front; SACCF: Southern 
ACC Front; SACCBdy: Southern ACC Boundary. 
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Altogether, 186 surface water samples from five cruises have been analyzed for their 
226 Ra activity (Fig. 20). The most salient feature in the distribution of 2 2 6 ~ a  is a strong 

southward increase from approximate 8 dpmIIOOkg north of the PF to about twice as 

much in the Weddell Gyre with a mean activity in the southern waters of the Antarctic 

Circumpolar Current (ACC) and within the Weddell Gyre of about 15.5 dpm/IOOkg. This 

gradual increase of the 2 2 6 ~ a  activity is closely related to a drop in temperature and 

displays the effect of upwelling of deeper waters (see also chapter 2.2.2). It can be 

observed on all transects although the gradients differ in intensity. The steepest one in 

combination with a southward dislocation in comparison to the other transects occurs 

at 15" W between samples Z 30 and Z 31. However, and there is no indication from 

hydrographical and nutrient data that this feature is real and the activities of Z 31 and 

north of it are much lower than anything reported in the literature for this region 

(Broecker et al. 1976, Ku and Lin 1976, Chung and Applequist 1980). In the absence of 

confirmation by other parameters analytical problems must be assumed as the main 

cause, e.g. a non-quantitative precipitation of radium with BaS04. The sharp contrast 

between ^ ~ a  concentrations in subantarctic and antarctic waters is also maintained in 

the northward bending loop of the ACC east of South America, covered by samples 

Fig. 21: Contour plot of ^ ~ a  (dpm/IOOkg) surface water activities in the Atlantic sector 
of the Southern Ocean. The sharp gradient and the extremely low values at 
58' S 115' Ware most likely the result of an analytical problem. 
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A contour plot reveals a streng surface maximum in the southeastern Corner of the 

Weddell Gyre that stretches westwards at approximately 65 ' s  into the central gyre 

(Fig. 21). This Pattern can be ascribed to the upwelling of Circumpolar Deep Water 

(CDW) which enters the Weddell Gyre in the East (Orsi et al. 1993, SchrÃ¶de and 

Fahrbach 1999). 

Although subject to regional variations, the data set is in good agreement with existing 

literature values. Ku and Lin (1 976) report a " ' ~ a  activity of 8 dpmll OOkg for SASW in 

the South Atlantic while Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) has been described with 

activities ranging from 13 to 19 dpm1IOOkg with a mean of 17 dpmIIOOkg (Chung and 

Applequist 1980, Chung 1981). 

5.2 Surface water activities of "'Ra 

The present data set constitutes a considerable extension of existing '''Ra in the 

Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. Both sides of the Antarctic Peninsula, the 

southern Argentinean shelf, the central Weddell Gyre and the Agulhas (Return) Current 

have for the first time been sampled for ^Ra. A discrete 20 l subsample could not be 

taken with every sample (see chapter 4.1.3). In this case, the ^Ra concentration of 

these samples has been calculated on the basis of existing literature values or 

estimated from adjacent samples and is listed in Appendix A 7. The ^Ra values in the 

area of investigation fall within a wide range with activities from below the detection 

limit to 4.37 dpmIIOOkg. Fig. 22 presents the complete data set of '*'Ra activities that 

has been determined in the Course of this study. 

' 2ZRa (UpmilOOk~) 
I @ not measurabte 

1 001 - 0 1  
01 - 02 

0 0 2 -  03 1: 0 3 - 0 4  
04 - 05 

Â 0 5 -  06 
I Â 0 6 -  07 
Â 0 7 -  08 

1 0  0 8 - 0 9  

Â 1 2 -  13 
I Â  1 3 - 1 4  

Fig. 22: Surface water activities of R a  (dpm1IOOkg) determined in this study in the 
Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. Approximate positions of the oceanic fronts after 
Orsi et al. (1995). For abbreviations See Fig. 20. 
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5.2.1 Shelf regions 

Literature values for " ' ~ a  shelfwater activities have so far only been available for the 

East Antarctic coastline (Kaufman et al. 1973, Rutgers van der Loeff 1994). The ^ ~ a  

activity has been deterrnined in hitherto unsampled areas like the southern Argentinean 

shelf, the Larsen shelf and the Bransfield Strait and Covers for the first time all 

landmasses that border the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. In the following, the 

Pacific side of the Antarctic Peninsula will be treated as part of the South Atlantic due 

to the direct link rnaintained between both by the ACC. 

Weddell Sea 

C 0 2  - 0 5  1 1  - 1.4 - coastline 
0.5 - 0.8 e14 -  1.7 - shelf ice edge 

@ 0.8 - 1.1 Â 1.7 - 2 - 500 m 
e 2 2  

Fig. 23: Surface water activities of ^ ~ a  (dpm1100kg) of the shelf regions of the Atlantic 
sector of the Southern Ocean. Results obtained along the Antarctic Peninsula are 
enlarged in Fig. 24. 

Any significant Open ocean signal of "%a requires a strong nearshore source that 

allows an accumulation of high activities in the water mass before being advected away 

from coastal regions. A screening of the shelf regions was meant to prove that these 

shallow water regions could indeed act as a source for ^Ra. Fig. 23 shows the surface 

water activities of ^ ~ a  for the shelf areas of southern South America, the Antarctic 

Peninsula and East Antarctica. They Cover a range from 0.23 to 3.7 dpmIIOOkg with 

the lowest values on the East Antarctic (R 25) and the highest on the Argentinean shelf 

(R 71). All sampled shelf regions bordering the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean 
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yield clearly elevated, well measurable ^ ~ a  activities up to 3.7 dpmI100kg and can 

thus be considered as source regions for this isotope. 

The mean activity at the entrance to the Strait of Magellan where three samples have 

been taken is 2.78 dpm/IOOkg. Another measurement north of the Falkland Islands at 

the continental shelf edge yields 1.57 dpmlI0Okg. 

Along the East Antarctic coast between Neumayer Base and Halley Base, eleven 

samples have been determined for their 2 2 8 ~ a  content and gave activities between 0.23 

and 0.71 dpm/IOOkg with a mean of 0.49 dpm1100kg. North of 73O S, these values 

agree well with previous measurements by Rutgers van der Loeff (1994) who reported 

''*Ra activities of about 0.6 dpm/IOOkg for this area3. Further south, his activities3 

increase to 2.1 7 dpm/I OOkg. 

1 2  - 1 4  - coastline 
Â ¥ I  - 1 6  200 m 
Â ¥ I  - 1.8 - 500 m 
Ã 21 8 -1500 m 

Fig. 24: Surface water activities of ^ ~ a  (dpm1IOOkg) along the Antarctic Peninsula. 
The box gives an enlargement of the activities on the Atlantic side with the Larsen 
shelf, 

The unity in the original literature 1s dpm/m3. For means of comparison, this value has been 
converted to dpm1100kg by assuming an average weight of sea water of 1.033 kgll. 

60 
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A more detailed view of samples collected along the Antarctic Peninsula is given in Fig. 

24. They are characterized by generally higher ^ ' ~ a  activities than those along the 

East Antarctic coast. 

On the whole, 23 samples have been collected along the Peninsula's coast line. Within 

this set of data, the eastern (Atlantic) side of the Peninsula displays generally higher 

values than the western (Pacific) side. On the latter, " * ~ a  activities in the Bransfield 

Strait and its southward extension are very uniform with a mean of 0.79 dpm1IOOkg. 

Two clearly elevated exceptions have been rneasured in sheltered bays of Adelaide 

Island in the vicinity of the Rothera Base (R 50) and in the Potter Cove next to Jubany 

(R 54), with values of 1.99 dpm/I OOkg and 1 . I  2 dpm/I OOkg, respectively. Activities on 

the Atlantic side of the Peninsula range from 0.59 to 1.77 dpm1IOOkg with a mean of 

1 . I 6  dpm/IOOkg. In the restricted bay between James ROSS Island and the main land, 

activities double between sample R 160 and R 172 (enlargement of Fig. 24). The 

elevated " ' ~ a  concentrations are closely centred around the Antarctic Peninsula and 

decrease rapidly beyond: at sample R 44, located close to the Weddell-Scotia- 

Confluence (WSC), the activity drops to 0.23 dpm1100kg. On the northeastern side, 

R 59 (0.07 dpm/lOOkg) displays background levels that are typical for the Drake 

Passage. 

The values on the shelves of the Peninsula are congruent with other Antarctic shelf 

regions (Kaufman et al. 1973, Rutgers van der Loeff 1994). 

5.2.2 Open ocean waters 

The waters entering the South Atlantic through the Drake Passage have not been in 

contact with ^~h-bearing sediments for a long time, so one would expect very low 
228 Ra activities. Both R 59 and R 62 have a low, but still distinctive activity of 0.07 and 

0.02 dpm/IOOkg, respectively (Fig. 25). A northward increase can be observed 

between R 66 which is situated at the northern rim of the Drake Passage and R 71 that 

was taken on the Argentinean shelf. 

A SW-NE-transect (R 200 - R 207) at subtropical latitudes through the Argentine Basin 

yields increased ^ ~ a  activities in the western Open South Atlantic (Fig. 25). Activities 

are lower than on the Argentinean shelf but, with the exception of R 202, stay an order 

of magnitude higher than Open ocean values of the ACC (see below). R 207 Comes 

closest to shelf activities and is expected to display the influence of the Brazil Current. 

The northward steering of the ACC is mirrored in the ^ ~ a  activities as could already 

be shown for '"Ra. A plot of both '̂Ra and ^ ' ~ a  activities together with sea surface 

temperatures locates R 202 in the core of the north-directed loop of the ACC (Fig. 25 

and Fig. 26). It is characterized by a sharp drop in temperature while ^Ra and "^Ra 

concentrations show an opposite pattern: the loop entrains subpolar waters with a 

higher ^ ~ a  Signal, gained from the upwelling of CDW within the ACC. In contrast, the 

enveloping waters carry the imprint of the Argentinean shelf and slope, indicated by an 

about similar enrichment in 2 2 8 ~ a  east and west of R 202. 2 2 8 ~ a  activities along the 
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whole transect Cover a range from 0.09 to 1.57 dpmIIOOkg and are comparable to the 

values published by Li et al. (1980). 

Fig. 25: Surface water activities of ^Ra (dpm1IOOkg) in the Drake Passage and in the 
western South Atlantic. Approximate positions of the oceanic fronts after Orsi et al. 
(1995). For abbreviations See Fig. 20. 

201 203 205 207 

Sample 

..... Position of transect (above) ..*. Temperature (lefl) - 226Ra 

+ 228Ra 

Fig. 26: Left: Surface water activities of ^Ra and 2 2 8 ~ a  and sea surface temperature 
on a SW-NE-transect (samples R 200 - R 207) in the Argentine Basin. Right: 
Geographical position of the transect. 
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N-S-transects from South Africa to the Antarctica are characterized by high "%a 

activities at their northern end. An enlargement of the situation south of Africa is given 

in Fig. 27. Between the continent and the Subtropical Front (STF), sampling points are 

influenced by the Agulhas and Agulhas Return Current that are responsible for 

activities as high as 4.23 dpmIIOOkg (R 151). South of the STF, activities drop back to 

an average of 0.2 dpmIIOOkg. Kaufman et al. (1973) report an activity of 

0.3 dpm1100kg east of the Agulhas retroflection area while values for the Agulhas 

regime proper have hitherto not been published. High subtropical activities up to 

2.1 dpmIIOOkg at 60' E in the Indian Ocean (Fig. 10; Sarmiento 1988) are likely to 

originate from the Agulhas Return Current. 

5 O  10Â 1 5 O  20Â 25Â 
I 

\ \ South Africa 

Fig. 27: Surface water activities of ~a (dpm/IOOkg) south of Africa at subtropical and 
subpolar latitudes. Approximate positions of the oceanic fronts after Orsi et al. (1995). 
For abbreviations See Fig. 20. 
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In the Open ACC waters (Fig. 22), concentrations are uniformly low with activities 

generally less than 0.1 dpmIIOOkg but some higher values can be Seen. It must be 

stressed that the sampling volume during the ANT XV expeditions was lower than 

during ANT XVIl3 (20Â E transect) which probably explains the higher number of 

samples below the detection limit in the former transects. The most conspicuous 

feature in the ACC are samples S 5 and R 6 that besides sample R 151 exhibit the 

highest ''"a activities determined in this study (4.37 and 4.23 dpmIlOOkg, 

respectively). Both correspond with the approximate position of the Polar Front (PF) in 

the respective cruises. At 6OoS, sample R 11 has a clearly elevated activity 

(0.22 dpmlI0Okg) while the adjacent samples are below the detection limit. The signal 

coincides approximately with the Weddell Gyre Boundary. A pronounced maximum 

(R 16) is detectable at 68" S with 2.65 dpm/IOOkg. Rutgers van der Loeff (1994) 

reports activities up to 0.8 dpm1IOOkg for a position six degrees further east than R 16 

which represents equally an enrichment compared to his own neighbouring 

concentrations. 

Disregarding samples R 11 and R 16, ̂ ~ a  activities in the Weddell Gyre (Fig. 22) are 

comparably low like in the Open ACC waters which is in agreement with findings by Li 

et al. (1980) who reported all GEOSECS measurements south of the PF to be less 

than 0.1 dpm1IOOkg. All samples on a transect through the central part of the gyre 

(R 34 - R 42) were below the detection limit, indicating that horizontal mixing from the 

shelf towards the Open ocean must be slow compared to the half-life of R a .  Rutgers 

van der Loeff (1994) pointed out that the shelfwater influence in this region could not be 

traced far offshore. However, it should be noted that from samples R 38 and R 42 only 

the first cartridge was processed so that the overall efficiency of these two samples 

was considerably lower than usually. Based on the measurements in this study, the 

central Weddell Gyre represents a region with the lowest 2 2 8 ~ a  activities worldwide. 

5.3 Surface water activities of '''Th 

In addition to the ^Ra activity, the initia14 dissolved ^Th content was determined on 

selected samples from expeditions ANT XVl2 and ANT XVI13. The 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 8 ~ a  (activity 

ratio) AR has been used for the determination of scavenging rates in the ocean (Moore 

1969a, Broecker et al. 1973, Li et al. 1980). In the view of the 228~h-ingrowth method 

that requires long Storage times before final ' ~ a  activities become available, it might 

be useful to examine whether ^Th can serve as a more rapidly-available indicator of 

the ''*Ra activity. The 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 8 ~ a  AR in a water mass that is in contact with a ^ ~ a  

source should be close to unity as long as scavenging processes can be neglected. 

Once the water mass is cut off from its source, both radionuclides decline with their 

respective half-lifes. After about 15 years, the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 8 ~ a  AR reaches a transient 

equilibrium of about 1.5. In the surface ocean, in coastal waters or close to bottom 

In this context, "initial" refers to the in situ ^ ~ h  activity of a sample and is used to avoid 
confusion with the ^ ~ h  activity determined after ingrowth from ^ R a  (see chapter 4.3.2). 
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sediments, where scavenging becomes important, the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 8 ~ a  ratio is always far 

below unity (Broecker and Peng 1982). Rutgers van der Loeff (1994) has shown that 

indeed ^Ra can be measured through its granddaughter 2 2 8 ~ h  in intermediate 

circumpolar waters. The question arises to what extent the initial ^ ~ h  content in Open 

ocean surface waters, can be used as an indication for '''Ra activities. 

Fig. 28 and Fig. 29 show the activities of both nuclides in the dissolved fraction 

between 45 and 70' S determined On expeditions ANT XVl2 and ANT XVI13. The 

highest values within the Agulhas regime have been omitted for a better presentation of 

differences within the lower activities. With two exceptions, the '"Th activity in both 

sections is consistently lower than the respective R a  activity which is what would be 

expected from a particle reactive element. Accordingly, the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 8 ~ a  AR are well 

below unity. A similar finding is reported for the 2 3 4 ~ h / 2 3 8 ~  AR which also consists of a 

mobile parent and a particle reactive daughter (Usbeck et al. in press). 

228Th initial = 228Ra 

0 I , , , , , , 3 5 8 , , , , 3 , T -  ,--T- 

45 50 55 60 65 

Latitude South 

Fig. 28: Activities of '''Ra and of the initial dissolved 2 2 8 ~ h  content during expedition 
ANT XV/2. ' ~ a  activities are not available for the whole transect. 

The general features of the '''Ra distribution with increased activities in the vicinity of 

the African and the Antarctic continent and uniformly low activities in between are 

nevertheless maintained in the 2 2 8 ~ h  concentrations. If plotted against each other, it 

can be shown that on both expeditions higher ~a coincide with higher " ' ~ h  activities 

(Fig. 30) and that a qualitative relationship between both radionuclides exists in surface 

waters of the Southern Ocean. Hence, in principle, ^ ' ~ h  can be used as a qualitative 

indicator of the ^ ~ a  activity. As a strongly particle-reactive nuclide, it is, however, 

subject to scavenging processes that in turn can vary widely in a given area. The effect 

will be looked closer at in chapter 6.2. 
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Fig. 29: Activities of ^ ~ a  and of the initial dissolved ^ ~ h  content during expedition 
ANT XVIl3. High values north of 44's have been omitted to ensure a better resolution 
but are included in Fig. 30. 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 

228Th (dpml l  OOkg) 

Fig. 30: Surface water activities of ^ ~ a  plotted against initial dissolved ^ ~ h  activities 
for all samples collected during expeditions ANT XVl2 and ANT XVIl3. 

5.4 Vertical distribution of ^Ra and "'Th within the ACC and the Weddell Gyre 

A vertical section with a total of eight stations covering the upper 1000-1800 m of the 

water column has been sampled at 20Â E during expedition ANT XVIl3. The 

hydrographic situation between 44' and 60 's  during that cruise is displayed in Fig. 32. 

The oceanic fronts of the ACC cause a crowding of the isotherms north of 5 0 ' s  while 

the downwelling Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) is illustrated by a salinity 
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minimum at about 500 m. The upwelling of CDW is illustrated by the southward 

shoaling of the isohalines. 

' ~ a  activities from intermediate and deep waters have been determined on twelve 

sampies of this N-S-transect through the ACC. The values range from 8.85 to 18.45 

dpmIIOOkg and are sorted by water masses in Table 4. All results are in good 

agreernent with ^Ra activities frorn GEOSECS stations 89, 91 and 93 (Ku and Lin 

1976). Subsurface activities in the SASW and AASW display a north-to-south 

enrichment and are consistent with the surface activities presented in chapter 5.1 and 

Fig. 20. The intermediate water masses mirror the thermohaline circulation in the South 

Atlantic with higher values in deeper waters. Highest concentrations averaging 

18 dpm/lOOkg are found in the CDW and the derived Warm Deep Water (WDW) in the 

Weddell Gyre. The vertical distribution of ^Ra (not shown due to paucity of data 

points) is in Support of the observed surface water maximum in the southeastern Part of 

the Weddell Gyre (Fig. 21). 

Table 4: 2 2 6 ~ a  activities from intermediate and deep waters compared with GEOSECS 
stations (Ku and Lin 1976). Circumpolar Deep Water cornprises also the Warm Deep 
Water in the Weddell Gyre. - 

Water rnass ^Ra activity this study 2 2 6 ~ a  activity GEOSECS 
(dprn/lOOkg) (dprn/I OOkg) 

Subantarctic Surface Water 8.85, 10.85 8.1 - 10.6 
Antarctic Surface Water 16.43 14.9 - 18.6 
Antarctic Interrnediate Water 11.78 - 15.47 15.7 - 16.8 
Circurnpolar Deep Water 15.98 - 18.45 16.6 - 19.7 

2 2 8 ~ a  activities are not yet available for the deep water stations. The samples have 

been set to Zero with respect to thorium and are currently stored to allow the ingrowth 

of a new generation of "Vh that will allow the caiculation of the "%a activity which will 

be published elsewhere when available. Absolute concentrations of 2 2 8 ~ h  are also not 

available due to the lack of a suitable yield tracer (see chapter 4.3.3). Instead, '̂Th is 

used as a qualitative reference for ^Th. Therefore, the activities determined in the 

Course of this study are reported as total 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR. The following considerations 

will show to what extent the 2 2 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR is suitable for a qualitative assessment of 

the " ' ~ a  distribution. 
230 Th is produced at well-known rates in the water column through decay of ^U. Its 

total concentration generally increases with depth (Bacon and Anderson 1982). Within 

the upper 1000 m, the increase is approximately by a factor of two (Rutgers van der 

Loeff and Berger 1993, Walter et al. 1997). 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR determined in this work in 

contrast decrease by a factor of 2.6-13.5 over the Same vertical distance. Hence, 

decreasing 2 2 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR are in part due to the known increase in ^'Th. The 

remaining ^Th signal accounts for a 1.3 to 5.5-fold decrease with depth. 

Reported 2 3 0 ~ h  activities also increase threefold at a given depth from north to south 

across the ACC into the Weddell Sea (Walter et al. 1997, Walter et al. 2001). At 
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subsurface levels, measured 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR decrease by a factor of 0.5-3.6 from north 

to south which is less or about the Same as the expected increase in "'Th. Only in 

surface waters is the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR clearly dominated by the 2 2 8 ~ h  activity: within the 

ACC, the ratio decreases by a factor of twelve from north to south. 

In Summary it can be said that the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR is a valuable indicator of 2 2 8 ~ h  activity 

changes on a vertical scale but less useful for the detection of latitudinal changes 

between different profiles. As a qualitative indicator of the ^%a activity, the 

228Th/230~h AR can safely be used when the variation in 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR is greater than 

the expected variation in 2 3 0 ~ h  activity. This is the case here within given profiles but 

not always between different profiles. However, while awaiting the ingrowth of ^ ~ h  in 

the stored samples, preliminaty information about the vertical distribution of the tracer 
228 Ra can be drawn from the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR. 

A plot of all stations from a vertical section at 20" E down to a water depth of 1800 m 

shows that the main differences in the AR are located in the upper 500 m (Fig. 31). 

Two groups can be distinguished on the grounds of their 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR in the top 

500 m: stations 169, 190 and 197 south of the PF have 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR of less than 2. 

Stations 206, 156 and 161, located at and north of the PF, display high AR between 3 

and 6. The difference between both groups matches well with the north to south 

increase of "'Th; however, this cannot be Seen below 500 m where both groups have 

a mean 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR of 0.6. Stations 207 and 182, the northern- and southernmost 

stations of the transect, are distinctive from both groups. Station 207 yields an 

extremely high AR in the upper 200 m and station 182 displays a subsurface 

maximum. For station 182, the hydrographical data evidenced a mixed layer down to 

600 m due to recent ice formation 

228 ~ h / ^ ' ~ h  activity ratio 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

Fig. 31: Left: Vertical profiles of 22i '~h/ '23c~h activity ratlos on a N-S-transect across the 
ACC at 20'. Right: Position of stations during expedition ANT XVI13. 
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Fig. 32: Vertical section of the upper 1800 m water layer at 20' E sarnpled during 
expedition ANT XVIl3. (a) 2 2 8 ~ h 1 2 3 0 ~ h  activity ratios. (b) Potential temperature. (C) 
Salinity. T-S-data kindly provided by Dr. V.Strass, AWI. 
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Between 40' and 60" S, a contour plot against depth shows the highest values for the 

2 2 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR north of the PF (Fig. 32a). 

As discussed above, the distribution of the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR is used as a qualitative 

indication of the distribution of R a ,  under consideration of the uncertainty associated 

with the variable natural '̂Th activity. 

The distribution Pattern of the AR in surface waters agrees with the measured 

distribution of "?3a with highest concentrations north of 50Â S (see chapter 5.2.2). The 

mean decrease of the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR with depth by a factor 8 must be considered a 

lower estimate for decrease of ^ ~ a  activities with depth because a stronger depletion 

of T h  due to scavenging has to be expected in surface waters compared to deep 

waters (Usbeck et al. in press). 

Thus, the large variations in the 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR with depth allow the conclusion that the 

enhanced ^ ~ a  concentrations found at the sea surface norih of the PF (see 

chapter 5.2.2) are limited to shallow water masses. This observation confirms the 

expectation that 2 2 8 ~ a  is indeed supplied by a shallow source, like continental shelves 

are. In contrast, ^Ra was found highest in upwelling CDW, thus underlining the deep 

sea source of this isotope. 
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6 BIOGEOCHEMISTRY OF RADIUM AND THORIUM IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC 

6.1 Bio-intermediate behaviour of radium in the upper ocean 

" R a  has been considered as a water mass tracer with a nutrient-like distribution due 

to its participation in the biogeochernical cycle (Broecker et al. 1967; See also 

chapter 3.2). 

Based on the similarity of vertical water column profiles of " " ~ a  and Si, it has been 

hypothezised that siliceous tests act as a main carrier phase for ^Ra (Edmond 1970, 

Ku et al. 1970, Ku and Lin 1976). However, direct evidence for incorporation of ^ ~ a  

by silicate-forming plankton is very scanty and yields ambiguous results. Szabo (1970) 

gives a list of ^Ra activities in different plankton samples and shows that radium is 

preferred by plankton with respect to calcium. The associated discrimination factor D: 

pl: plankton 

sw: sea water 

is highest for a diatom sample. Shannon and Cherry (1971) report an enrichment of 
^Ra in the diatoms Rhizosolenia and Chaetoceras. In contrast, a controlled tank 

experiment performed with the diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana did not indicate any 
significant bioaccumulation of 2 2 6 ~ a  (Fisher and Teyssie 1987). 

Latitude South 
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Fig. 33: Concentrations of Si (pmolll; dots) and ''"Ra (dprn1IOOkg; triangles) in surface 
waters on a N-S-transect across the ACC in austral summer during expedition 
ANT XVIl3. The broad range of Si values at 64 ' s  is caused by a W-E-section in the 
cruise track. Si data kindly provided by C.Hartmann, AWI. 
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Correlations between ^Ra and Si have been given by various authors but are all 

characterized by a large scatter of the data (Broecker et al. 1976, Ku and Lin 1976, 

Chung 1980, Chung and Applequist 1980, Chung 1987). The weakest relationships are 

reported for surface waters. In the following, the 226~a-~i-relat ionship will be exarnined 

for samples of the present study. 

The concentrations of Si and R a  in surface waters across the Antarctic Circumpolar 

Current (ACC) on the southward transect during expedition ANT XVIl3 are given in 

Fig. 33. Both elements covary in a sense that they show a clear N-S-gradient with 

highest values in the south. The rnain increase in ^Ra concentration occurs about 2' 

of latitude further north than that of Si. The sharp gradient in Si has also been referred 

to as the "Silica Front" (van Bennekorn et al. 1988) and is found 200-300 km south of 

the oceanic Polar Front (PF). Local variations in the Si concentrations are not mirrored 

by '''Ra and indicate a decoupling between diatom productivity and ^Ra distribution 

in the Southern Ocean. It should be noted that Si has been determined on discrete 

samples while rnost of the ^Ra activities come from rnixed-water sarnples that were 

bottled over approxirnately 6 hours stearning time (see chapter 4.1.3). 

Fig. 34: ^ ~ a  (dpm1IOOkg) versus Si (pmolll) for surface water samples taken during 
expeditions ANT XVl4 and ANT XVIl3. For the linear regression, sarnples with a ^Ra 
activity of less than 11 dpmlI0Okg have been ornitted to exclude the large scatter 
produced by the northernrnost samples. Si data kindly provided by A.Wisotzki and 
C.Hartmann, AWI. 

A plot of ^Ra versus Si from surface water sarnples shows a weak relationship 

(Fig. 34). Especially the northern sarnples, i.e. those associated with low Si 

concentrations exhibit a wide scattering. Above 10 pmol/l Si, a relationship becornes 
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more apparent. Concentration of both ^Ra and Si in surface waters are affected by 

biological uptake which does not happen in a constant ratio over a given transect (see 

also chapter 6.1 . I ) .  Hence, a relatively poor relationship is what would be expected. 

The correlation given in Fig. 34 is calculated for samples with a 2 2 6 ~ a  activity of 

11 dpmIIOOkg or more which is about the activity in the subantarctic Zone. 

Samples taken below the mixed layer exhibit a better correlation between both 

parameters (Fig. 35). In the upwelling regime of the Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW), 
226 Ra and Si can be considered as quasi-conservative as biological cycling is shallow 

(Usbeck et al. in press) and the loss of ^Ra by radioactive decay negligible compared 

to the upwelling velocity. 

A slope of 0.073 dpm/IOOkg/pmol/1 of the correlation in Fig. 35 indicates an increase of 

1.2*10'~~ g of ^Ra for every gram of Si which is identical to the slope given by Ku and 

Lin (1 976). 

Fig. 35: ^Ra (dpm/IOOkg) versus Si (pmol/I) from intermediate and deep water 
samples taken during expedition ANT XVI13. 

The surface water plots indicate that the relationship between ^ ~ a  and Si turns out to 

be much poorer than previously thought and that different factors must control their 

distribution in circumpolar waters. A mechanism of incorporation of radium ions into 

siliceous tests has never been described in detail. Looking at the size of the respective 

ions, 0.4 A for Si4+ and 1.5 A for Ra2+, there are reasons for the assumption that 

incorporation of radium into siliceous tests and hence a direct influence of diatom 

productivity on the radium distribution plays a rather minor role. Adsorption like for 

thorium isotopes can be excluded due to the low particle-reactivity of radium. More 

promising in terms of similar ion radii are s?' and ~ a ' +  with 1 .I and 1.3 A, respectively. 

Frequently occurring substances in the marine environment built from these elements 

are celestite (SrS04) and barite (BaSO,,). 
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In this context, the relationships for ^ ~ a - ~ a  are much more convincing than those for 

~ a - ~ i  (Li et al. 1973, Chan et al. 1976). Biogenic barite formation has been proposed 

as an important parameter in the marine radium cycle. As the upper ocean is mostly 

undersaturated with respect to barite (Monnin et al. 1999), its formation is tilought to  

take place in organic-rich microenvironments (Chow and Goldberg 1960, Dehairs et al. 

1980, Bishop 1988). The similarity of vertical particulate Ba profiles and 0 2 -  

consumption rates underlines the importance of decaying organic matter in the process 

of barite formation at mesopelagic depths (Dehairs et al. 1997). 

6, I .  1 The rote of acantharians for the biogeochemistry of radium 

Recently, the investigation of acantharians, SrS04-forming radiolarians, has shed new 

light on the biogeochemistry of Ba (Bernstein et al. 1998). Acantharians are abundant 

in the oceans and frequently outnumber radiolarians and foraminifera (Beers et al. 

1975, Michaels 1988, Michaels et al. 1995). In plankton studies, acantharians are often 

underestimated or even overlooked due to sampling techniques that do not assure a 

preservation of their easily dissoluble SrS04 skeletons or cysts (Bernstein and Betzer 

1991). Most of the sampled acantharians are found in the upper 400 m of the water 

column, a finding that is matched by lower SrICI ratios as compared to greater water 

depths (Bernstein et al. 1992). The celestite contains considerable amounts of Ba with 

distribution coefficients D:: between celestite and sea water 

CI: celestite 

sw: sea water 

well above unity and has been ascribed a major role in the depletion of Ba from the 

upper water column (Bernstein et al. 1992, Bernstein et al. 1998). Upon dilution of the 

skeletons and cysts, Sr is quickly recycled as seen from vertical water profiles. 

Microenvironments seem to favour a reprecipitation of Ba as barite, e.g. after ingestion 

of celestite by zooplankton. This is supported by the observation that barite is a 

frequent component of fecal pellets while celestite is completely absent (Bernstein et 

al. 1992). The mineralization-dissolution-mineralization process of celestite and barite 

enhances the relative enrichment of Ba in particles with respect to ambient sea water 

concentrations. On the basis of these observations and the fact, that radium is 

commonly coprecipitated with BaS04, it can be inferred that the biogeochemistry of 

radium is equally affected by acantharians. Considering the solubility products of SrS04 

(log Ksp = -6.5), BaS04 (log Ksp = -10.0) and RaS04, (log Ksp = -10.4), the distribution 

coefficient of radium D: with respect to Sr should be about equally large as that for 

Ba. For thermodynamical reasons, precipitation in a solid-solution-aqueous-solution 
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System will lead to an enrichment of the less soluble element in the precipitate. 

However, no direct determination of D" has hitherto been reported for acantharians 

that could corroborate these theoretical considerations. 

Acantharian cysts have been described in the Weddell Sea by Spindler and Beyer 

(1990) with an associated distribution coefficient ~ i > f  2.3 (Bernstein et al. 1998). For 

the Open ACC, their abundance ranges from 1000 to 30000 individuals per m3 (Henjes 

pers. comm. 2001). General distribution Patterns indicate an increase of acantharians 

from the polar to the temperate ocean (Bernstein et al. 1999). Hence, north of the PF, 

acantharians must be assumed to gain importance in the marine productivity cycle and 

could be responsible for the continuing depletion of ^Ra after the exhaustion of Si. 

Fig. 36: Acantharia from the Southern 
Ocean. Radial spicules are clearly 
visible. Picture taken by U. Freier, AWI. 

The conclusion put forth here is that the distribution of 2 2 6 ~ a  and Si are decoupled in 

circumpolar surface waters. Formation of barite from decaying biogenic debris and 

biomineralization of SrS04 by acantharians seem to be a more favourable explanation 

for a radium depletion in the upper water column than a direct link with diatom 
productivity. The fact that microenvironments, where biogenic barite formation takes 

place, are often created and controlled by decomposing diatom aggregates (Dehairs et 

al. 1980, Bishop 1988, Dehairs et al. 1997) might feign a linear relationship between 

R a  and Si concentrations. High resolution sampling across the ACC has shown that 

the main concentration gradients of both elements are separated by about 2' of latitude 

and that their covariance is rather qualitative. 

6.1.2 Implications for radium analytics 

From an analytical point of view, the question arises to what extent 2 2 6 ~ a  can be 

estimated from Si concentrations. Based on the relationships established in Fig. 34 and 

Fig. 35, ^Ra activities have been calculated from Si concentrations and compared 
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with measured activities. For surface water samples, the measured activities deviate by 

up to 75% from the calculated activities. (Fig. 37). Largest uncertainties are found for 

samples north of the PF where the calculated activities tend to overestimate. Within the 

Weddell Sea, errors are at about 15% and are less biased. The errors associated with 

samples from intermediate and deeper waters (not shown) range between 1 and 15%. 

The errors associated with 2 2 G ~ a  by inference from Si concentrations will propagate 

and cause equally large errors for the ^%a when 2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  activity ratios are 

converted into absolute ~a activities. 

. . Y. .-.T 
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Fig. 37: Comparison of R a  activities calculated from Si concentrations with measured 
R a  activities for surface water samples. 

6.2 Removal of "'Th from surface waters 

Surface water activities of '"Ra in the Open Southern Ocean are particularly low and 

require an investigation by the 22qh-ingrowth method which is sensitive but time- 

consuming (see chapter 4.3.2). In chapter 5.3 it was shown on a qualitative basis that 

in principle 2 2 8 ~ h  can be used as a more rapidly available indicator of the ""%a activity. 

Bearing in mind that thorium is a highly particle-reactive element, the relationship 

between both merits some more attention. 

Dissolved (1pm filtered) " ~ h  activities have been determined during expeditions 

ANT XVl2 and ANT XVIl3 and represent the austral spring and autumn situation. The 

particulate fraction has not been analyzed separately but the percentage of thorium on 

particles generally increases with the half-life of the respective isotope. For " " ~ h  (half- 

life 24.1 days), the fraction adsorbed onto particles averages between 10 and 20% but 

can reach up to 50% during a bloom situation (Rutgers van der Loeff et al. 1997, 

Usbeck et al. in press). Particulate fractions of ^?h in surface waters (half-life 

75000 years) range from 20 to 40% (Rutgers van der Loeff and Berger 1993, Geibert 

unpublished data; no corresponding data available for bloom situation). According to its 
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intermediate half-life of 1.91 years, the particulate fraction of ^ ~ h  can be expected to 

be somewhere in-between. 

Latitude South 

Fig. 38: Plot of dissolved 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 8 ~ a  activity ratios against latitude for austral spring 
(ANT XV12; Open symbols) and austral autumn (ANT XVIl3; closed symbols). 

Scavenging processes in the upper ocean occurring on time scales of weeks to months 

have been studied extensively with the 2 3 8 ~ - 2 3 4 ~ h  isotope couple (Broecker and Peng 

1982). The activity of ^Th is expressed as ratio to its parent nuclide 2 3 8 ~ .  In the 

absence of export processes, the sum of dissolved and particulate 2 3 4 ~ h  activities 

should be in equilibrium with ^U, i.e. their activity ratio (AR) close to unity. This is 

indeed the case for the winter situation in the Southern Ocean, when primary 

productivity reaches a minimum due to light-limitation, indicating that scavenging by 

terrigenous material has little impact. With the onset of spring productivity, the 

2 3 4 ~ h / 2 3 8 ~  AR Start decreasing (Rutgers van der Loeff et al. 1997). 

On the transects during ANT XVl2 and ANT XVIl3, 2 3 4 ~ h / 2 3 8 ~  AR have been 

determined in surface waters (Usbeck et al. in press, Geibert unpublished data). The 

information related to scavenging processes as deduced from the 234~h/236U AR can be 

used to evaluate where the 22?h/228~a AR should be affected, too. 
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- 234Th part. - 234Th total 

Latitude South 

Fig. 39: ""ThlmU activity ratios for the spring transect (ANT XVl2) across the ACC. 
Open symbols: particulate " 4 ~ h  activity; closed symbols: particulate and dissolved 
234 Th activity. Total activities below unity indicate depletion by scavenging. Data point 
at 59' S is questionable due to contamination by krill. Data kindly provided by Dr. 
W.Geibert, AWI. 

Fig. 39 shows that AR during ANT XVl2 are mostly at equilibrium with 

significant export occurring only at the approximate position of the Subtropical Front 

(STF). For ANT XVIl3, distinctive depletion of -"Th is observed along the STF, 

Subantarctic Front, just south of the PF and in a region between 50 and 55" S. The 

Weddell Gyre is characterized by a uniform depletion of approximately 15%, while 

towards the Antarctic coast ^Th is close to equilibrium with ""U (Usbeck et al. in 

press). 

Looking at the dissolved 2 2 8 ~ h 1 2 2 a ~ a  AR, the mean spring ratio is 0.47k0.04 which 

should about equal the ratio for the total activities as deduced from ^"T~/^u AR. The 

values are then at the upper end of surface water ratios measured in the world's ocean. 

Reported mean ratios are around 0.2 (Broecker and Peng 1982). During the autumn 

transect, " 8 ~ h 1 2 2 a ~ a  AR north of the PF have decreased to about 0.21k0.01, thus 

displaying the depletion of T h  throughout the productive season while in southern 

ACC waters and the Weddell Gyre, the mean ratio remains at 0.45k0.02. This is 

qualitatively supported by the 2 3 4 ~ h / 2 3 8 ~  AR that indicate only weak export production in 

this region as compared to the northern ACC waters. As the Antarctic coast is 

approached, 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 2 a ~ a  AR rise to about 0.8, in consistence with the observed low 

particle content within the Coastal Current. Against this background, one ratio at 70Â S 

seems unrealistically low. 

Two values, close to the PF and one on the Antarctic shelf, are higher than unity. 

Although unusual, they are not inconceivable as the 2 2 a ~ h / 2 2 a ~ a  AR can theoretically 

reach 1.5 (see chapter 7.1.2). 
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Based on these obsewations, the use of '"Th as an indicator for '"Ra can be refined. 

For waters around and north of the PF, ongoing export of " ~ h  during plankton blooms 

impairs its potential to mirror " ' ~ a  activities and best results can be expected early in 

the season. In contrast, the low thorium export in the Antarctic Zone makes " ' ~ h  here 

a useful analogue for "'Ra. Its absolute value may be off by about 50%, but the 

relatively homogenous AR should allow to trace horizontal gradients and the extension 

of shelfwater signals before recurring to the "'~h-ingrowth method. 
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7 "'RADIUM AS A TRACER FOR IRON INPUT INTO THE OPEN SOUTH 

ATLANTIC 

Possible transport mechanisms for iron into the productive regions of the South Atlantic 

are advection of shelfwater, aeolian input, input from ice-rafted debris by melting 

icebergs and upwelling of deep water (de Baar et al. 1995, LÃ¶sche et al. 1997). The 

use of different geochemical tracers offers the possibility to distinguish between these 

input paths: the role of shelfwater is investigated with 228Ra in this study. Aluminium (AI) 

and the isotopic composition of neodymium (eNd) are indicators of terrigenous input 

(Hegner et al. in prep.) and ^AC has been proposed as an indicator for upwelling of 

deep waters (Geibert 2001). 

The continental shelves bordering the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean will be 

examined in view of their potential to release iron and ^ ~ a .  The results will be 

discussed with regard to the possible mechanisms of spreading shelfwater within the 

South Atlantic and the implications set in context to other transport mechanisms for iron 

as deduced from their respective tracers. An estimation of the regional importance of 

aeolian input, input of shelfwater, input via ice rafted debris from melting icebergs and 

upwelling of deep water summarizes these considerations. 

7.1 The continental shelves as source regions for ^Ra and iron 

7.1.1 Iron distribution in coastal waters of the Southern Ocean 

The Open Southern Ocean represents the largest High Nutrient Low Chlorophyll 

(HNLC) region worldwide where iron is deficient in surface waters and has been shown 

to be a growth-limiting factor for primary productivity (Martin et al. 1990, de Baar et al. 

1995). Knowledge of the transport paths by which this micronutrient reaches the 

productive regions is crucial for the understanding of the working of the biological pump 

today and in the past as well as for future predictions of e.g. what kind of feedback 

mechanisms climate change might trigger in the Southern Ocean. 

While iron is the fourth most common element in the earth's crust, only traces are found 

in the present ocean with higher concentrations near the continental margins. The 

mostly oxidizing sea water quickly transforms ferrous iron ( ~ e " )  into insoluble 

oxyhydroxides, keeping the dissolved iron concentrations very low. A speciation of this 

fraction indicates that up to 99% are bound to organic complexing ligands (van den 

Berg 1995). 

Indication for enrichment of iron in Southern Ocean coastal waters Comes from direct 

measurements and indirect observations. Table 5 gives a list of iron determinations 

performed in coastal waters of the Subantarctic and Antarctic regions. Time series 

measurements show the great variability of this trace element in the upper water 

column (Grotti et al. 2001, Sanudo-Wilhelmy in press). In contrast to nearshore 

concentrations, iron in waters of the Open Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and the 
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Weddell Gyre is mostly present at subnanomolar levels (Martin et al. 1990, Westerlund 

and Ohman 1991, de Baar et al. 1995). 

The subantarctic islands are known for increased primary production during the austral 

summer with chlorophyll a levels well increased over off-shore stations. Respective 

observations have been reported from Bouvet Island, the South Sandwich Islands 

(Perisinotto et al. 1992) and the Crozet Plateau (Pollard et al. 2000). In the latter case, 

the waxing and waning of the phytoplankton bloom has been observed in several 

successive years. Iron derived from the shallow water sediments around these islands 

and submarine plateaus has been suggested to be the triggering factor. De Baar et al, 

(1995) showed an eastward decrease of iron between two stations downstream of the 

South Shetland Islands. 

Table 5 Iron concentrations on shelves of Antarctica and subantarctic ~slands in the 
Southern Ocean If not stated otherwise, samples have been collected in surface 
waters Total concentrations refer to unfiltered, acid-leached samples ----" "-- 

Location 
P- 

Fe, diss (nM) Fe, to ta l (n~)  - - Reference 
- - - -- - 

Signy Island 66 Nolting et al (1991) 
Deception Island 31 .O Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al. (in press) 
Palmer Station 4.5-6.2 Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al. (in press) 
Antarctic Sound (Peninsula) 10.1 Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al. (in press) 
Antarctic Peninsula 0.9-1.4 Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al. (in press) 
Filchner Shelf (I00 m) 15.45 17.64 Westerlund and Ã–hma (1991) 
Rijser-Larsen Shelf (400 m) 2.46 10.74 Westerlund and Ã–hma (1991) 
Terra Nova Bay, ROSS Sea 0.7-4.1 Grotti et al. (2001) 
Kerguelen Archipelago 8.8-12.6 Bucciarelli et al. (2001) 

As to the origins of iron enrichment in coastal waters, different mechanisms have been 

suggested: Diffusion of dissolved iron from sediments, known as reductive dissolution 

and governed by the redox chemistry of iron, is probably the major source term (de 

Baar and de Jong 2001). To produce a large flux, the production of dissolved iron must 

occur close to the sediment-water interface. Rapid oxidation at the interface 

counteracts this process (Martin 1985). Resuspension of particles into the benthic 

boundary layer seems to play an important role in upwelling regions (Johnson et al. 

1999). Upwelling in the vicinity of islands caused by a deflected current has been 

demonstrated for the Galapagos Islands (Gordon et al. 1998). Input of lithogenic 

material and soil by rivers as well as wet and dry deposition of dust from ice-free 

landmasses is reported for the Kerguelen Archipelago (Bucchiarelli et al. 2001). 

For the Weddell Sea, mobilization of fine-grained suspended material from the shelves 

represents an important source term for iron (Nolting et al. 1991, Westerlund and 

dhman 1991). Two recent studies have pointed out the importance of iron release by 

melting of pack ice for the Weddell Sea (Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al. in press) and for Terra 

Nova Bay in the western ROSS Sea (Grotti et al. 2001). 
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7.1.2 Shelf regions as sources for % a  
228 Ra has been introduced as a tracer for spreading of shelfwater into the Open ocean 

in chapter 3.3. It is liberated to the water column from ^~h-bearing sediments (Moore 

1969a, Moore 1969b). Owing to its relatively short half-life of 5.75 years, it accumulates 

to higher activities in shallow water regions. Knowledge of the South Atlantic shelf 

regions in terms of their potential as a "'Ra source was hitherto very scanty, single 

values are reported by Kaufrnan et al. (1973) and Rutgers van der Loeff (1994). In 

chapter 5.2.1 it was shown that all shelf regions that were sampled in the Course of this 

study are characterized by an enrichment of 2 2 8 ~ a  in surface waters. Yet, the measured 

activities differed significantiy frorn one region to another; a fact that will be looked 

closer at in this chapter. 

Assuming comparable flux rates for R a  out of the sediment and disregarding the 

effects of currents, tidal mixing or water column stratification, one would expect an 

inverse correlation between water depth and "'Ra activity. It is obvious that these 

conditions are not met, moreover, the activities are lower than would be expected 

without exchange, implying that movernent of water masses is likely to have an 

important influence on the accumulation of ^ ~ a  in the water column. 

Apart from the residence time of the water body on the shelf, the '''Ra flux from the 

sediment is a further controlling factor that fosters or inhibits an effective accumulation 

of 2 2 8 ~ a  in the water column. The flux is dependent on the sediments' ^ ~ h  activity and 

the bioturbation rate, both terms that are not well defined for the Antarctic continental 

margins. In a first approximation, the extent of water mass movernent by e.g. currents 

should be the main difference in the environmental conditions reigning on the Antarctic 

shelf areas. The residence time T can be calculated according to Rutgers van der Loeff 

(1 994): 

F: flux of ~a from the sediment into the water column 

Cs: 228 Ra concentration in surface water on continental shelf 

H : depth of water column 

L: decay constant for R a  

The equation holds for regions where offshore waters, thought to be in exchange with 

the water on the shelf, have an activity of or close to Zero - a condition that is met in 

the waters of the Drake Passage and the Weddell Sea (Fig. 22). 

Li et al. (1980) calculate a mean ^%a flux of 6000 dpm/m2/year for shelves in the 

Atlantic Ocean. However, this value can be subject to large variations. On the basis of 

a model developed by Cochran and Krishnaswami (1980), Geibert (2001) calculated 
228 Ra fluxes between 540 and 3260 dpm/m21year for shelf regions in general, based on 
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232 Th activity in the sediment of 2 dpmlg. Comparable concentrations have been 

determined for the Argentine Basin and the adjacent shelf (Niemann pers. comm. 

2001). " " ~ h  activities determined for sediments in the Weddell Sea range between 3 

and 5 dpm/IOOkg (Rutgers van der Loeff 1994, Walter et al. 1997). In the following 

considerations for the Antarctic shelves, the value of 6000 dpm/m2/year will be 

adopted. A decrease in the flux out of the sediment involves an about proportional 

increase in the residence time and vice versa to produce the Same activities. A 

prerequisite for the calculation of residence times is a homogenous water column with 

about similar ^%a activities at all depths. Especially for greater water depths like those 

encountered on the Larsen shelf this remains questionable and calculated residence 

times are to be treated with caution. 

Fig. 40 is a plot of the "'Ra activity in surface waters against the water depth at the 

sampling location. 

The East Antarctic coastline is influenced by the strong Coastal Current (CC) that 

inhibits the build-up of high 2 2 ~ a  activities. Calculated residence times are between 

two and five months which is well in accordance with previously calculated vaiues 

(Rutgers van der Loeff 1994). A wedge of shelfwater with mean activities of 

0.5 dpm1IOOkg stretches over the continental slope into the Weddell Sea. 

Ra (dprnll OOkg) 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 

0 East Antarctic Shelf and Slope 

i Argentinean Shelf 

A AA. Peninsula East 
X AA. Peninsula West 

Fig. 40: Plot of ~a activity (dpmll OOkg) in surface water against the maximum water 
depth at the sampling location for samples taken On continental shelves and over the 
East Antarctic continental slope. Sample points are about the size of the error bars. 
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Samples taken along the Antarctic Peninsula duster in two distinctive groups indicating 

that different processes govern the Pacific and the Atlantic side of this landmass. The 

situation on the eastern side allows the accumulation of significant higher activities 

despite larger water depths than along both the East Antarctic coast and the Pacific 

side of the Peninsula. This might be due to a combination of a more sheltered position 

and the admixture of Ice Shelf Water (ISW). The large inlet of the Larsen shelf 

weakens the influence of the CC to some extent, allowing longer residence times in this 

area. Samples with the highest activities have been taken in the narrow Prince Gustav 

Channel between James ROSS Island and the Peninsula where water exchange is 

assumed to be naturally restricted. Assuming the Same flux as On the East Antarctic 

shelf, residence times range from four months to nearly three years. However, bearing 

in mind the mean water depth of 730 m in this region, it is doubtful if the surface water 

activities are purely the result of an in situ accumulation in the water column which is 

difficult to judge in absence of subsurface water activities. Given the proximity of the, 

though retreating, Larsen B ice shelf, the 2 2 8 ~ a  activities can to some extent originate 

from an accumulation underneath the floating shelf ice. The residence time for ISW 

underneath the Filchner ice shelf has been estimated from tritium concentrations to be 

in the order of four to seven years (Bayer and Schlosser 1991), thus allowing the build- 

up of high '''Ra activities. Mixing of the ISW with the shelf water could account for the 

higher activities. Considerable ISW fractions have been found in the deep waters close 

to the Larsen ice shelf (Weppernig et al. 1996). 

The northwestern side of the Peninsula does not exhibit extensive ice shelves, thereby 

excluding this source of higher ^Ra activities. The nearby passing ACC prevents the 

accumulation of activities as high as on the eastern side. Two runaway points exist in 

this group of samples: the highest activity coincides with a water depth of only 55 m, 

conditions that are otherwise only met On the Argentinean shelf. The Bransfield Strait 

includes three deep basins where stratification in bottom waters is significant and 

convection takes place On the time scale of decades (Gordon and Nowlin 1978). 

Sample R 46 that was taken over the central basin yields a similar " ' ~ a  activity as 

samples from shallower regions (Fig. 24), indicating that advection is an important 

factor. Calculated residence times for shelf samples of the Pacific side of the Peninsula 

are in the order of two to ten months. 

Samples on the Argentinean shelf display a wide range of 2 2 8 ~ a  activities for water 

depths between 50 and 150 m. Assuming a flux of 3000 dpm/m2/year due to lower 
232 Th sediment activities, associated residence times vary between five and ten 

months This is equal to the west Peninsula coast but causes the build up of up to 

sixfold higher activities. 

The enrichment of "'Ra in the coastal waters of the Atlantic sector of the Southern 

Ocean makes it a suitable tracer to study the advection of iron-enriched shelfwaters 

into the Open Southern Ocean. While biological activity rapidly decreases the 

concentration of iron in surface waters (de Baar et al 1995, Grotti et al. 2001), radium 
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is much less affected by uptake through plankton (see chapter 6.1). Mixing and decay 

are therefore the determining factors for R a  activities in the Open ocean. 

7.2 Transport mechanisms for shelfwater signals into the Open South Atlantic 

As a working hypothesis, transport of shelfwater and hence iron into the Open South 

Atlantic has been suggested to be accomplished by the fast flowing frontal Jets of the 

ACC. On the basis of the R a  distribution determined in this work, different processes 

can be distinguished. 

7.2.1 Subtropical eddies 

The subantarctic Zone south of Africa yields high '"Ra activities in surface waters 

which have been, in a general approach, attributed to the influence .of the Agulhas 

Current and the Agulhas Return Current (Fig. 27). Yet, the high variability in activities 

from sample to sample and cruise to cruise demands for a more detailed interpretation. 

The subtropical waters north of the ACC carry a clear R a  signal (Li et al. 1980, this 

study) which originates mainly from two boundary currents: In the western South 

Atlantic, the Brazil Current gets enriched in "%a from the South American slope 

sediments before separating from the coast in the BrazilIFalkland Current confluence 

Zone. 

The Agulhas Retroflection region south of Africa is supplied by the Agulhas Current, 

which carries a strong R a  signal from the Indian Ocean (Kaufman et al. 1973) that is 

enhanced during its flow along the continental shelf edge of southern Africa. Both 

regions exhibit intense eddy activity (Cheney et al. 1983, Lutjeharms and van 

Ballegoyen 1984, Fu et al. 1988, Gordon 1988). Around southern Africa, the generation 

and shedding of both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies represents important cross- 

frontal transport mechanisms for water of different origins (Boebel et al. 2001). 

Anticyclones are typical for subtropical intrusions into the subantarctic regime. Their 

southward propagation in direction of the ACC leads at the Same time to a northward 

entrainment of subantarctic water. These intrusions -both south- and northwards- are 

not necessarily detectable from sea surface temperatures alone, as the uppermost 

water layer will adapt quickly to the ambient atmospheric temperatures. 

Reliable evidence for the variety of water masses that are brought together in the 

Agulhas Retroflection region Comes from satellite altimetry and drifter data. 

Anticyclones are associated with a positive sea surface height anomaly whereas 

cyclones produce a negative anomaly. It should therefore be possible to identify the 

origin of the water mass in which the surface water samples for ' ~ a  have been taken 

by backtracking of eddies. Based On the above mentioned observations, one would 

expect higher R a  activities in anticyclones and lower ones in cyclones. 

The formation of eddies and their movement south of Africa have been tracked with 

satellite altimetry and drifters from 1997 to 1999 as part of the KAPEX program (Boebel 
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et al, 1997; Cape of Good Hope Experiments). Fig. 41 shows two maps of MODAS 

(Modular Ocean Data Assimilation System) sea surface steric heights with 

superimposed float trajectories. They represent snapshots for a specific day during 

expeditions ANT XVl3 and ANT XVIl3. Radium samples that have been collected in 

this time (L 1 day of snapshot) are indicated with their mean position. 

Besides a general higher eddy activity during the 1999 cruise track, the 1998 track 

seems to be less affected by eddy activity owing to its more westerly position. Fig. 41A 

reveals an anticyclonic Agulhas Ring centred around 41' S 116" E whose occlusion 

from the Agulhas Retroflection area occurred in November 1997. Sample R 2 gained 

its "'Ra activity most likely from this ring. Sample R 4 can be associated with a 

subtropical anticyclone coming from further West as deduced from backtracking of the 

associated drifter, Situated in-between both is sample R 3 with a very low 2 2 8 ~ a  but 

higher 2 2 6 ~ a  activity (10.57 dpm1IOOkg) that are both typical for waters further south. Its 

mean sampling position coincides with a negative anomaly and displays the effect of 

subantarctic water being entrained northwards caused by an anticyclone nearby. It is 

not possible to identify the origin or direction of the water mass that causes the high 

' R a  activity measured with sample R 6 at 50Â S. 

For the 1999 samples, a similar clear relationship can be established between the 
228 Ra activity of the displayed samples and steric sea surface height (Fig. 41B). The 

anticyclones associated with samples R 100, R 143 and R 145-R 148 can all be traced 

back to the Agulhas Current System. Activities of R 146 and R 148 are the Same as 

they have been taken in the southern and northern rim of the Same anticyclone, 

respectively, which is nicely mirrored by the equally consistent ^ ~ a  activities of 7.20 

and 7.31 dpm1IOOkg. Subantarctic influence is reflected in sample R 149, indicated by 

a drop in ' " ~ a  activity that can be associated with a negative height anomaly. In this 

context, the low ^ ~ a  activity of 5.45 dpm1IOOkg must be questioned. Sample R 151 

has been collected in the outer rim of an Agulhas ring that is about to cut off from the 

Agulhas Retroflection Area. It yields a sort of end member value for " * ~ a  activities 

within the Agulhas Current. 

Sample R 100 was sampled for radium on 20.3.1999 on the southbound journey during 

ANT XVIl3. The eddy had moved westwards by 4-5' of longitude when the region was 

revisited seven weeks later, indicated by the sequence of dashed circles in the Same 

snapshot. This example displays the durability of eddies and their persistence in this 

area. 

It should be noted that apart from R 145 all samples that are discussed in this chapter 

have been collected on a sailing vessel. Hence, reported 2 2 8 ~ a  activities represent 

mixed values for as much as 100 km, a distance that can Cover completely different 

water masses as shown in Fig. 41. Stationary sampling in accordance with the main 

hydographic features would most likely have yielded even larger differences in activity 

between samples located in anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies. 

The example of two cruises shows that ' " ~ a  activities in the subtropical and 

subantarctic region south of Africa are controlled by ring and eddy formation at the 
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Agulhas Retroflection. Concluding from these observations, the activity o f  

0.3 dpm1IOOkg given by Kaufman et al. (1973) for a position at 39.5's I 12.2' E does 

not reflect a pure subtropical signature but must contain a substantial portion of 

subantarctic water. Subtropical intrusions of Atlantic or Agulhas origin can reach as far 

as 45's as inferred from satellite altimetry data. 

Iron measurements off South Africa are restricted to a 35-year-old publication that 

reports concentrations up to 230 nM for surface waters close to the Cape of Good 

Hope, said to be influenced by upwelling inshore water. Concentrations 60 miles 

offshore are about 18 nM (Leisegang and Orren 1966). However, de Baar and de Jong 

(2001) consider iron determinations performed before 1981 as "historic" due to the 

manifold analytical problems. Concentrations exceeding 100 nM are otherwise typical 

for river-influenced shallow shelf seas like the Southern North Sea, the Laptev Sea or 

the IndoPacific Shelf. Dissolved iron concentrations in Atlantic subtropical waters at 

40" W are about 1.3 nM (de Baar and de Jong 2001 and references therein). Beside 

the uncertainty of the iron concentrations in Agulhas-derived water, it must also be 

noted that the subtropical anticyclones do not reach the Zone of true iron limitation 

which only starts at the Polar Front (ca. 50" S) where all the major nutrients exist in 

plentiful supply (de Baar and de Jong 2001). Primary production north of the PF faces 

depletion of the macronutrients. 

In Summary it can be said that, regardless of the true iron concentrations within the 

Agulhas Current, the interaction of subtropical and subantarctic waters south of Africa 

does not account for an efficient iron supply into the HNLC-region south of the PF. 

Fig. 41 (next page): Relative vorticity from MODAS sea surface steric height and 
superimposed tracks of KAPEX RAFOS floats. Blue colours (negative vorticity) indicate 
subantarctic origin while orange-red colours (positive vorticity) point to a subtropical 
influence. White lines: 1 m and 1.5 m isolines of MODAS sea surface height; dark blue 
area: regions shallower than 1000 m; ARA: Agulhas Retroflection Area; closed circles: 
position of " ' ~ a  surface water samples ( ^ ~ a  activity in dpmll OOkg given in brackets); 
dashed circles: track of an Agulhas eddy during seven weeks after sampling. A: 
expedition ANT XVl3, snapshot for 16.1.1998. B: expedition ANT XVIl3, snapshot for 
8.5.1999. Satellite altimetry data kindly provided and interpreted by Dr. O.Boebel, AWI. 
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7.2.2 Oceanographic fronte 

Elevated iron levels in the Polar Frontal Region and along the Weddell-Scotia- 

Confluence (WSC) have lead to the suggestion that oceanic fronts act as effective 

transport mechanisms of iron into the productive regions of the ACC after passing over 

continental margin sediments (Nolting et al. 1991, de Baar et al. 1995). Especially the 

Argentinean shelf and slope have been favoured as an important source region 

because of the northward veering ACC that follows closely the continental shelf edge. 

Yet, iron-enrichment is less pronounced with increasing distance to the suggested 

South American source region and has also been ascribed to wet deposition of aeolian 

material (Croot and Turner 1998, de Jong et al. 1999). 

' R a  with a shallow water source is a suitabie tracer to study the fate of shelfwater in 

land-remote areas. The distribution of " ' ~ a  activities along the oceanic fronts in the 

ACC reveals an ambiguous picture and will be discussed from north to south. 

Chapter 7.2.1 has demonstrated that higher activities in the subantarctic Zone could be 

correlated with anticyclones of subtropical origin and rings from the Agulhas 

Retroflection Area (Fig. 41). However, there is no evidence that intrusions of 

subtropical water can account for elevated ^%a activities south of 45" S. None of the 

cruises revealed a distinctive enrichment coinciding with the Subantarctic Front (SAF). 

As to the PF, two strong signals (R 6 and S 5; Fig. 22) coincide indeed with the 

approximate position of the PF at 9.3" E and 0' during the respective cruises and 

represent the highest values for R a  that were determined in the Course of this study. 

In contrast, a grid survey of the PF at 20' E a year later did not reveal increased 

activities. In view of the high activities associated with samples R 6 and S 5, the more 

easterly position should not have been a limiting factor for the detection of a shelfwater 

signal during this survey. Surface water iron concentrations, determined during the 

Same grid survey, were patchy and correlated rather with rain events than with the 

position of the frontal Jet (de Jong et al. 1999). 

The PF proper does not get in contact with the continental shelf or slope sediments of 

South America but passes between the Falkland Islands and South Georgia over the 

North Scotia Arc. Here, water depths generally exceed 2000 m and impede the 

accumulation of R a  activities in the water column. Evidence Comes from sample 

R 202 which shows that the northward flowing subantarctic water does not carry a 

significant ^Ra signal. In contrast, the returning branch of the ACC is higher enriched 

in "'Ra (Fig. 26). At 40" W, the SAF and the PF are found in close proximity to each 

other and can merge at times to form a single powerful frontal Jet (Peterson and 

Whitworth 1989). This seems a likely mechanism for the PF to "inherit" a signal brought 

up by the SAF. The SAF itself is more prone for getting enriched in ^Ra due to the 

large loop it describes along the Argentinean shelf edge into subtropical latitudes. 

can either be gained from the south, entrained by the Falkland Current, or from the 

north, collected by the Brazil Current On its flow along the South American continental 

margin. 
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Indication that shallow water masses find their way regularly into the PF Comes from 

the repeated occurrence of the drifting seaweed (van Franeker pers. comm. 1999, 

Rutgers van der Loeff pers. comm. 2000, Wiencke pers. comm. 2001). Macrocystis 

pyrifera kelp has been ascribed a crucial role in the dispersal of animals and plants in 

circumpolar waters (Edgar 1987). Its distribution in the Atlantic Ocean is confined to 

coastal waters at the tip of South America and the subantarctic islands (LÃ¼nin 1990) - 
regions, that are not directly affected by the flow of the PF. However, the hydrographic 

processes seem to concentrate the detached patches of kelp efficiently along the PF, 

It can only be speculated whether the high ^Ra signal of samples R 6 and S 5 

originale from a merging of or water exchange between the SAF and the PF at 40' W. 

It must be assumed that 2 2 8 ~ a  enriched water, possibly within the BrazilIFalkland 

Current confluence, has entered the frontal Jet west of the sampling position and 

experienced rapid eastward transport. 

An inconsistency to this model is the fact that the SAF is proposed as the link between 

the shelf source and the PF but does not show increased activities along the frontal Jet 

itself. Further, increased activities along the PF are about 13% higher than 

measurements made on the Argentinean shelf, the proposed source region. Both 

observations might be the result of the spatial and temporal variability of the ^ ~ a  

signals. 

At 60" S, sample R 11 yields substantially higher ^ ~ a  activities compared to adjacent 

samples (Fig. 22). The Antarctic Peninsula and neighbouring islands have been shown 

to be a strong source for both 2 2 ' ~ a  and iron, and admixture of fresher sheifwater along 

the WSC can be traced as far as 22' E (Orsi et al. 1993). It can be concluded that the 

signal originates from the Peninsula region, transported with the Southern ACC 

Boundary which constitutes the eastward extension of the WSC. 

To sum up, it can be said that increased ^ ~ a  activities along the oceanic fronts of the 

Open ACC are not a recurrent feature. In cases where elevated activities occur, the 

enrichment is spatially very restricted as none two adjacent samples in the ACC show 

similar high activities. As to the question, to what extent input of shelfwater increases 

iron levels in the HNLC waters of the ACC, the present study cannot give a satisfying 

answer. Judging from the 2 2 ' ~ a  distribution determined in this work, shallow water 

signals in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean are not regularly detectable. 1t 

remains unclear whether this is due to a true sporadic occurrence and to what extent 

factors like e.g. dilution or seasonality are of importance. Transects across the ACC at 

a more westerly position and downstream of the subantarctic islands are suggested to 

clarify the processes involved into '"Ra, and hence iron entrainment, into the Open 

South Atlantic. 

7.3 Comparison of "%a with other geochemical tracer data 

Advection of shelfwater has been proposed as one possibility to sustain iron levels in 

the South Atlantic. Other processes are aeolian input, input by ice-rafted debris 
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released from melting icebergs and deep upwelling. The collection of " ' ~ a  samples On 

several cruises was done in conjunction with sampling for the geochemical tracers AI, 

E N ~  and A C .  Together, they provide more information about sources of iron for the 

HNLC waters of the South Atlantic. 

7.3.1 Distribution of A I  and &Nd as tracers for continental input 

Geochemical Parameters like AI and the isotopic composition of neodymium (Nd) are 

used as tracers for terrigenous material that is part of the particulate suspended matter 
in sea water. While the former one is a measure for the amount of continental input, the 

latter one provides information about its possible source regions. The isotopic 

composition of Nd is expressed as an epsilon function that describes the ' 4 3 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  

ratio compared to a "chondritic uniform resewoir" (CHUR) and is therefore independent 
of the actual Nd concentration: 

s: ^ ~ d l ^ N d  ratio in the sample 

C: ' 4 3 ~ d / ' 4 4 ~ d  ratio in a chondritic model rese~o i r  named CHUR (Wasserburg et al. 

1981) 

Geologicai formations can be distinguished on the ground of their E N ~  value. The 

continental land masses surrounding the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean can 

roughly be divided into two groups in terms of their geology: East Antarctica and the 

southern part of Africa are formed from consolidated continental crust of paleozoic and 

precambrian age with low &Nd between -7 and -23. In contrast, West Antarctica with 

the Antarctic Peninsula and Patagonia belong to much younger, mobile belts with the 

occurrence of mesozoic and cenozoic magmatism. eNd values in this province ranges 

from -8 to +7 (Fig. 43; Hegner et al. in prep. and references therein). 

In the process of erosion, rock fragments keep their characteristic E N ~  values of the 

source region. Due to the pronounced geological differences between the eastern and 

western rock regions bordering the South Atlantic, a classification of the suspended 

particulate matter in sea water should be possible on the ground of its E N ~  values. 

AI and EN(I values have been measured in suspended particulate matter in South 

Atlantic surface waters during expeditions ANT XV/2+3 and ANT XVII3 with most of the 

sampling being done parallel to the '̂Ra sampling (Fig. 42 and Fig. 43; Hegner et al. 

in prep.). 

* R a  activities have shown that shelfwater influence from South America, Africa and 

Antarctica does not reach far offshore into the Southern Ocean. The influence of the 
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Argentinean shelf On the 2 2 8 ~ a  activities, increasing steadily from the northern Drake 

Passage towards South America, is mirrored by EN(I values >-5 from the young volcanic 

material. At 20" W in the central South Atlantic, there is evidence for aeolian input from 

Patagonia as can be inferred from the AI and data that remain uniform over several 

hundred kilometres and major oceanic fronts 

Fig. 42: Concentration of AI (nM/I) in suspended particulate matter collected from 
surface water in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (unpublished data from 
Dauelsberg & Hegner). Samples have been taken with a continuous flow centrifuge 
and were analyzed by ICP-MS. Oceanic fronts after Orsi et al. (1995). STF: Subtropical 
Front; SAF: Subantarctic Front; PF: Polar Front; SACCF: Southern ACC Front. WSC: 
Weddell-Scotia-Confluence. 

The Antarctic Peninsula has been associated with a confined continental signal, 

expressed as elevated '"Ra activities, that decreases rapidly along the WSC. This 

picture is supported by AI concentrations measured in particulate suspended matter 

from surface water which are highest close to the Peninsula. The distribution Supports 

previous observations of a significant resuspension of shelf material (Abelmann and 

Gersonde 1991, Westerlund and ohman 1991). Material derived from South Africa 

yields EN,, values <-I 2. Sample R 6 at 50Â S with an extremely high '̂Ra activity has an 

associated E N ~  of -9.2 which is untypical for South African material. As satellite 

altimetry revealed that subtropical anticyclones do not travel beyond 45O S, the 
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negative values south of the SAF must have another source than the African 

continent. 

The Weddell Gyre and the overwhelming Part of the ACC have been identified as areas 

with extremely low ^Ra activities that are cut off from continental influence. In 

contrast, elevated AI concentrations indicate that input of terrigenous material can be 

high in the eastern Weddell Gyre. The EN;I values give more insight into probable 

sources of the particulate material in the surface water. While the values in the 

proximity of South Arnerica and the Antarctic Peninsula are consistent with the 

signatures on the respective neighbouring continents, a gradual admixture of material 

from another source with lower E N ~  can be depicted along the WSC. In accordance with 

the clockwise rotation of the central Weddell Gyre, this material must have its origin 

further east. 

Significant aeolian input can be excluded as Antarctica is covered for > 98% by ice and 

the prevailing westerlies prevent dust input from South Africa. The very low ""%a 

activities in the southern ACC waters and the Weddell Gyre do not indicate advection 

of shelfwater from Antarctica. Hence, Hegner et al. (in prep.) postulate transport and 

subsequent release of ice-rafted debris by icebergs. They calve along the coast of 

Enderby Land in East Antarctica, follow the Coastal Current and the clockwise gyre of 

the Weddell Sea (Tchernia and Jeannin 1984, Drinkwater et al. 1999) before reaching 

warmer waters in the north where the sedimentary material is liberated by melting. 

Sporadic, but strong phytoplankton blooms could be the result of this iron fertilization 

by icebergs as far north as the PF. 

The questions arises if the high ^ ~ a  activities determined at the PF can be linked to 

ice-rafted debris. ^ ~ a  is the direct daughter product of ^ ~ h ,  a strongly particle 

reactive element. The latter is supplied to the oceans solely by terrigenous material 

only of which it is Part of the crystal lattice. The 2 3 2 ~ h  activity of the suspended 

particulate matter has been analyzed by ICP-MS (Dauelsberg, unpublished data), too, 

and found to be about two orders of magnitude lower than the detection limit of ^%a. 

Taking further into account that ' * ' ~ a  needs to grow into equilibrium with its parent 

nuclide and that only a small fraction of * 2 ' ~ a  produced is able to leave the crystal 

lattice, it becomes obvious that dissolved "%a activities cannot be explained from 

particulate matter. 
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Fig. 43: &Nd values of suspended particulate matter collected from surface water in the 
Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (unpublished data from Dauelsberg & Hegner). 
Samples have been taken with a continuous flow centrifuge. Iceberg trajectories in the 
Weddell Gyre after Tchernia and Jeannin (1 984) and Drinkwater et al. (1 999). 

7.3.2 D;'stribution of ^ACcx as a tracer for deep upwelling 
227 Ac is a rather soluble nuclide with a half-life of 21.77 years and part of the natural 

^~-decay chain. The parent nuclide ^Pa is rapidly scavenged from the water column 

and transported to the seafloor. In terms of their particle reactivity, the isotope couple 

2 3 1 ~ a  - ^AC can be compared with ^ ~ h  - ̂ ~ a .  But in contrast to ^ ~ h  activities, the 

concentration of "'Pa in sediments is correlated with depth. The fact that ^AC is 

mainly liberated from deep sea sediments makes it suitable as a tracer for water 

masses that were in contact with such sediments (Geibert 2001). The activity is 

expressed as excess over what is supported by the 231~.a activity in the water column. 

227~cex  was analyzed on stations 190, 197, 206 and 207 during expedition ANT XVIl3. 

The depth distribution displays a close similarity between 2 2 7 ~ c e x  and nutrients, 

indicating the upwelling of CDW south of the PF. 2 2 7 ~ ~ e x  can be rneasured in the 

surface waters of the Open ACC, which implies that upwelling must occur sufficiently 

rapid compared to the half-life of 2 2 7 ~ c .  In contrast, the 22?h?30~h activity ratio did not 

indicate elevated " ' ~ a  activities in this area (Fig. 32). 

These 2 2 7 ~ ~ e x  values, the first ever to be measured in the Southern Ocean, strongly 

suggest this Parameter to be a promising tracer for deep upwelling (Geibert 2001). 

The vertical distributions of 2 2 y h p 3 0 ~ h  AR and 2 2 7 ~ ~ e x  concentrations imply that the 

combination of " ' ~ a  and 2 2 7 ~ ~ e x  should be ideal for future studies to distinguish 

between lateral advection and deep upwelling in regions nearer to the coast than the 

Open ACC, like e.g. the area West of Maud Rise (64's 10'). 
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7.4 Iron pathways into the Atlantic Sector of the Southern Ocean: a synthesis 

The advent of sensitive and exact analytics that allowed on board determination of iron 

(de Baar and de Jong 2001) as well as incubation experiments (de Baar et al. 1990, 

van Leeuwe et al. 1997) and in situ fertilization (Boyd et al. 2000, Smetacek et al. 

2001) have shown that primary production in the Southern Ocean is CO-limited by iron. 

While iron levels in southern ACC waters are reported to sustain only moderate 

productivity, concentrations along the PF allow the development of strong blooms. 

However, the total amounts of iron brought into the circumpolar High Nutrient Low 

Chlorophyll (HNLC) waters via the different pathways are still a matter of debate. 

Vertical mixing and upwelling of CDW has been estimated to contribute 2.9 mg/m2/year 

of soluble iron to the surface water (LÃ¶sche et al. 1997). According to Duce and 

Tindale (1991), atmospheric inputs should be about the Same amount although there 

are huge discrepancies with calculated mean sedimentation rates of iron for holocene 

oceanic sediments (Kumar et al. 1995). Based on particulate AI concentrations, Hegner 

et al. (in prep.) caiculate concentrations of potentially bioavailable iron between 0.3 and 

3.1 nM for the Weddell Sea and up to 1 nM for the PF, released by terrigenous material 

from melting icebergs. 

'''Ra data from this study elucidate the role of advection of shelfwater in terms of iron 

supply. Southward transport of subtropical waters off southern Africa accounts for 

considerable cross-frontal water exchange. But as true iron-limitation only starts in the 

region, where macronutrients are in sufficient supply in surface waters, i.e. south of 

approximately 50Â S (see chapter 6.1), this mechanism is of limited importance for the 

Southern Ocean HNLC waters. 

Within the region where productivity is CO-limited by iron, elevated '''Ra values can be 

associated with frontal structures of the ACC but are not a regular feature on all 

transects, indicating a rather sporadic input. Assuming that high 2 2 8 ~ a  signals at the PF 

are caused by a temporary merging of the SAF and PF further West, then the advection 

of shallow water masses from the Argentinean shelf should indeed occur irregularly. 

In contrast, the meandering flow of the PF will always pass over the North Scotia Arc 

and the Falkland Plateau with their reduced water depths. It is likely that fine-grained 

sedimentary material is picked up by the PF to be transported eastwards. Input of such 

particulate lithogenic material can account for elevated iron concentrations but will not 

lead to increased R a  activities as had been shown for suspended particulate matter 

released from icebergs. Indeed, high particulate concentrations of AI and Fe have been 

found along the PF at 6' W (LÃ¶sche et al. 1997). These signals could as well originate 

from terrigenous material released from melting icebergs but would then represent a 

highly variable source term dependant on the abundance of icebergs. Aeolian input of 

dust would affect the iron concentrations over a large area rather than specifically 

along a frontal structure which is nicely demonstrated by the constant AI concentrations 

and EN* values on a transect between 40 and 55" S in the central SE-Atlantic (Fig. 42 

and Fig. 43). 



^ ~ a  as a tracer for iron input into the Open South Atlantic 

In Summary, the iron distribution in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean seems to 

be the result of a combination of rather constant processes combined with more 

sporadic and locally restricted events. 

Aeolian input, upwelling of deep water and sedimentary input collected with the PF are 

likely to account for a quasi steady iron supply. At times when Argentinean shelfwater 

enters the Polar Frontal Jet due to merging of the SAF and PF or during large sediment- 

laden iceberg melts in the ACC, iron levels should get further increased and facilitate 

the development of plankton blooms. A better distinction of the two groups of 

processes and a differentiation of their regional importance might in the future bring 

more light into the debate of iron transport paths. 
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8 NATURALLY OCCURRING RADIUM FROM MAN-MADE SOURCES 

The shelf areas surrounding the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean, and especially 

the broad Argentinean shelf, have been hypothesized as sources for ^ ~ a  in this work. 

It was suggested that, due to its higher solubility over ^ ~ h ,  ̂ ~ a  escapes into the 

water column and is subsequently subject to advection processes. It can hence be 

used as a tracer for iron which is believed to be equally liberated to the water column 

overlying shelf sediments. 

Shelf areas often bear extensive hydrocarbon reservoirs. Associated with the 

exploitation of these gas and oil reservoirs is the production of highly mineralized 

waters, so-called "produced water" that is known for its high content in radium isotopes 

(Gott and Hill 1953, Pierce et al. 1964, Kraemer and Reid 1984, Lysebo et al. 1996). 

This chapter aims to address the problem, to what extent discharges of produced 

waters on the South American shelf can lead to enhanced radium signals downstream 

of the platform installations. Such a link in whatever region has to my knowledge never 

been investigated or established. A strong focus is therefore put on a compilation of 

existing publications to outline 

the amount of radium released 

to the marine environment. 

Note the different unit for 

radionuclide activit ies as 

compared to the rest of this 

work. While publications dealing 

with natural radioactivity in the 

marine environment consistently 

use disintegrations per minute 

(dpm), monitoring studies 

currently quote the results as 

Becquerel (Bq). The conversion 

is: 1 Bq = 60 dpm. 

Fig. 44: Map showing the major 
exploration fields On the 
Brazilian and Argentinean shelf 
(compiled and modified from 
Petroconsultants (1 996) and 
Admiralty List of Lights and Fog 
Signals 2000/2001). Licensing 
for future exploration has 
started in the North Falkland 
Basin (NFB) and is planned for 
the Special Co-operation Area 
(SCA). 
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8.1 Hydrocarbon exploitation on the Argentinean shelf 

The Argentinean shelf hosts a number of important sedimentary basins that contain 

hydrocarbon reservoirs. Fig. 44 shows the location of the major offshore exploration 

fields that are currently in operation east of Brazil, Chile and Argentina. All are situated 

in the influence of either the Falkland or the Brazil Current. Exploration around the 

Falkland Islands is expected to be developed in the near future in the North Falkland 

Basin and the Special Co-operation Area shared by the UK and Argentina (Falkland 

Islands Government 1999). The fate of radium released from producing oil and gas rigs 

in these fields will be closer examined in chapter 8.4. 

8.2 Naturally occurring radioactive material 

'Naturally occurring radioactive material" (NORM) has been defined as "any  

radionuclides o r  radioactivity d isturbed b y  man-made activit ies o r  

technologically-enhanced state, which may result in a relative increase in radiation 

exposure and risks to the public above background radiation levels" (Health Physics 

Society). Although misleading in its expression, the definition implies a technological 

enhancement of naturally occurring radionuclides in terms of an alteration of their 

composition, concentration or proximity to people caused by human activity. 

Radioactive elements in NORM usually involve K and the isotopes that belong to the 

natural decay chains of ""U and ^ ~ h .  NORM is ubiquitous in the man-made 

environment. Typical producers are the fertilizing industry, phosphate, steel and brick 

production, support industries of the nuclear fuel cycle, coal mining as well as crude oil 

and gas operations (Kershaw 1999). 

The primary source of NORM during hydrocarbon exploitation is produced water, a 

term that comprises the entity of formation water, injection and technological waters. 

Formation water, sometimes also called oilfield brine effluent, refers to the connate 

water that is inherent in most natural hydrocarbon reservoirs. During exploitation, sea 

water is injected into the reservoir to maintain the pressure and may become part of 

produced water whereas technological waters comprise a variety of additives for 

various purposes to facilitate the extraction. Produced water from gas fields consists 

mainly of formation water and condensed water as no water injection is appiied 

(Jacobs et al. 1992). 

Produced waters considerably dominate over other wastes and their volumes generally 

increase with the ongoing depletion of tlie reservoir (Neff et al. 1989, Roe et al. 1996). 

In older fields, they can represent up to 95% of the production (Neff et al. 1989). 

Johnsen (1996) assumes a discharge volume of 500-25000m3/d per platform. The 

composition of produced waters is highly variable, can be different from field to field 

and changes with the maturity of the reservoir. They usually show a high degree of 

natural mineralization with salinities up to 300gll (Neff et al. 1989) and are often 

saturated with dissolved gases including CO2 and H2S (Jacobs et al. 1992). For 

technological purposes, compounds like BaS04, emulsifiers, organophilic clays, 
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organic polymers, zinc carbonate, lime and biocides are added. Once brought to the 

surface, produced waters are either reinjected into the well or adjacent geological 

formations or disposed of into the sea. 

8.3 Radium in produced water 

8.3.1 Chernical cornposition of forrnation water 

Jacobs et al. (1992) characterize formation water as a salt solution that has a cationic 

composition comparable to sea water but with much higher concentrations. Elements 

of the alkaline and alkaline-earth group generally show the highest concentrations. The 

high salt content is due to leaching processes within the reservoir. Radium has been 

shown to be positively correlated to salinity (Reid 1983, Kraemer and Reid 1984, 

Rabalais et al. 1992), chlorine content (Alekseev et al. 1958) or total organic carbon 

(Neff et al. 1992) in produced water, but due to the limited number of investigations it is 

uncertain whether these findings represent general relationships. As has been stated 

above, the cornposition of produced water depends on different factors and any 

apparent relationship might only hold for a certain type of reservoir or a distinctive 

period of time during the exploration cycle. A low Ba content in the effluent of platforms 

has been considered as evidence for precipitation of BaS04 subsequent to contact of 

produced water with injected sea water (McCourt and Peers 1987). These precipitates 

will to a certain extent remove radium by coprecipitation out of the effluent, too. 

8.3.2 Process of radium enrichrnent in forrnation water 

The main source of radioactivity in produced waters are naturally occurring ^ ~ a  and 
228 Ra that originale frorn the rocks associated with petroleum reservoirs. Among those, 

shales contain the highest level of radioactivity. Average values are 44 Bqlkg for both 

"%J und ' ^ ~ h  (UNSCEAR 1977). The organic-rich Kimmeridge Clay for example that 

is found in wide parts underlying the North Sea is known for its elevated uraniferous 

activities (Jenes and Manning 1994). activities of 115000 Bqlkg have been 

reported for dense black organic matter, so-called "asphaltite" (Pierce et al. 1955). 

However, shales are characterized by low permeabilities that counteract an efficient 

release of radium to the formation water. and 2 3 2 ~ h  contents in carbonates (26 and 

8 Bqlkg, respectively) and sandstones (18 and 11 Bqlkg, respectively; UNSCEAR 

1977) are somewhat lower, but both rock types provide better release conditions. 

Thermal cracking of organic matter trapped in sedimentary rocks leads to the formation 

of oil. Upon migration, the naturally occurring radionuclides rnay be entrained and get 

enriched in connate waters. Radium is preferentially leached from the reservoir under 

reducing conditions by formation water and is subsequently brought to the surface with 

produced waters. Increased temperatures at great depths favour its enrichment in the 

formation water together with other earth alkaline elernents like Ca, Sr and Ba. In 
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contrast, the activities of thorium and uranium isotopes are low in the aqueous phase 

due to their adsorption onto rock particles and the generally reducing environment 

(Shawky et al. 2001). As a consequence, radium isotopes are hardly ever in secular 

equilibrium with their parent nuclides in the effluent and their enrichment can be by 

factors up to 10000 (Bland 2001). 

Kraemer and Reid (1984) suggested a combination of alpha-recoil effect and chemical 

leaching to explain the high enrichment of radium in formation waters. Within the U 

and ^ ~ h  decay chains, three and one alpha-decay, respectively, have taken place to 

produce R a  and '"Ra (see Appendix A 6). The production of helium nuclei and their 

emission from the crystal lattice should facilitate the migration of soluble nuclides into 

the Pore water. Upon release, radium is readily adsorbed onto negatively charged 

mineral surfaces, notably clay minerals, and an equilibrium will develop between 

radium ions in solution versus radium ions that are adsorptively bound (Feige and 

Wiegand 1999). However, the high salinity in combination with an extraordinarily high 

concentration of bivalent ions like ~ a ' '  or Sr^ favour the desorption process by ion 

exchange and lead to an enrichment of radium isotopes in the brine. Experimental 

elution results show that anions like Cl' and NO; lead to a four- to eightfold increase of 

ion exchange by disturbing the hydration capacity of ~ a ' ^  that will be released into the 

fluid phase (Wiegand and Feige, in prep.). In principle, this process of enrichment 

applies to both ^ ~ a  and 2 2 a ~ a .  The ultimate quantities are regulated by the activities 

of the respective parent nuclides U and 2 3 2 ~ h  in the aquifer rock and the migration 

time of the formation water as ^%a decays two orders of magnitudes faster than ^Ra. 

8.3.3 Radium concenfrafions in produced water 

While reliable studies about the fate of effluents from offshore oil and gas operations in 

general are rare, hardly any studies exist about the special case of radioactivity in 

produced waters when released to the marine environment. 

As soon as produced water reaches the surface, mixing with sea water in combination 

with the general drop in pressure and temperature decrease lead to the formation of 

sulfate and carbonate precipitations. Radium is co-precipitated with Sr and Ba as 

celestobarite or radiobarite (Lysebo 1996, Kraemer and Reid 1984). These deposits 

accumulate within the pipe system and the production equipment as well as in the 

surrounding of the platforms and present a severe problem for the oil and gas industry 

concerning the maintenance of industrial health and safety standards and a trouble- 

free production process. Hence, the fate of radium isotopes released during 

hydrocarbon exploitation from a reservoir has hitherto been considered mainly with 

regard to radioactive contamination of piatform materiai and its proper disposal and 

safety aspects for platform workers. A few studies have addressed the subject of 

ecological and health risks due to radioactivity accumulation in marine organisms in 

coastal areas (Lysebo et al.1996, Meinhoid et al. 1996, Olsgaard and Gray 1995, 

Hamilton et al. 1992, Meinhold and Hamilton 1992). 
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Measurements about radioactivity levels in produced water have mostly been 

performed on a sporadic basis rather than in comprehensive studies that Cover 

temporal and spatial variations in the effluents' composition. In some studies, the 

activities of both ^Ra and ^%a have been grouped together, often the exact sampling 

place with respect to its position in the separation and production line is not clear and 

discharge volumes for specific concentrations are missing or represent an integrated 

amount of released radioactivity. It must be assumed that most of the values represent 

total activities (dissolved and particulate phase added) as no information is given about 

prefiltering of the samples. Further uncertainties arise as to how fast the measurement 

took place after the sampling time. Kraemer and Reid (1984) showed that within two 

months, the ^Ra activity in a brine sample had decreased by a factor of Tour, caused 

by formation of radiobarite crystals. Table 6 gives an overview of existing data, 

compiled for oil and gas fields On- and offshore in the USA, the North Sea and Egypt. 

Data from coal mining In Germany and Poland as well as concentration levels for 

natural springs that discharge highiy-mineralized waters are given for means of 

comparison. Although these figures represent only a snapshot of the radiochemistry of 

produced water, they give an idea about the enormous quantities of radioactivity 

liberated to the (marine) environment during exploration. A five-day survey at the 

Norwegian Brage oilfield revealed only minor variations in the concentration of radium 

isotopes in the produced water (R0e Utvik 1999) and sporadic repetitions at selected 

locations could reproduce former measurements in the Same order of magnitude 

(Mulino and Rayle 1992). 

Activities for ^Ra and 22%a are 100 to more than 1000 times higher than usual 

concentrations away from platforms (Lysebo et al. 1996, Rabalais et al. 1992). Record 

values are reported from petroleum brines in Oklahoma and Arkansas that yield up to 

5000 Bq11 for 2 2 6 ~ a  and 1500 Bqll for '''Ra (Armbrust and Kuroda 1956). Formation 

water derived fluids from natural hydrocarbon seeps in the Gulf of Mexico yielded 

enrichment factors over ambient levels up to 45000 for radium and 150000 for Ba. On 

the basis of the ~a content, the migration time from the source to the sediment-water 

interface has been calculated to be less than 20 years (Aharon et al. 2001). In general, 

Ba in produced waters shows enrichment factors similar to radium by a factor 100-1 000 

(Table 6). 

8.4 Discharge volumes and fate of radium after release to the marine 

environment 

A comparison of natural versus man-made radium inputs would require an exact 

quantification of the total yearly discharge of radium in general and ""??a in special 

from a certain production field or a whole region which is nearly impossible on the basis 

of the data in Table 6. An approximation can be made by taking average radium 

activities and assuming them to be relatively constant. For the North Sea, the volume 

of produced water has been estimated at 340 million m3 for 1997 (Rae et al. 1996). 
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This would yield a total release of 1.7 TBq for ^Ra and 3.4 TBq for '''Ra, taking an 

average activity of 5 Bq11 and 10 Bqll, respectively (Table 6). 

In the absence of discharge volumes and associated radium concentrations for South 

American produced waters, an estimation can be tried on the grounds of the production 

figures. The approximate offshore oil production from Argentina and Brazil for the fields 

displayed in Fig. 44 in 1995 was 30 million m3 (Petroconsultants 1996). Combined with 

averaged produced water discharges from the North Sea, an expected mean discharge 

can be calculated. Assuming the Same mean radium activities in the produced water as 

for the North Sea, a yearly release of 0.65 TBq for ^ ~ a  and 0.33 TBq for ^ ~ a  can be 

expected. This is probably a conservative estimate as gas production figures have not 

been taken into account. The local variations, however, might be by one to two orders 

of magnitude. 

These numbers can be compared to natural 2 2 8 ~ a  release from shelf sediments. 

Working with the Same flux of 3000 dprn~rn~/~ear  as in chapter 7.1.2 and a surface area 

of 1 .5*106 km2 for the South American shelf between 33 and 55' S results in a yearly 

release of ^%a of 75 TBq. At first glance, this implies that for the South American shelf 

region as a whole, artificial ' ' '~a input is insignificant compared to natural diffusion 

from the shelf sediments. When looking on a more regional scale, the relationship 

might indeed be inverse. The platforms must be considered as point sources with 

extremely high concentrations compared to ambient sea water activities. Also, the 

discharges occur close to the sea surface whereas natural input is by diffusion from the 

bottom. Therefore, it is highly questionable to what extent these different sources in 

terms of their fluxes can be compared. 

Whether the discharges have an impact on downstream 2 2 8 ~ a  activities depends more 

on the degree of dilution of the initially high concentrations and the time of transport 

into offshore waters. As Open ACC waters yield ^%a activities close to the detection 

limit, they represent a very sensitive region where, even diluted, signals can still be 

important. 

Some of the oil and gas fields on the South American shelf are likely to be situated in a 

favourable position regarding a rapid transport of their produced waters away from the 

source. The oil and gas rigs in the Campos Basin, Brazil, are situated on the 

continental slope in water depths exceeding 1300 m. Due to their more offshore 

position, discharges from these fields are under the direct influence of the Brazil 

Current which follows the continental slope. Under the influence of the strong westerly 

winds, the drift On the shelf south of 42 ' s  is over large areas seaward, sweeping the 

shelfwater into the direct influence of the Falkiand and Brazil Currents (Perillo et al. 

2001). On the Patagonian shelf, the hydrocarbon fields situated in the estuary of the 

Strait of Magellanes are directly affected by the outflow of the Strait in direction of the 

Falkland Current (Fig. 44). 

The fact that a lot of the radium liberated with produced water precipitates as 

radiobarite as soon as produced and sea waters mix, must not necessarily be a 

limitation to the model of an eastward transport of radium away from platforms into the 
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Open ocean. Precipitation will never be complete due to equilibrium reactions. 

Controlled precipitation of radium together with Ba and sulfate ions is a common 

method to decrease the radium content in effluents from uranium mining and milling 

sites (Huck and Anderson 1990). Reported activities for ^Ra in effluents for the Elliot 

Lake region, Canada, are between 10 and 20 Bqll prior to and between 0.3 and 3 Bqll 

after treatment (IJC 1997; Table 6). This means that up to 15% of the original ^Ra 

content are still discharged into the natural environment. Furthermore, it has been 

shown that radium fixed in barite can still be subject to transport processes in the form 

of tiny crystals (Moore and Dymond 1991, Aharon 2001). Dissolution processes of both 

organic and inorganic origin may also continue to take place despite the low solubility 

product of barite. Radiobarite is degraded by reducing bacteria like Desulfovibrio for 

example, resulting in a net release of ~a ' * ,  Ra2* and HzS (Ritcey 1990). 

The question in the context of this study is, if there are ways to distinguish between 

''*Ra released from platforms and from the shelf sediments. A strong release of " ' ~ a  

could indeed show in the downstream Open ocean values, because the natural 

activities are mostly just above the detection limit. '''Ra in contrast is naturally present 

in sea water in easily measurable amounts and an additional input might simply be 

hidden in the normal variation. Assuming that the samples R 6 and S 5 (see 

chapter 5.2.2) have indeed gained radium input from produced water, then this 

attribution does not show in their '''Ra activities. The concentrations for both samples 

are consistent with their neighbouring values. Hence the 2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  activity ratio alone 

does not help unless it yields very exotic values. 

A differentiation between both radium sources could best be done with tracers typical 

for produced water that are not released by the shelf sediments, like organic 

compounds for example. 

These, surely speculative, considerations show that increased z 2 ' ~ a  signals in the 

Open ACC downstream of southern South America could in part originale from man- 

made sources on the continental shelf or slope. Yet a distinction between diffusion from 

sediments and produced water discharges as the source for "'Ra is not possible and 

was not intended on the grounds of the data presented in this study. To my knowledge, 

a clear evidence of such an effect has not been described in the scientific literature. A 

brief mention that highly mineralized waters can indeed have an effect on natural 

radium activities distant to the source is given in Aharon et al. (2001) in the context of 

natural hydrocarbon seeps (p. 132): "... regional surveys should also address the 

question of Ra and Ba dispersion from fhe seeps into the water column in view of data 

suggesting an 'unexplained' increase in the downstream Ra concentrafions in the Gulf 

of Mexico." 

Table 6 (next 2 pages): Concentrations of ^Ra, ^ ~ a ,  Ba and iron in produced waters 
from oil and gas fieids worldwide. Note the different unit (Bqll) as compared to the 
natural sea water activities determined in the Course of this work. 
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* Value refers to total radioactivity. 

* Unit for salinity in the original literature is ppt. 

nd: Not detectable; activity was below the detection limit in the respective study 
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8.5 Implications of man-made sources for the use o f  '''Ra as a tracer fo r  

shelfwater 

The data compiled for various hydrocarbon fields world-wide indicate high releases of 
228 Ra with discharged produced waters. In a first approach, this does not interfere with 

the concept of 2 2 8 ~ a  as a tracer for shelfwater because oil and gas fields are situated 

On the continental shelves or slope. However, the natural concentrations are likely to 

get enhanced by the discharges. This effect should be more pronounced for platforms 

on the continental slope like e.g. in the Campos Basin because naturally occurring 

''@'~a activities generally decrease with distance to the source region, i.e. the shelf. 

In the context of iron transport paths into the Open ocean, the suitability of '"Ra as a 

tracer for shelfwater advection as suggested in this study has to be reconsidered. First, 

because the natural shelf source may no longer be the dominant source of ' ~ a  and 

artificially enhanced ^%a activities could lead to an overestimation of iron. 

Second, because iron concentrations can be elevated in produced waters, too, with an 

enrichment up to three orders of magnitude (Table 6). None of the studies cited gives 

the speciation of this iron and it must be assumed that precipitation occurs shortly after 

discharge due to changes in temperature, pH and Eh. It is unclear to what extent this 

iron is available to marine phytoplankton. But the situation might be such that the 

dominant source of ^ ~ a  is different to the dominant source of iron. 

A differentiation of releases from the shelf versus releases with produced water 

requires knowledge of the 2 2 8 ~ a / ~ e  ratios of both sources under consideration. The 

combination with other trace elements, especially those typical for platform discharges 

could help to resolve this conflict. Any attempt of quantification On the basis of this work 

would be highly speculative. 

This outline has shown how the application of an otherwise approved marine tracer has 

to be questioned and might get affected in its applicability due to human activities. The 

extent of such perturbations has yet to be approved. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Measurements of "%a and ^Ra surface water activities in the Atlantic sector of 

the Southern Ocean have for the first time been carried out in a high-resolution on 

several N-S-transects across the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). The 

sections Cover the major oceanographic fronts at different seasons. The work also 
provides a solid set of ^ ~ a  data on the continental shelves bordering this region of 

the Southern Ocean. Several areas like the Larsen shelf and the Pacific side of the 

Antarctic Peninsula have been sampled for 2 2 ' ~ a  for the first time. 

Due to its remoteness from land and the corresponding paucity of neighbouring 

shallow water regions, the Open Southern Ocean yields activities of ^Ra that are 

amongst the lowest ones world-wide. Hence, sample collection and processing 

have been adjusted in a way to obtain a highest possible concentration factor of 
radiurn from as large a water volume as practicable. But even when analyzing 

several m3 of sea water with the sensitive 228~h-ingrowth method, offshore activities 

in the central Weddell Gyre were below the detection limit. ^ ~ h  activities and 

2 2 8 ~ h 1 2 3 0 ~ h  activity ratios can to some extent be used as indicators of the "'Ra 
activity but are affected by scavenging processes. 

The high resolution sampling has shown that particulate uptake of ^Ra continues 

north of the Polar Front after the near depletion of Si, indicating that both 

parameters are rather decoupled here. The ongoing radium depletion is likely to be 

caused by acantharians, a %SO4-forming group of microzooplankton, as well as by 

biogenic barite formation taking place in microenvironments. Acantharians, which 

have hitherto gone largely unnoticed in the biogeochemistry of radium, are 

proposed as a major carrier phase for radium in the upper ocean. 

In the context of iron input paths into the productive regions of the Atlantic sector of 

the Southern Ocean, ^ ~ a  was investigated here as a tracer for advection of 

shelfwater frorn the neighbouring continents. It could be shown that all sampled 

shelf areas are characterized by increased ^Ra activities. Despite their great 

water depth, the offshore regions in the influence of the Brazil and the Agulhas 

Current show a clear continental influence, too. This could be attributed to 

enrichrnent of ^%a in these western boundary currents during their southbound 

flow. South of Africa, elevated "'Ra activities could be correlated by satellite 

altirnetry with subtropical anticyclones and rings that are spawned from the 

retroflecting Agulhas Current. These subtropical intrusions reach to about 45's 

into the subantarctic regime. Within the Open ACC, proof of increased ^%a 

activities rernained difficult and a regular occurrence of increased concentrations 

coinciding with the oceanic fronts could not be observed. High, but sporadic 

activities along the Polar Front are suggested to originale from the merging of the 
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Subantarctic and Polar Front at 40' W. Overall, input of shelfwater seems to be of 

restricted importance for the area of investigation between 0" and 20" E. 

It should be stressed that the main sampling area for this study was several 

thousand kilometres away from the postulated source regions of both ' R a  and 

iron. Future studies On this topic should Cover the area in-between which will help to 

clarify what processes account for the sporadic, but extremely high "'Ra activities 

obsewed at 50's. Additional surveys should also address the question of the true 

potential of the Argentinean shelf as a strong source for "'Ra and iron. The 

contradiction of higher '̂Ra activities being found east of their postulated source 

could not be resolved to satisfaction in this study. 

The application of several geochemical tracers for the investigation of iron transport 

paths into the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean led to a better differentiation of 

the relative importance and regional influences of shelfwater advection, material 

released from melting icebergs and vertical upwelling. However, a quantification of 

any of these input mechanisms On the basis of this and the respective associated 

studies seems daring. The assumptions regarding the relative importance of each 

mechanism should be challenged by future studies carried out in carefully selected 

areas. The subantarctic islands, especially those forming the Scotia Arc, can be 

regarded as natural iron "supply stations" within the ACC that might give more 

insight into the linkage between the different forms of iron present in sea water and 

the distribution of tracers for continental origin like "*Ra, AI and EN,,. 

Extensive literature research has shown that radium isotopes are considerably 

enriched in production waters which are discharged from oil and gas fields. Several 

exploitation fields are in operation along the South American East coast and their 

discharges can be dispersed with the Brazil and the Falkland Current. In principle, 

this artificial ^Ra addition does not interfere with the concept of ^%a as a tracer 

for shelfwater advection into the Open ocean. However, when used for quantitative 

approaches, a closer look at the released activities and their fate in the marine 

environment seems recommendable. 

One never notices what has been done; 

one can only See what remains to be done. 

Marie Curie 
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APPENDIX 

Abbreviations 

y-spectrum for determination of R a  in BaS04 

y-spectrum for determination of 2 2 6 ~ a  and ^ ~ a  in cartridge ash 

a-spectrum for the determination of ingrown T h  

Conversion of the activity of a radionuclide into mass units 

Reference chart of 2 3 8 ~  und ̂ Th decay chains 

Table of surface water results for ''"a, ^ ~ a ,  2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  AR and ̂ "h 

Table of water column results for ^Ra and 2 2 8 ~ h / 2 3 0 ~ h  AR 



Appendix 

A 1: Frequently used abbreviations within the text: 

AABW 
AAIW 
AASW 
Ac 
ACC 
AF 
AI 
AR 
Ba 
Bi 

Bq 
Ca 
cc 
CDW 

CPm 
dpm 
E N ~  

GBq 
GEOSECS 
HNLC 
ISW 
LCDW 
NADW 
Nd 
Pb 
PF 
P 0 

Ra 
Rn 
SACCF 
SAF 
SASF 
Si 
Sr 
STF 

TBq 
Th 
U 
UCDW 
WDW 
WSBW 
wsc 
WSDW 
ww 

Antarctic Bottom Water 
Antarctic Intermediate Water 
Antarctic Surface Water 
Actinium 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
Agulhas Front 
Aluminium 
Activity Ratio 
Barium 
Bismuth 
Becquerel 
Calcium 
Coastal Current 
Circumpolar Deep Water 
counts per minute 
disintegrations per minute 
isotopic composition of Nd ( " " ~ d / ^ ~ d )  compared to a standard 

Gigabecquerel 
Geochemical Ocean Sections 
High Nutrient Low Chlorophyll 
Ice Shelf Water 
Lower Circumpolar Deep Water 
North Atlantic Deep Water 
Neodymiurn 
Lead 
Polar Front 
Polonium 
Radium 
Radon 
Southern ACC Front 
Subantarctic Front 
Subantarctic Surface Water 
Silicon 
Strontium 
Subtropical Front 
Terabecquerel 
Thorium 
Uranium 
Upper Circumpolar Deep Water 
Warm Deep Water 
Weddell Sea Bottom Water 
Weddell-Scotia-Confluence 
Weddell Sea Deep Water 
Winter Water 



A 2: Example of a typical y-spectrum for the determination of ^Ra, measured on 
BaS04-precipitation from a 20 l surface water sample. The lines used for analysis of 
the spectrum are the decay lines of the "Â¡R daughters ' ' ~ b  (295 and 351 keV) and 
I 4 ~ i  (609 kev). 
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A 3: Example of a typical Y-spectrum for the determination of 2 2 8 ~ a  and ^ ~ a ,  
measured on cartridge ash from a surface water sample. The lines used for analysis of 
'''Ra are the decay lines of its daughter '''AC at 338, 91 1 and 969 keV. 



Appendix 

A 4: Example of an a-spectrum for the determination of ingrown 2 2 8 ~ h  in a surface 
water sample. '"'~h was added as a yield tracer. 
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A 5: Derivation of the relationship between the molar concentration of an isotope and 
its activity, 

For a conversion in either direction, the following parameters are needed: 

1 Avogadro's Number NA = 6 . 0 2 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  

2 the molar weight m of the isotope 

3 half-life tic of the isotope (convert to minutes to be in accordance with dpm) 

4 the decay constant L, derived from the half-life by: 

The number of atoms (N) of a radioactive nuclide is related to its activity (A) as follows: 

Dividing by Avogadro's Number NA and the sample's weight or volume V gives the 

molar concentration Cm: 

To convert to mass units, multiply by the molar weight m: 



A 6: Reference chart of the naturally occurring decay series and ^ ~ h  (after 
Broecker and Peng 1962). Each isotope is given with its specific half-life. Decay modes 
are indicated by arrows: 6 :  a-decay; A: ÃŸ-decay 
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A 7: Surface water results for ^Ra, ^Ra, 2 2 8 ~ a / 2 2 6 ~ a  AR and ' " ~ h  

SAMPLE 

ANTXV/i 
SWC 1 
SWC 2 
SWC 3 
SWC 4 
SWC 5 
SWC 6 
SWC 7 
SWC 8 
SWC 9 
SWC 10 
SWC 11 
swc 12 
SWC 13 
SWC 14 
SWC 15 
SWC 16 
SWC 17 
SWC 18 
SWC 19 
SWC 20 
SWC 21 
SWC 22 
SWC 23 
SWC 24 
SWC 25 
SWC 26 
SWC 27 
SWC 28 

Z 9 
Z 10 
z u  
Z 12 
Z 13 
Z 14 
Z 15 
Z 16 
Z 17 
Z 18 
Z 19 
z 20 
Z 21 
Z 22 
Z 23 
Z 24 
Z 25 
Z 26 
Z 27 
Z 28 
Z 29 
Z 30 
Z 31 
Z 32 
Z 33 
Z 34 
Z 35 
Z 36 
Z 37 
Z 38 
2 39 
Z 40 
Z 41 

SAMPLINC 
DATE 

11 11 1997 
12 11 1997 
13.11 1997 
13 11 199; 
13.11 199"; 
14 11 199"; 
14 11 1997 
14 11 1997 
15 11 1997 
15 11 1997 
15 11 1997 
16 11 1997 
16 11 1997 
17.11 1997 
17 11.1997 
18 11 1997 
18 11.1997 
19 11 1997 
19 11 1997 
20 11 1997 
20.11 1997 
SO 11.1997 
SO 11.1997 
11 12 1997 
11 12 1997 
12 12 1997 
12 12 1997 
13 12 1997 

13.12.1997 
14 12.1997 
15 12.1997 
16 12.1997 
16 12 1997 
17 12 1997 
17 12 1997 
11.12 1997 
3 sarnple r 
13 12.1997 
15.12.1997 
I6 11.1997 
19 11 1997 
!O 12 1997 
!I 12 1997 
'.2.12 1997 
'.2.12 1997 
!3 12 1997 
!4 12 1997 
!5 12 1997 
!6 12 1997 
!9 12 1997 
11 01 1998 
13 01 1998 
13 01 1998 
13 01 1998 
14 01 1998 
14.01 1998 
14 01 1998 
15 01 1998 
15 01 1998 
16 01 1998 
I6 01 1998 

- 

-F- 

' S  

ecove 

LAT. LONG 7- 

-60 10 -24 62 
-60.50 -25 88 
62.40 -29 28 
red 
-61.24 -29 56 
-61.30 -29 53 
-61.33 -29.08 
Â¥61.0 -29.69 
-60 39 -29.42 
Â¥60.3 -28.75 
60.36 -26.38 
60.33 -24.99 
59.93 -22.40 
Â¥58.9 -19.94 
57.44 -17 26 

"'Ra 
(dpml100kg) 



SAMPL! 

ANT XVL F R R 2 3 

R 4 
R 5 
R 6 
R 7 
R 8 
R 9 
R 10 
R 1 1  
R 12 
R 13 
R 14 
R 15 
R 16 
R 17 
R 18 
R 19 
R 20 
R 21 
R 22 
R 23 
R 24 
R 25 
R 26 
R 27 
R 28 
R 29 
R 30 
R 31 
R 32 
R 33 
R 34 
R 35 
R 36 
R 37 
R 38 
R 39 
R 40 
R 41 
R 42 
R 43 
R 44 
R 45 
R 46 
R 47 
R 48 
R 49 
R 50 
R 51 
R 52 
R 53 
R 54 
R 55 
R 56 
R 57 
R 58 
R 59 
R 60 
R 61 
R 62 
R 63 
R 64 
R 65 
R 66 
R 67 
R 68 
R 69 
R 70 
R 71 

SAMPLINC 
DATE 

"Ra  
(dprnlIOOkg) 

- 
M T .  LONG 

228 mÃ£Ã diss. 

-4110 1462 
-42 47 13 88 
-44 72 12 60 
4 6  25 11 70 
-48 56 10 32 
-50 17 9 31 
-5303 7 4 2  
-5462 6 3 2  
-56 92 4 69 
-58 63 3 33 
-60 27 2 02 
-6 l  50 0 97 
-63 55 -0 83 
-65 18 -2 37 
-6708 -4 29 
6 8  31 -5 62 
7 0  57 -4 07 
7 0  59 -9 89 
-71 47 -13.60 
.72 60 -18 79 
-72 83 -19 25 
7 1  74 -14 63 

"'Ra 
(dprnlIOOkg) 

"Â¥Ral"'R 
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SAMPLE r SAMPUNG 
DATE 

- 
LONG 

- 
0.00 
0.00 
0 00 
-0.01 
-0 01 
-0.48 
-1.03 
-1.52 
-2 00 
-2 50 
-6 07 

19.9C 
20 oc 
20 01 
20 oc 
20.0c 
20.0c 
20.0c 
20 oc 
20 oc 
20.0c 
20.0c 
20 oc 
20.0C 
19.95 
19.92 
19.90 
19.90 
19.71 
19.06 
20.06 
20.00 
18.46 
18.49 
18.52 
18 52 
18 50 
18 49 
18 52 
16 70 
14.50 
12 41 
10 48 
8.27 
6 10 
1 96 
-1 88 
-6.51 
-6.85 
-6.12 
0 03 
19.97 
19.17 
20.62 
19.82 
19.65 
19.56 
19.90 
19 80 
19.51 
19 21 
18 96 
18 78 

'"Ra 
(dpmlIOOkg) 
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SAMPLE 

ANTXVIII- 

NBP 00-03 

R 165 

R 169 
R 170 

R 172 

s 

nd 

-7 

Italfc 

a 
b 
C 

d 
e 
f 

g 

Sample has been taken during station time; 

SAMPLING 
DATE 

14 05 2000 
15 05 2000 
16 05 2000 
17 05 2000 
19 05 2000 
22 052000 
23 05 2000 
25 05 2000 

15 05 2000 
15 05 2000 
16 05 2000 
17 05 2000 
17 05 2000 
19 05 2000 
19 05 2000 
20 05 2000 
20 05 2000 
22 05 2000 
23 05 2000 
24 05 2000 
24 05 2000 

the geographic positions of all other samples represent the mean between sarnple start and : 

s 

' 

s 
s 
s 
Â 

s 

Sample yielded no detectable activity above background, based on two tirnes the backgrouni 

Value questionable judging from adjacent values. 

Values in italics indicate samples for which no "'Ra subsarnples exist. 
The '''Ra activity of these samples has been calculated On the basis of literature values 
or estimates for "%a as fcllows: 
15.2 dpniIIOOkg, estimated from adjacent samples 
10 dpmIIOOkg, after Ku and Lin (1976) 
8.4 dprnIIOOkg, estimated from adjacent samples 
15 dpmIlOOkg, estimated from adjacent samples 
10 dpmIIOOkg, after Ku and Lin (1976) 
8 dprnIIOOkg, after Ku and Lin (1976) 
17 dpmIIOOkg, affer Chung and Applequist (1980) 



A 8: Water column results for 2 2 6 ~ a  and 228~h/230~h AR 

STATION 

W 
'S 53-156 

' S  53-161 

'S 53-169 

S 53-18 

S 53-19 

S 53-19 

S 53-20 

S 53-20 

SAMPLING 
DATE 

LONG. 

20.00 

19.06 

18.53 

-6.22 

19.97 

20.00 

20.00 

19 56 

MAX. DEPTH 
(m) 

4831 

4684 

4849 

1231 

3517 

3450 

5056 

4576 

"Ra 
(dpmfiookg) 

11.47 Â 0.54 
10.85 t 0.44 
15.47 t 0.56 
12.77 Â 0.46 
16.82 Â 0.56 

16.11 Â 0.53 
16.43 Â 0.61 

18.4 Â 0.6C 

16.5 t 0.66 

18 45 t 0.76 

15.73 Â 0.67 

17.06 Â 0.53 

15.98 Â 0.59 

13 09 t 0.55 
8.85 Â 0.37 

11.78 t 0.47 
12.85 t 0.44 

=ThPTh 
activliy ratlo 

5.85 Â 0.44 
2.75 * 0.19 

0.806 t 0.049 
0.521 Â 0.031 
0.521 Â 0.018 

5.69 Â 0.43 
0.809 t 0.056 
0.783 Â 0.043 

1.490 Â 0.075 
0.764 Â 0.033 
0 6 6 0  Â 0.024 
0.600 Â 0.022 
0.570 Â 0.031 

5 5 7  Â 0.41 
9.16 Â 0.61 
10.3 Â 1.4 
2.55 Â 0.78 
1.71 t 0.37 

1.470 Â 0.053 
1 02 t 0.14 

0.370 Â 0.051 
0.530 Â 0.044 
0.780 Â 0.049 

2 05 t 0.10 
2.150 Â 0.046 
1.110 Â 0,020 
0.680 Â 0.016 
,6800 t 0 0 0 8 i  

5.4 t 1.1 
1.88 t 0.14 
1.02 Â 0 12 

0.670 t 0 074 

18.9 t 2.1 
22.5 Â 2.6 

0.350 Â 0.029 
1 8 0 0  Â 0.005f 
0.830 Â 0 043 
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